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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The perfect storm of declining freight rates and low oil prices has put unprecedented stress on the Maersk 

business model. The hedge against fluctuations in oil price that was previously facilitated by interests in both 

the oil- and shipping industry does no longer conform to current market conditions, in which increased 

competition and over-supply have eroded profits for both segments. The thesis evaluates the strategic options 

available to the company, through a combination of qualitative and quantitative analyses.  

Initially, a financial analysis depicted a conglomerate with significant available capital in the form of cash and 

a low debt ratio. The focus on cost reductions and strategic divestments in recent years has provided a sound 

financial foundation with which the company is able to withstand downturns in the markets, while waiting for 

attractive investment opportunities to arise.  

Two separate industry analyses examined the underlying industry-drivers, as well as the company’s position 

herein. An oversupply of capacity characterizes the shipping industry, which has led to loss-making operations 

and driven an industry-wide focus on costs. The current situation is severe and challenging, but the general 

outlook predicts growing world trade. The analysis revealed that several rivals have improved their 

performance in recent years and are now threatening Maersk Line as a market leader. Consequently, the firm 

is required to act in order to defend its position and remain profitable. The analysis of the oil industry 

underlined a market of deteriorating attractiveness, but with significant value remaining. The continuous 

decline in oil prices, that began in 2014, has eroded profits industry-wide and forced many less flexible players 

into financial distress. However, the combination of low break-even prices relative to competitors and valuable 

capabilities within field development and production gives Maersk Oil a potential competitive advantage with 

which value can be captured.  

Following the industry specific analyses, the thesis adopted a different perspective in order to examine the 

performance of the conglomerate as a whole. A qualitative approach highlighted an ability to diversify and to 

reduce risk, the effectiveness of which for Maersk was evident during the financial crisis. Additionally, the 

success of the conglomerate as a whole seems to be partially derived from the aptitude for exploiting economies 

of scale and scope across business units. The lack of adequate capital allocation during prosperous times of the 

oil industry has resulted in an inability to maintain sufficient production levels and has arguably had a 

diminishing effect on shareholder value. In addition, Maersk has argued that the stock has historically been 

trading at a discount, although at a decreasing level as a result of divestitures carried out in recent years. The 

quantitative analysis, consisting of correlation and regression, indicated that the stock is heavily exposed to 

fluctuations in oil price, although the performances of the separate business units were less so. The analysis 

further suggested that a hedge against oil has likely existed in the examined period of the last five years. 



Additionally, the variable correlations implied that value has previously been captured in both industries 

through cost reductions, rather than increasing supply or manipulating prices. 

Despite current struggles of the Group, the thesis concluded that there is still considerable value to be captured 

in both industries. Given the substantial barriers of exit, a divestment strategy seems less attractive, since assets 

would likely be sold at a large discount. Diversification would indeed be the most effective strategy to decrease 

exposure towards the volatility of oil and world growth. However, it would entail a shift into unrelated territory 

within which the company has no competitive advantage, and would therefore involve significant risk with 

little reward. Based on the analyses and an in-depth discussion, the best course of action was concluded to be 

an investment strategy, with particular focus on the oil industry. Maersk Line should make investments 

necessary in order to maintain its dominant position and economies of scale, which are the source of 

competitive advantage in the industry. Maersk Oil should capitalize on its capabilities by acquiring inexpensive 

pre-production phase oil fields upon which production facilities can be established.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION 

The history of A.P Møller Mærsk dates back to the late 1800s, where it started out as a steamship company. 

Over time, the company evolved into a massive conglomerate engaged in multiple different industries, 

ranging from banking, logistics, retail, shipping and terminals to oil & gas. In recent years, Maersk has 

undone most of the historical diversification through a focus on establishing a more streamlined 

conglomerate. The shift in strategy entailed divestments of non-core assets and business units such as 

Danske Bank and Dansk Supermarked. Today, the conglomerate is centered on the shipping and oil related 

part of the business, while business units like DAMCO and Svitzer are still reported to be for sale (Knudsen, 

2016 March 8). 

Following the divestment process, the conglomerate finds itself in a unique situation in which the 

organization has accumulated a significant amount of capital. Since 2009, Maersk has more than halved its 

debt, from DKK 100 billion to less than DKK 40 billion (Johnson, 2015 July 9). A challenge for Nils 

Smedegaard, CEO of Maersk Group, is that the conglomerate has had difficulties identifying new and 

profitable opportunities within the core businesses. The lack of investments has generated a growing concern 

amongst shareholders that the Group is not able to identify and capitalize on attractive opportunities. To 

accommodate shareholders, Maersk has increased dividend payout, made an extraordinary dividend payment 

and launched two repurchasing programs in 2014 and 2015 (Annual Report, 2015).  

However, amongst investors and in the media there is somewhat of a consensus that Maersk is ‘over-

financed’ to such a dramatic extent that further shareholder payouts are required, if new attractive 

investments cannot be identified (Johnson, 2015 July 9 (2)) The task is increasingly complex, as the 

industries in which Maersk operates are faced with a number of challenges. While the dramatic decrease in 

the price of crude oil erodes profits for the oil industry as a whole, slow international growth and 

overcapacity within the shipping industry simultaneously force margins down. Consequently, the company 

finds itself in a difficult situation, where its previously successful attempts at diversification now merely add 

to an unhealthy risk exposure. The question is, if the business model that historically made Maersk a leader 

within several industries does no longer fit current market conditions? Additionally, it seems that the current 

conglomerate structure does not offer any viable investment opportunities, which leads to the critical 

question of what Nils Smedegaard can do to secure future growth.  

Even though the conglomerate is under pressure, Nils Smedegaard believes that the complex situation can 

play in the favor of the firm. While many of its competitors struggle to stay alive, Maersk has the financial 
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flexibility to wait for the right assets to be available in the market at the right price (Ritzau Finans, 2016 

January 20). 

1.1 PROBLEM DEFINITION AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The context and motivation lead to the following problem definition and research questions. 

“How can the Maersk Group adapt its strategic efforts to the changing market conditions in the shipping 

and oil industry, which are characterized by fierce competition and diminishing margins, in order to 

increase the attractiveness of the stock?” 

While the short-term perspective will also be addressed, the focus will be on long-term profitability and risk 

mitigation. To answer the above problem definition the thesis will examine and discuss investment and 

divestment strategies: 

 Invest - Maersk Group maintains operations, while taking advantage of its financial strength to boost 

market shares and future profits in the industries through asset purchase and/or M&A activities. 

 Divest - Maersk Group continues to divest subsidiaries that cannot deliver the required returns or 

causes increased risk exposure. The raised capital can serve to pay-back shareholders or be 

reinvested within core activities. 

Following this, a feasible alternative to consolidation or divesture in the shipping and oil industries will 

briefly be discussed: 

 Diversification - Maersk Group utilizes its financial strength to diversify into new areas in order to 

decrease risk exposure or secure opportunities for future growth.  

The strategies should not be seen as mutually exclusive, as they can serve as complementary actions to 

secure future growth and/or decrease the risk exposure of the conglomerate. The evaluation of the three 

strategies will be based on an analysis of the factors that impact the Group’s ability to appear attractive to 

investors in the stock market. The attractiveness is mainly dependent on annual dividends and on the firm’s 

ability to generate profit in future periods, which will translate into higher stock prices. It can be argued that 

Maersk has already exhausted its ways of paying back money to shareholders through the increase in 

dividends, extraordinary dividends and two share buyback programs. Thus, the main focus of the thesis will 

be directed towards understanding how Maersk can strategically position itself to secure future growth 

and/or reduce its overall level of risk exposure. 
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In order to adequately examine the best course of action for the Group as a whole, the thesis adopts a range 

of research questions based on three different analysis perspectives: 

Financial Perspective 

This analysis serves to assess the impact of lower oil prices and freight rates on the Group’s financials, since 

this is crucial in order to determine the strategic options available to the conglomerate. 

1. How has the financials of Maersk developed over time and how is the company financially positioned 

to withstand the impact of the current market downturn?  

Business Unit Perspective 

The industry analyses sets out to understand the individual BUs, the industries in which they operate and 

how they are positioned to exploit potential opportunities. 

Maersk Line specific 

2. What has caused the low freight rates and is shipping an attractive industry? 

3. How is Maersk Line positioned to create value in the long run? 

Maersk Oil specific 

4. What has caused the low oil prices and is oil & gas an attractive industry? 

5. How is Maersk Oil positioned to create value in the long run? 

Conglomerate Perspective 

The final part of the analysis section examines the conglomerate through a combination of qualitative and 

quantitative methods, in an attempt to assess the underlying business performance and how it has affected 

shareholder value. 

6. How has the conglomerate structure affected the performance of Maersk?  

The findings will be used to discuss appropriate strategies for the management of Maersk in the context of 

invest, divest and diversification.  

1.1.1 Topic delimitations 

When performing a case study it is important to determine the boundaries of the case subject that will be 

studied (Saunders et al., 2016). The thesis is written with the aim of presenting strategic recommendations to 

the Maersk Group on how to navigate the challenging industries, limit risk exposure and secure future 

growth. The thesis will therefore adopt a management perspective rather than addressing concerns of 
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individual shareholders. From an agency theory point of view, it is relevant to investigate if the priorities of 

management are aligned with those of shareholders. However, for the simplicity and scope of the thesis it is 

assumed that the goal of management is to maximize shareholder value, thus disregarding potential agency 

problems. The thesis will only be concerned with how the strategy chosen will affect the value for 

shareholders, which is why no attention will be directed towards the potential impact that increased 

dividends or additional share repurchase programs could have on the stock price. 

Furthermore, given the formal limitations placed upon the dissertation it is deemed unrealistic to conduct 

detailed analyses across all Maersk’s BUs. Hence, the scope of the thesis will only extend to ML and MOG, 

which combined account for 75% of the total revenue of the Group. This allows for in-depth analyses of the 

two largest subsidiaries across the core business segments, representing the major sources of risk exposure in 

the Group. The purpose of the thesis is to discuss the overall strategy, which is why it will not attempt to 

quantify the strategy in terms of capital allocated to certain projects or which assets to divest. In addition, it 

will not investigate the potential impact on the share price, but merely illustrate how the chosen strategy will 

affect shareholder value. 

The thesis will primarily be based on publicly available information published before April 15 2016. Data 

made available after this point in time have not been taken into consideration. 

1.2 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS 

The thesis is based on a stringent structure comprising ten sections that combined serve to answer the 

research questions. Firstly, the context is set through the introduction and methodology, which is crucial to 

ensure quality research. The introduction to the firm includes an overview of the history, strategy and 

ownership structure where the strong sense of tradition and pride that makes the company unique is 

emphasized. Subsequently, a detailed description of the financial performance is presented. This is essential 

in order to fully grasp the environment in which the firm operates. Upon completing the introductory 

sections, the following four segments address the three analyses perspectives of the thesis in order to 

examine the financial position of the company, the two industries in focus and the effect of the conglomerate 

structure: 
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Figure 1 – Structure of the Thesis 

 

Source: Own creation 

Initially, the attention is directed towards examining the current financial situation of the conglomerate. 

Specifically, section four employs a three-pronged approach in which leverage-, liquidity- and cash flow 

analyses are conducted. The conclusions of these are crucial for the subsequent analyses, since the financial 

circumstances are the basis for all strategic decisions in the company. Furthermore, it serves to illustrate the 

effect of the strategic changes that the conglomerate has undergone within the past several years. 

Section five and six comprises two key analyses in which the industry of both ML and MOG are examined. 

The section addresses the research questions related to the Business Unit Perspective. The structure of both 

parts is somewhat identical to properly demonstrate the different challenges inherent in the industries. 

Firstly, the factors affecting the relationship between supply and demand are discussed to enhance the 

understanding of current trends. Secondly, an array of strategic analyses is performed in order to get a 

comprehensive understanding of the underlying factors in the industries, before ML’s and MOG’s position 

herein are examined. The individual theories and frameworks utilized will be further introduced when 

applied throughout the section.  

The Conglomerate Perspective includes theory on diversified firms and quantitative data analyses to assess 

the overall performance of the conglomerate as a whole. The quantitative approach utilizes a combination of 

correlation and regression analyses. 

Finally, in part eight, findings from all previous analyzes will act as a foundation for a discussion of the 

strategic options available to the Group with regards to the individual subsidiaries and the conglomerate as a 

whole. The focus of the discussion is based on the problem statement of which the thesis sets out to answer. 
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2 METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this section is to reflect upon the case-approach while further establishing the structure of the 

thesis through a well-founded research approach and choice of data generation. 

2.1 RESEARCH APPROACH 

According to Saunders et al. (2016), two main approaches can be applied in research: inductive and 

deductive. A deductive approach sets out to derive logical conclusions through hypothesis and empirical 

testing, while inductive research is often initiated without a theoretical starting point.  

The thesis adopts a case study research approach, also called the inductive empirical approach. It is 

characterized by not having identified a hypothesis beforehand, as the research question grows from a 

wondering about an observation in the real world. The approach is dependent on data and interviews, as this 

provides a foundation to investigate and answer the research question. The aim is therefore to provide new 

knowledge within an empirical field. However, it also presents the challenge of not having a pre-determined 

notion of the path towards a conclusion, since new information continuously reshape the approach 

throughout the process (Ibid.). 

In the literature and media there is a strong coverage of the shipping and oil industries, while professors, 

investors and analysts are also following Maersk closely. However, to the authors’ knowledge, there has 

previously not been any attempt to perform an analysis adopting a similar approach, which further increases 

the relevance of the thesis. 

2.1.1 Research design 

The research design is crucial, as it is a general plan on how the research questions will be answered (Ibid.). 

In general, there are two approaches when conducting research: quantitative and qualitative methods. 

Quantitative methods are in nature more formal and structured in approach, based on systematic empirical 

investigation. Conversely, qualitative methods asks broader questions and is often more suitable to 

investigate broader themes and to describe a phenomenon.  

The thesis’ research philosophy allows for a mixed framework of qualitative and quantitative methods, 

which enable the authors to exploit the advantages of both approaches. The case study approach further 

demands a special attention to appropriate data collection, since good quality data is crucial in order to obtain 

an unbiased conclusion. Data can furthermore be classified as primary data, gathered through interviews, 

surveys and observations, or secondary data obtained through already existing sources such as articles, 
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journals and annual reports (Saunders et al., 2016). Primary data will be collected in the form qualitative 

interviews with key employees in the Maersk and an external opinion former. To further strengthen the 

analysis and discussion, secondary data in the form of journals, books and articles will be applied to broaden 

the analysis of Maersk.  

2.2 DATA COLLECTION 

2.2.1 Primary empirical data 

In the following sections, the method with which primary data was collected and interpreted will be 

explained. 

2.2.1.1 Semi-structured interviews 

In order to enhance the quality of information collected, semi-structured interviews were conducted. This 

particular type of interview is based on knowledge of the interviewees and serves to strengthen the 

underlying understanding of the industries and case companies discussed in the thesis. It enables the 

interviewer to maintain control of the interview’s direction, while the interviewee can bring up new ideas. 

This is facilitated by a more informal structure where the sub-questions do not necessarily have to be asked 

in a predefined sequence, as opposed to the structured interview. Consequently, the interviewee can discuss 

topics that were not anticipated beforehand (Andersen, 2006). 

For every interview an interview-guide was prepared beforehand, including a general introduction to the 

thesis, information on why the interviewee was selected and the informal groupings of sub-questions under 

broader themes (Appendix 23). In making the guides the importance of open-ended questions, appropriate 

language and ordering of questions have been taken into account. All interviews have been structured so that 

easier and more neutral questions were asked in the beginning, while slowly building up to more advanced 

and complex issues to be discussed, when a good connection had been established between the interviewee 

and interviewers (Ibid.). 

The next section will shortly introduce the interviewed persons and the main reason for approaching them. 

Additionally, a brief summary of key insights will be presented here, while a full transcript of the interview 

can be found in the appendices. 

Adam John Newton, Head of external relations and communications at MOG (Appendix 24). Adam Newton 

has worked in the oil industry for a number of years, both in MOG and Shell, which has given him an 

invaluable understanding of the oil industry and understanding of the macroeconomic developments over 
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time. His main contribution will be insights into MOG as a firm, to understand key capabilities, competitors 

and value drivers in the industry. 

Graham Slack, Chief Economist at Maersk Group (Appendix 25). Graham Slack has worked for the Group 

for the past eight years, before which he worked in the International Monetary Fund. His experience has 

given him broad insight into macroeconomic tendencies and effects. The interview provides not only insights 

into current trends in the industries, but also macroeconomic drivers that could potentially affect the business 

model of Maersk in the future. 

Martin Herrstedt, Head of Business Finance, Commercial at ML (Appendix 26). Martin Herrstedt has 

worked in the Maersk Group since 2007 with the majority of the time being in ML. The interview gives a 

unique opportunity to understand a complex industry where multiple factors are playing into account. 

Moreover, it served to better understand ML’s competitive advantages, the competitors and the industry as 

such. 

Jacob Pedersen, Chief Analyst at Sydbank (Appendix 27). Jacob Pedersen is the most cited Danish analyst 

with regards to Maersk and his opinions are therefore valuable to the process. He provides an external view 

that is not biased, compared to the three internal Maersk employees.  

All in all, the four interviews serve to establish a stronger understanding of the individual BUs and 

industries, while the information provided by Jacob Pedersen enables a more unbiased understanding. 

Additionally, the authors have extensively used Jesper Høybye, Head of Group Performance Management in 

Danske Bank, as an external supervisor. His knowledge from working for the Maersk Group, MOG and 

Maersk Tankers has been utilized to understand the recent strategic and financial transition of the 

conglomerate. 

2.2.1.2 Interview bias 

The interviews were structured so as to decrease the participant error and participant bias. Biases during the 

interview can disrupt or discredit the data collected. To overcome this, steps have been taken to minimize the 

likelihood of such disturbing effects. Face-to-face interviews have been prioritized, as telephone interviews 

has an inherent risk of creating a bias due to lack of personal response. The interviews have been conducted 

at the interviewee’s choice of location to generate a trustworthy environment. The interviewers have prior to 

the interviews conducted research on the topic to have a base understanding upon which the interview could 

elaborate. Moreover, the interviewers provided each of the participants with similar information prior to and 

at the opening of the interview. During the interview the researchers pursued a neutral attitude and active 

listening behavior to allow the participant reasonable time to establish independent answers. Saunders et al. 
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(2016) established all of the above-mentioned factors as important in order to minimize the possibility of 

biases.  

2.2.1.3 Quantitative data 

The variables examined in the quantitative analysis were chosen mainly because of the potential contribution 

to the qualitative analyses. Hence, the goal is not to accurately reflect changes in stock price, but merely to 

examine the relationship between the variables.  

The majority of the quantitative data was made available directly by the Maersk Group. The data provided 

consisted of performance measures (i.e. ROIC), average price of crude oil (Brent), the average share of 

MOG of oil and gas production, transported volumes of ML, the average freight, and the unit costs per FFE. 

Additionally, the growth in global GDP was used as a proxy for world economic growth, for which the data 

was obtained through the IMF. In order to be able to reflect global freight rate levels, rather than merely 

those of ML, the Baltic Freight Rate index was included, for which the data was gathered from 

www.quandl.com - an independent search engine for numerical data. The historical data for the Maersk B 

stock was obtained through Maersk’s own website.  

The Maersk stock price data was chosen to reflect changes in value of the company as a whole. As opposed 

to the A-shares, from which voting rights are obtained, the value of the B-shares is not skewed by the politics 

of deciding shareholders, but instead merely reflects changes in expected cash flows. Additionally, the 

trading volume of the B-shares is significantly higher than that of the A-shares (Larsen, 2009 September 3). 

ROIC is used as the primary performance metric. The measure essentially shows how much new cash is 

generated from capital investments (Benoit, 2016 May 3). 

2.2.1.4 Omitted Variable Bias 

When conducting a regression analysis, the goal is to include all independent variables that contribute to the 

overall coefficient of determination. However, because there are thousands and thousands of variables 

affecting the stock price of Maersk, this task is simply impossible. As a result, the omitted variable bias is 

unavoidable. The potential damaging effect of this bias is a misrepresentation of significance, in which the 

effect of certain omitted variables is captured by included independent variables with which characteristics 

are shared. The issue is further complicated because the significance and direction of this effect on each 

variable is unknown and actually depends on the size and direction of correlation between omitted and 

included variables. Consequently, the final model created in the regression analysis should be evaluated 

within this context.  
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2.2.2 Secondary empirical data 

The secondary informational sources serve to provide further insights into the tendencies in the industries 

and provide historical information. Examples of secondary sources include Woodmac and MarketLine for 

the oil industry. Quantitative sources such as Alphaliner and Statista provided numerical data, while World 

Bank, IEA and OPEC have been used to grasp the macroeconomic complexity of the industries. 

2.2.3 Critical review 

Collection data has been done in a thorough way meaning that every article, paper and book has been 

reviewed from the perspective of being relevant with regards to the research question. Applying different 

sources of data has been deemed important in order to maintain a critical view on the quality of data and to 

avoid potential biases. This is especially true when analyzing the output from interviews, as a potential 

problem exists in participants promoting themselves or the involved firms (Rienecker & Jørgensen, 2012). 

To counterbalance the positive view from internal employees, Jacob Pedersen was invited for an interview in 

order to get an external and more critical view on the Maersk organization. However, currently he has a buy-

recommendation for the stock, which is why it can be questioned if he is objective in his external 

communication. Therefore, the thesis incorporated several data sources, including secondary empirical 

information, to ensure a broader and more objective view on the subject at hand.  

A majority of the data analyzed throughout the thesis is from tertiary sources: indexes, databases and annual 

reports. It is assumed that the level of manipulation is minimal and the data can therefore be seen as 

relatively objective. 

2.2.4 Quality of research 

There are two main ways of assessing the overall quality of the research, which is research validity and 

reliability (Saunders et al., 2016). The following two sections are concerned with establishing the overall 

quality of the research conducted in the thesis. 

2.2.4.1 Validity  

Validity refers to the appropriateness of the measures applied, the accuracy of the analyses and 

generalizability of the findings (Ibid.). Validity can be observed through internal validity established when 

research accuracy demonstrates a causal relationship. This can be done through statistical research 

demonstrating an outcome, while qualitative questions establish data that can be associated with the 

outcome. The research can be considered invalid if it is achieved based on falsely information, which is why 

a focus of the thesis is to ensure a clear relationship behind the different analyzes, the data applied and 
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conclusions. External validity is related to the ability to apply the research findings to other relevant settings. 

The case study is very much focused on the Maersk Group, but the transparency of the report ensures that the 

same approach can be applied in different settings. Furthermore, the conclusions of the paper can potentially 

prove to be of interest to other conglomerates or firms operating in the shipping or oil industries. 

2.2.4.2 Reliability 

Reliability refers to replication and consistency of the research. If it is possible for a researcher to replicate 

an earlier research design and achieve the same results, then the research can be seen as reliable (Saunders et 

al., 2016). When determining reliability, there is distinguished between internal and external reliability. The 

internal reliability focuses on the consistency during the research. To this point the thesis has adopted a 

stringent approach towards interviews conducted and data gathered to ensure consistency across the entire 

process. The authors have had continuous touch points to align on the approach and discuss findings to 

secure stability in the conducted research. The external reliability refers to whether data collection 

techniques would produce similar results at a different occasion. The authors realize the difficultness of 

replicating the qualitative research, as it is based on current factors and input from interviewees. To 

counterbalance this, a transparent approach has been adopted where interview guides are provided to allow 

for other researcher to replicate the questions. Therefore, the researcher error can be seen as low. The authors 

take an external perspective on Maersk Group to avoid the researcher bias and lowered reliability in regards 

to subjective views on the subject researched (Ibid.). 
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3 INTRODUCTION TO THE MAERSK GROUP 

In order to grasp the decision-making process of the management in Maersk it is crucial to understand to the 

history of the conglomerate, strategy, ownership structure and financial performance. The aim of this section 

is to provide an underlying understanding of the firm that can be applied throughout the analysis and 

discussion. 

3.1 COMPANY HISTORY 

A.P. Moller-Maersk Group is a Danish conglomerate dating back to the early 20th century. In 1904 Arnold 

Peter Møller, supported by his father Peter Mærsk Møller, established ‘The Steamship Company 

Svendborg’. In the following years, the company expanded significantly by adding multiple vessels to the 

fleet before A.P. Møller in 1918 decided to combine shipping with shipbuilding and founded Odense Steel 

Shipyard. In 1921 the first ship sailed under the now famous name of ML, while the company in 1928 seized 

the opportunity to add five crude oil tankers to the fleet - the beginning of Maersk Tankers (Jephson & 

Morgan, 2014). 

In 1940 Mærsk Mc-Kinney Møller became a partner in his father’s firm. This was a vital decision, as Mr. 

Møller would later become one of the most respected businessmen in the history of Denmark. In 1962 the 

Group was awarded with the concession for exploration and production of oil and gas in the Danish part of 

the North Sea. Before A.P. Møller’s death in 1965 he supported the Danish merchant Herman Salling, which 

resulted in the firm entering the retail business, later known as Dansk Supermarked Group (Annual Report, 

2012). The oil adventure continued with first oil from the Danish North Sea in 1972, while an innovative 

mindset led to an oil license and later production in Qatar by 1994.  

3.2 FOCUSED STRATEGY 

Following the divestment of multiple BUs during the 2000’s, the Group launched a new focused strategic in 

2009. During the container-shipping boom from 2002-2007 Maersk invested heavily in its liner business 

including an acquisition of P&O Nedlloyd, the third biggest shipping company. This strategy backfired as 

shipping rates plummeted, which forced the top management to look towards new areas to secure future 

growth (Wright, 2009 September 3). The new strategy adjusted the policies for capital allocation to allow 

heavier investments in segments such as oil and gas, container terminals and in non-container shipping.  

In 2011, Project Fit followed the strategy that was initiated in 2009. It involved a two-fold focus on shipping 

and energy related businesses causing the firm to expand its divestment program. The purpose was to take 
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the streamlining a step further by analyzing even smaller parts of the portfolio to enhance the understanding 

of core and non-core assets, whether the individual asset should be owned or not. Project Fit turned out to be 

a massive success freeing up investment capital worth of $4 billion and exceeded its intended goal already in 

2013. This allowed the Group to look for more attractive growth projects, payback investors and enabled the 

‘Stay Fit’ project, which is a continuous focus on optimizing the balance sheet and lifting returns (Annual 

Report, 2013). The capital gained was primarily achieved through sales of office buildings, warehouses and 

vessels combined with more efficient processes and a reduction of leasing obligations. In addition, the 

divestment of Dansk Supermarket added another $600 million in mid-2014.  

Today, the strategic focus is to establish a premium conglomerate through active portfolio management and 

disciplined capital allocation. The overall financial ambition is to develop BUs that can deliver above 10% 

ROIC over the cycle (Annual Report, 2014). It is likely that Maersk will continue its focus on core 

businesses and in this process further divest more vessels or companies. Hoegh Autoliners, Star Air, Damco 

and Svitzer have been mentioned as businesses that are potential prospects for divestment to finance growth 

or cash distribution (Reuters, 2015 February 2). Furthermore, several analysts believe that there are no longer 

any sacred cows, with MOG or Maersk Drilling being next in line to be divested (Pasetti, 2015 February 26). 

3.3 CONGLOMERATE STRUCTURE 

Today Maersk Group is a multinational conglomerate consisting of five business pillars with 89.000 

employees and offices in more than 135 countries worldwide (Maersk, About Us). The core-businesses are: 

 APM Terminals, an international container terminal operator with 212 ports and inland facilities in 

69 countries. It is considered an industry leader within inland services and as the largest terminal 

operator measured on geographical scope. The business has had an aggressive growth strategy in 

recent years 

 APM Shipping Services comprises the companies of Svitzer, Maersk Supply Service, Maersk 

Tankers and Damco. The smaller businesses have previously been challenged by lack of 

management attention, which is why they have been grouped to enhance focus and attract 

investments 

 Maersk Drilling, a drilling rig operator supporting oil companies with high-efficiency drilling 

services around the world. The BU is positioned in the harsh and ultra-harsh drilling environment 

creating a large risk exposure towards oil price volatility. Consequently, the firm has financially 

struggled since late 2014 

 Maersk Line is the world’s largest provider of container shipping services and covers the entire world 

through 374 offices in 116 countries. In total the organization operates 610 container vessels, with 
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7.100 seafarers and 25.550 employees based on land. It operates through sub-brands such as 

Safmarine and SeaLand (Intra-Americas), MCC Transport (Intra-Asia), Seago Line (Intra-Europe) 

and Mercosul (Brazil) (ML, About Us) 

 Maersk Oil is involved in all upstream activities from exploration, development to production with an 

expertise of turning marginal fields into commercial successes. In 1992, the firm moved outside of 

Denmark for the first time to develop the challenging Al Shaheen oil field in Qatar where MOG 

have produced more than one third of the country’s oil. After many years of expansion, the firm is 

today present in Denmark, Norway, Great Britain, Greenland, US, Brazil, Kazakhstan, Iraqi 

Kurdistan, Qatar, UAE, Algeria, Ethiopia, Kenya and Angola (MOG, About Us) 

The attention of the thesis will be directed towards the two companies, which is why APM Terminals, APM 

Shipping Services and Maersk Drilling will not be further introduced.  

3.4 OWNERSHIP STRUCTURE 

After the Second World War Mr. Møller was concerned that his family’s life’s work would be taken over by 

investors with a different view on running the business. He resolved the issue by establishing a family 

foundation in 1946 with the goal of ensuring that Maersk would always be managed accordingly to the 

family’s principles and values. Seven years later the family foundation was divided in two, with The A.P. 

Moller and Chastine Mc-Kinney Moller Fond til almene formaal owning the majority of voting shares in the 

Maersk Group (Annual report, 2012). Mr. Møller chaired the board from the death of his father in 1965 until 

2012. Today the family commitment continues as Ane Mærsk Mc-Kinney Uggla succeeded her father in 

2012. 

In 2013 the foundation established a 100% owned holding company, A.P. Møller Holding A/S, and 

transferred all the shares of the Maersk Group. The new holding company aim is to secure and strengthen an 

active ownership of the Group, while increasing the financial flexibility of the conglomerate (A.P. Møller 

Fonden, Om Fonden). The foundation is obligated to distribute all dividends received for donations 

benefiting public interests.  

In 2015 A.P. Møller Holding A/S further established a 100% owned subsidiary, APMH Invest A/S, which 

was used to acquire 20% of the shares in Danske Bank (Ibid.). The transaction must be seen as a long-term 

investment and a wish from the foundation to support Danske Bank as a leading Danish financial institution.  
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Figure 2 - Ownership Structure 

 

Source: A.P. Møller Fonden, Om Fonden 

The share structure is divided into A and B shares, with A shares conferring voting rights. The family 

controls two additional foundations holding shares in Maersk:  

Figure 3 - Ownership Concentration 

 

Source: Own creation based on Maersk Ownership Profile (2016) 

The family controls 70.08% of the voting shares and 53.05% of the controlling shares. The conglomerate has 

92,000 investors, with no one controlling more than 5% of the total shares (Investor Maersk, 

Storaktionærer). 

It is impossible to imagine a situation where the family will renounce its majority share and control over 

major business decisions. 
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3.5 FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE 

3.5.1 Net revenue 

The net revenue, illustrated below, shows the quarterly revenues for ML, MOG and the total revenue of the 

Group. The quarterly revenues are fairly stable for ML, fluctuating between $5.28 and $7.32 billion dollars. 

This is further supported by the yearly revenue, with a slight decrease from 2010 to 2015 of 1.2% can be 

observed. For MOG it is a different story, as its reported quarterly revenue has dropped steadily since the 

beginning of 2014 to end of 2015. For the period, its yearly revenue declined from $10,250 in 2010 to 

$5,639 in 2015, an overall decrease of 45%. The decline for MOG is the primary driver behind the decrease 

in total revenue for the Group, which has fallen 11.5% since 2010 and more than 19% compared to the 2011 

figure (Appendix 1).  

Figure 4 - Quarterly Revenue 

 

Source: Own creation based on Maersk Quarterly figures 2010-2015 

The development of MOG’s share of the total revenue is relevant to analyze further. In 2011, it made up a 

total 28% of the revenue, which was more than all other subsidiaries, besides ML, combined. This figure has 

decreased significantly since then and in Q4 2015 MOG was only responsible for 14% of the overall revenue 

generated by the Group, while ML contributed with 59% and the remaining business with 27% (Appendix 

1). 

3.5.2 Operating profit 

Figure 5 perfectly illustrates the volatility of the industries in which Maersk operates. For most of the period 

the world’s biggest container liner delivered positive figures, but from Q2 2011 to Q1 2012 it had a negative 

return of $1.58 billion and further reported a loss of $182 million in Q4 2015. Throughout the entire period 

ML has performed well and reported an overall profit of $7.69 billion. 
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In the same period MOG has delivered a profit of $4.28 billion. However, the graph illustrates the Group’s 

exposure towards the oil price. In Q2 2014 and Q4 2015 MOG had to make impairments on its assets 

resulting in a combined loss for the respective periods of close to $4 billion, heavily impacting the overall 

profit of the Group (Appendix 1). 

Figure 5 - Quarterly Profit 

 

Source: Own creation based on Maersk Quarterly Figures 2010-2015 

It can be observed that Maersk managed to report a profit in Q2 2014, despite the impairment, which can be 

contributed to the sale of Dansk Supermarket and not the underlying performance of the business. The 

divestment contributed with a total of $2.78 billion. In Q4 2015 there were no divestments to save the 

company from taking a record loss for one quarter of $2.7 billion (Appendix 1).  

3.5.3 Earnings Per Share 

Maersk’s EPS has steadily increased from 2011 through to 2014. In 2015 Maersk kept its ordinary dividend 

to the same level of DKK 300, while it further executed a share repurchase program lowering the amount of 

outstanding shares, together this advocate a higher EPS. However, this was not the case in 2015, as a drop of 

84% can be observed from 2014. The decline can be explained by a negative impact from falling freight 

rates and low oil price, causing a significantly lower profit, as discussed above. 

Figure 6 - Earnings Per Share 

 

Source: Own creation based on Maersk Group Annual Report 2011 – 2015 
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EPS is generally accepted as the single most important variable for investors and is often used to determining 

a share’s price. The huge drop in value is therefore critical for Maersk, as it dilutes value for its owners.  

3.5.4 Share price 

It now stands clear that the Maersk Group is facing significant challenges and that volatile external 

environments are affecting margins across the industries. The share price development exemplifies the firm’s 

struggle when compared to the OMX Copenhagen index.  

Since 2006 the share price of Maersk has fallen by more than 35%, from DKK 12,240 to DKK 7,930, while 

the overall market has increased close to 155%. Nils Smedegaard joined the company in 2007 and the 

development has since then been negative of 31%. Consequently, the firm struggles to find a strategy that 

creates value from a shareholder point of view. 

Figure 7 – Share Price Development 

 

Source: Own creation based on data from Yahoo Finance 

Following the 2015 annual report, multiple analysts decreased their target for Maersk. Five of the most 

important banks on average decreased their estimated target by DKK 1,360 to DKK 9,460 (Ritzau Finans, 

2016 February 11).  
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4 FINANCIAL POSITION 

Despite a tough business environment in 2014 and 2015 followed by vast impairments and losses in the 

second half of 2015, Maersk management consistently claims that the firm is in a financially strong position 

(Annual Report, 2015). The section examines the financial position of the conglomerate, including financial 

leverage, liquidity and cash flow of the firm. This allows for an enhanced understanding of Maersk’s short 

and long-term ability to meet financial obligations and further understand its cash flow from operating, 

financing and investing activities. 

The analysis will serve as a basis to discuss the strategic opportunities, as well as guidance for what is 

financially feasible. Data and equations applied throughout the section can be found in appendix 2 to 7. The 

section will cover the period from 2006 to 2015, as this allows for an understanding of the development 

through both the financial crisis and the recent drop in freight rates and oil prices.  

4.1 MEASURING LEVERAGE 

A firm is financed with a mixture of owners’ equity and debt used to build and continue the operation. 

Conducting a leverage ratio analysis is a way to assess how much of the firm’s capital comes in the form of 

debt, while further assessing the firm’s ability to meet its financial obligations (Brealey, Myers & Allen, 

2014).  

When taking on debt a firm is required to make a series of interest payments and to repay the total amount 

borrowed at time T. In the case that profits increase, the debt holders continue to only receive the fixed fee, 

while shareholders gain the entire upside. Naturally, the opposite is true when profits decrease. If the market 

conditions are unusually tough, which is the current case for Maersk, it can be a struggle to meet debt 

obligations, which is why too much debt is dangerous and can cause a firm to enter financial distress. On the 

other hand, low debt levels can generate questions amongst investors if other projects can generate a higher 

rate of return than the interest rate on its loans (Ibid.).  

We will perform a range of different debt ratios to illustrate the financial leverage development from: Long-

term debt-equity ratio, total debt ratio and long-term debt ratio. 
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Figure 8 - Leverage Ratios 

 

Source: Own creation based on Maersk Annual Report 2006 - 2015 

4.1.1 Ratios development 

The long-term debt-equity ratio illustrates how much non-current liabilities the firm has over its total amount 

of equity. The ratio has dropped considerably since 2006, from 0.84 to 0.4 in 2014, after which it increased 

to 0.48 in 2015. It signals a healthy development where Maersk has been able to keep a fairly stable level of 

non-current liabilities while equity has increased by 80% for the period. The increase from 2014 to 2015 is 

due to a higher level of liabilities, while equity further declined (Appendix 4). 

The total debt ratio measures financial leverage by taking a firm’s total liabilities over its total assets, and 

thereby shows the amount of debt used to finance the assets relative to equity. A high ratio is often 

associated with aggressive financing for growth and a high level of risk, which can result in volatile earnings 

and higher interest expenses (Brealey, Myers & Allen, 2014). In 2006, Maersk had a relatively high ratio of 

0.56, which it managed to decrease year by year to 0.39 in 2014, with an increase to 0.43 in 2015. The 

decrease throughout the period must be seen in the light of the divestments performed by the firm freeing up 

capital.  

The long-term debt ratio illustrates how much of long-term capital is in the form of debt, as long-term debt is 

taken over long-term debt plus equity. The ratio has decreased from 0.46 to 0.32 in 2015. The ratio is usually 

not greater than 1, as this would require a negative equity (Wahlen, Baginski & Bradshaw, 2011).  

It can be discussed if Maersk has a too low total debt level, as a level around 39 to 43% is not necessarily 

attractive to investors. To further illustrate the long-term financial health, Maersk’s total debt ratio will be 

compared to those of competitors in the industry analyses, which will further enhance the underlying 

financial understanding. 
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4.2 MEASURING LIQUIDITY 

In general, liquidity ratios attempt to measure a firm’s ability to meet its short-term debt obligations. The 

greater the coverage of liquid assets to short-term liabilities the better, as it sends a clear signal to creditors 

and investors that the firm can pay debt due in the near future and continue its operation (Brealey, Myers & 

Allen, 2014). 

The analysis investigates the short-term liquidity risk, which will further increase the overall understanding 

of Maersk’s financial health. The analysis includes the three ratios: Current, quick and cash. 

Figure 9 - Liquidity Ratios 

 

Source: Own creation based on Maersk Annual Report 2006 - 2015 

4.2.1 Ratios development 

The current ratio measures a company’s ability to pay short-term and long-term obligations by incorporating 

all current assets and liabilities. The development from 2006 to 2009 illustrates the impact of the financial 

crisis, as it in just three years dropped by 37%. Hereafter, the development was strong with a total increase of 

81% lifting the ratio to a level greater than before the financial crisis. However, from 2014 to 2015 it 

dropped to 1.16 primarily due to a 32% decrease in current assets. It is not alarmingly low, but must be seen 

as a warning that the current challenges have had an impact on the current assets to liabilities relationships. 

Banks, suppliers, and others that provide short-term credit to firms generally prefer a current ratio that excess 

1, as most investors view this level of risk tolerable (Wahlen, Baginski & Bradshaw, 2011). 

The quick ratio is an indicator of the firm’s short-term liquidity, as it measures short-term obligations with 

the firm’s liquid assets: cash and cash equivalents, securities and receivables. The ratio illustrates the amount 

of money the company has to cover for its current liabilities. In 2006 Maersk had liquid assets worth of 

$1.33 to cover for $1 short-term debt, while it decreased by 50% to 0.66 in 2009. The development was 

primarily driven by a drop of 89% in marketable securities throughout the period. Since then, the 
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development has been positive with liquid assets worth of $1.07 per $1 short-term debt by end-2015. 

Theoretically, the quick ratio is typically seen to be less than 1, which is why the development has enabled a 

low and insignificant short-term liquidity risk for the firm (Ibid.). However, it does raise the question, if 

capital could be invested more efficiently to enable greater shareholder value. 

The cash ratio is the most conservative of the three short-term liquidity ratios and is only concerned with the 

most liquid assets of the firm. It is not a goal for the firm to have a ratio of 1, as it would entail an excessive 

amount of cash or cash equivalents, which is poor asset utilization. Maersk’s cash ratio decreased from 0.7 to 

0.17 in 2009 but has since then elevated by 194% to 0.5 in 2015. It illustrates a firm that is financial sound 

and can meet its short-term obligations (Appendix 5).  

4.3 CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 

Revenue and net income are important measurements to assess firm performance, though they do not provide 

the full picture. The statement of cash flows can be used to get a deeper understanding of cash outflows, 

inflows and the financial fundamentals of the organizations. It is key to understand the company’s ability to 

produce cash, pay for its operations and fund investments (Wahlen, Baginski & Bradshaw, 2011).  

The statement of cash flows has three independent sections: operating, investing and financing. Operating is 

the main source of cash generation from the firm’s activities. In this section net income is adjusted for non-

cash charges and increased/decreased to working capital items: operating assets and liabilities. Investing is 

transactions generating a cash outflow such as capital expenditures for property, plant and equipment, M&A 

and other investment related activities. Moreover, it includes inflows from divestments of assets, business 

and investment securities. Investments are seen as necessary for a company to maintain physical assets, 

support efficiency in operations and secure future competitiveness. Lastly, financing is debt and equity 

transactions that illustrates if the firm is taking on debt or are able to reduce its debt levels. An important 

financing post is dividends, as it is distributed to shareholders as cash. 
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Figure 10 - Cash Flow 

 

Source: Own creation based on Maersk Annual Report 2006 - 2015 

Since 2012 Maersk has shown a ‘mature’ cash flow profile with a positive cash flow from operations and 

negative cash flows from investing and financing activities (Wahlen, Baginski & Bradshaw, 2011). Before 

2012, the picture is mixed, as the cash flow from financing activities is changing between positive and 

negative values in the years between 2006 and 2011. The increase in cash flow from financing activities 

must be seen in the light of the financial crisis in 2008 where profits in 2009 decreased dramatically 

(Appendix 6)  

The cash flow developments reflect the Group’s focused strategy, which has created a negative cash flow 

from financing meaning that the firm is paying more money back to creditors and investors than it takes on 

in debt. 

4.3.1 Cash flow from operating activities 

This estimate is important, as Nils Smedegaard has previously made a strong case of cash flow from 

operating activities proving the strong financial position of the firm (Annual Report, 2015).  

The Maersk Group has experienced a significant and constant growth in it cash flow from operations, except 

for two minor busts periods in 2009 and 2011. The main driver has been a strong performance in profit 

before financial items, where depreciation, amortization and impairment losses are added back in, as it does 

not change the cash flow. This also explains, why the cash flow can remain high in 2014 and 2015 despite 

the massive write-downs. It is worth to mention that the profit before financial items dropped by 65% from 

2014 to 2015, but was offset by the 26% increase in impairment. The Group has experienced an overall 

decrease in the combined value of profit and depreciation, amortization and impairment losses since 2011, 

which has been partially offset by a lower tax rate (Appendix 6).  
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4.3.2 Cash flow from investing activities 

In the period of 2006 to 2014 cash flow used for investing activities resided within a range of DKK 25 - 52 

billion, with the main difference being higher sale of non-current assets in specific years. The fluctuations in 

2010 and 2013 are driven by lower purchase of non-current assets compared to the other periods. The 

decrease of cash flow in 2015 to DKK 9.3 billion was primarily driven by a one-time sale of Danske Bank 

shares contributing with DKK 34 billion. The main driver of the account, purchase of non-current assets, 

remained almost unchanged compared to 2014. 

4.3.3 Cash flow from financing activities 

The development in cash flow from financing activities has not been as straightforward as the two other 

accounts. The graph illustrates a cash flow that has been positive in 2006, 2007, 2009 and 2011, meaning 

that the firm took on more debt than it paid back to creditors or paid out to shareholders.  

From 2012 to 2014 the company managed to decrease its debt holding by close to DKK 28.5 billion, while it 

in 2015 alone took on additionally DKK 8.5 billion. The gain of DKK 34 billion on the investing activities 

account is almost entirely offset on the financing account by the extraordinary dividend causing the 

financing activities to a record low if DKK 39 billion. In 2015, a total of DKK 58 billion was paid back to 

creditors and shareholders through repayments, dividends and purchase of shares, while DKK 19 billion was 

taken on in new debt. If the Danske Bank sale is not taken into account, the cash flow was positive to the 

tune of DKK 2.77 billion in 2015 (Appendix 6) 

4.3.4 Net cash flow for the year & Cash and bank balances 31 December 

The net cash flow has fluctuated over the years, while the Group has managed to increase its cash and bank 

balances from DKK 23 billion to DKK 27 billion when assessing the entire period. Focusing on the period 

after 2011, where the new strategy of divesting non-core business was introduced, Maersk has accumulated 

close to DKK 15 billion of capital in cash and bank balances. 
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Figure 11 - Cash and Bank Balances 

 

Source: Own creation based on Maersk Annual Report 006 - 2015 

It can be concluded that the challenging external environments have not had a significant negative impact on 

the cash flow and cash flow generation. However, it is worth to mention that the Group in 2015 had its 

lowest profit before financial items of the entire period combined with a record-high impairment loss. At the 

same time the firm took on more debt than it paid out for the first time since 2011, which must be seen as a 

warning. 

4.4 PARTIAL CONCLUSION ON THE FINANCIAL POSITION OF MAERSK 

The analysis examined the financial development of the firm from 2006 through to 2015 from three angles: 

long-term leverage, short-term liquidity and cash flow. Overall the financial position of Maersk can be 

observed to be solid. However, in the last part of 2015 has been observed, where the financials were 

negatively impacted by the low freight rates and oil prices.  

From 2006 until 2014 the Group continuously managed to cut its debt levels illustrated across the three 

leverage ratios applied in the analysis. Even during the financial crisis, Maersk managed to stabilize its debt 

levels, after which the focused strategy enabled a positive development through to 2015. The total debt of 

Maersk decreased to 43% in 2015 and the long-term leverage risk is therefore low. On the other hand, the 

development of its short-term liquidity risk has been affected in two ways: Following the financial crisis 

Maersk experienced a significant drop in short-term financial health caused by a decrease across all current 

assets. Hereafter, the liquidity ratios stabilized and began to surge, securing a low liquidity risk towards the 

end of the period. The current ratio dropped by 32% from 2014 to 2015, which must be seen as a signal that 

Maersk is impacted by the lower oil prices and freight rates. To this point, the more liquid ratios have not 

been affected, which is illustrated by the record high cash and bank balances of DKK 27 billion.  

The business environment has clearly had a negative impact on cash-flows, since profits before financial 

items was at a record low in 2015. However, this was partially offset by impairments and lower taxes, 
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maintaining the overall cash flow from operating activities in line with 2014. The analysis further illustrated 

how the cash flow was affected by greater paybacks to creditors and payouts to shareholders in recent years, 

which can be seen as a sign of a financially healthy organization. 

Combining the three analyses illustrates a conglomerate that has a strong financial base triggered by the 

focused strategy. However, it further raises the question if the management of Maersk has lacked attractive 

investment opportunities in recent years. It can be discussed if a conglomerate debt level of 39 to 43 % is 

ideal and if the cash balance is too high, as the capital could have been invested to generate shareholder 

value. The goal of the thesis is not to identify specific investment opportunities, which is why an accurate 

measure of excess capital has not been attempted. However, a guiding figure can be obtained by keeping the 

end-2015 equity level stable, while increasing liabilities until reaching a debt level of 56%. Thus, being in 

line with the 2006 ratio before the divestments were initiated. This provides a rough estimate of excess 

capital to the tune of DKK 134 billion (Appendix 7). This is in line with the reported figure from Nils 

Smedegaard, of up to DKK 70 to 100 billion being free for investments, to which he further commented 

(Friis, 2015 September 10; Johnson, 2015 February 5):  

" We have an advantage due to our solid equity and practically no debt. ... This is the advantage we have due 

to our strong capital base"   

Attention must be directed to the development of leverage and liquidity ratios, as they can potentially be 

severely impacted throughout 2016. However, it is believed that Maersk is financially prepared to withstand 

low oil prices and freight rates, while further upholding its financial flexibility to invest in attractive projects. 

  

http://www.business.dk/energi/maersks-oliedel-skifter-strategi-og-vil-koebe-op
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5 SHIPPING INDUSTRY ANALYSIS 

The container shipping analysis serves to answer the research questions with regards to a recommendation 

from the point of view of ML. Initially, the industry will be defined and recent trends examined and the 

importance of a healthy supply and demand balance will be outlined. Hereafter, an analysis of the industry 

will be conducted, followed by a focus on the shipping liner’s competitive advantages. The analysis further 

seeks to understand key competitors to assess their competitive advantages and growth strategies.  

5.1 INDUSTRY DEFINITION 

Global trade has existed for centuries, but until the 1950s the process was primitive, cumbersome and labor-

intensive. The goods had to be packed in barrels and boxed in different sizes, which had to be manually 

loaded and unloaded by dockworkers causing vessels to spend more time at port than at sea. This made 

global trade time consuming and expensive (Jephson & Morgan, 2014). This changed in 1956 when the so-

called containerization began with the birth of the modern-standardized container; a container with 

standardized requirements that could be transported by rail, truck and sea. In the early 1970s, 

containerization made it possible to ship to and from the main markets of the world and can therefore be 

considered a key facilitator of the globalized world we know today (Ibid.). The increase in world export and 

the use of containers have been almost exponential since the 1950s:  

Figure 12 - World Exports development 

 

Source: The Economist Intelligence Unit (2014) 

Today, shipping vessels account for 90% of global trade movements worth more than $4 trillion annually 

and is literally keeping the world economy floating (Bloomberg, 2015 23 March). The shipping industry can 

be divided into three main segments, namely: Container, bulk and tanker. The container shipping industry, in 

which ML operates, is at the heart of global trade and has today penetrated more than 66% of maritime 

transported goods (Statista, 2015). Standardized containers, fixed departure schedules and a huge network of 
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ports and terminals characterize container shipping. This allows for a vast amount of goods to be transported 

cost-effectively across the entire globe (HBS, 2012). Stopford (2009) defined the industry in the following 

way:  

“A fleet, with a common ownership or management, which provides a fixed service, at regular intervals, 

between named ports, and offer transport to any goods. A fixed itinerary and schedule (....) are what 

distinguish the liner from tramp (service)”.  

The origin of the definition dates back to 1933, more than 20 years before containers were introduced to the 

shipping industry (Fayle, 1933). However, the definition is still relevant today, as it illustrates where the 

container industry differs from bulk and tanker shipping.  

Historically, the growth in the container industry has been between 9-10 % per annum, which has been 

facilitated by an underlying growing global demand and trade, but also an increased use of containers as a 

mean of transporting goods (HBS, 2012). The success of the containerization can to a large extend be 

attributed to the increased productivity with regards to handling cargo in ports (Fremont, 2007). 

5.1.1 Network and trades routes 

At the heart of the container shipping industry are the network and trade routes. When determining the trade 

routes and demand, it is important to distinguish between head-haul and back-haul. The direction with the 

biggest volume is called head-haul. The biggest trades are the head hauls Asia – Europe and Asia – North 

America, while the third biggest is intra –Asia where trade of raw material and production components are 

traded (Statista, 2016). 

The routes are important; because the demand varies across head-haul and back-haul routes and the ability to 

utilize capacity in both directions is key in being a successful global container liner (Interview: Martin 

Herrstedt). Furthermore, a network allows the liner firm to offer customized services for customers from any 

given place in the world to another. 

Looking at trade lanes, it is important to understand how an ongoing revolution in information and 

communication technologies have made it possible to manage the intricacies of coordinating logistics on 

across continents. The map below illustrates the global scale of ML trade operations with a network that 

covers the entire world: 
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Figure 13 - Trades of ML 

 

Source: Maersk (Transport & Trade) 

5.2 SUPPLY AND DEMAND 

5.2.1 Freight rates 

Global freight rates are historically low and it has never been cheaper to ship goods around the world. In 

March 2016, it only cost around $400 to ship a 40-foot container from Asia to Europe, which barely covers 

the cost of fuel, handling and fees. The development is illustrated below: 

Figure 14 - Freight Rate Development 

 

Source: Maersk Broker (2016 April) 

A steep drop following the financial crisis can be observed thereafter the rates stabilized at a significantly 

lower level. The specific route and the time of year can affect fluctuations in freight rates; however, it is 

mainly determined by the supply of vessels in the sea and the demand for transported goods, which is mainly 

driven by the general growth in society. 
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The industry is characterized by cycles of capacity oversupply and shortage, in which high rates incentivize 

heavy investments in more vessels, which then lead to too many ships bringing the rates back down 

(Interview: Martin Herrstedt).  

5.2.2 Demand 

The demand in the shipping market is affected by the global economy, availability of raw materials, average 

haul, random shocks and cost of transporting (Danish Ship Finance, 2012). 

Gao and Yoshida (2013) illustrated the strong correlation between global growth, industrial production and 

the demand for shipping services. This is the main denominator for an industry that is characterized by 

business cycles. 

Figure 15 – GDP and World Trade Correlation 

 

Source: Gao & Yoshida (2013) 

Consequently, when the economy is growing it increases local investments, which gives a rise to 

consumerism and demand for imported goods. Of cause the opposite is true for negative growth rates, which 

was observed during the financial crisis. 

The slow growth in China and the Eurozone’s stagnation has pushed the demand on the important Asia-

Europe route down to a level that can barely cover the costs. It is not only caused by European customers, 

but also a decline in consumption in Asia, as shipments of luxury items like handbags, branded clothing and 

shoes are down (Hovland, 2015 October 23). 

Moreover, the entire world is faced with geopolitical tensions generating lower expectations for growth. In 

2015 the container industry was further affected by macroeconomic events such as the Russian sanctions, the 

turmoil in the Middle East and debt crisis in Greece. Thus, trade growth for 2015 was downgraded from 

4.4% to 2.2% (Rex, Andersen & Kristensen, 2015).    
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5.2.3 Supply 

The principal factors affecting the supply are the world fleet, fleet productivity, scrapping and freight 

earnings (Danish Ship Finance, 2012). 

Firms are competing to gain a competitive edge through economies of scale, which is driving a tendency of 

larger and larger vessels entering the market. In the 1990s, vessels had a capacity of 3,400-4,500 TEU, while 

the Post Panamax Plus vessels dominated the 2000s with a capacity of 6,000 – 8,000 TEU. In 2013, the so-

called ultra large vessels started with ML’s receiving its first order of the Triple E ship that can carry 18,000 

TEU (ABB.com, 2015).  

The megaships are capital intensive, but offer the owner efficiencies and environmental gains of up to 50 % 

compared to smaller vessels (ATKearney Insights, 2012) If comparing the cost of a vessel carrying 12,500 

TEU compared to a Triple E the cost savings are significant. The cost is $1.44 lower per TEU, down from 

$12.43 to $10.99, which is a decrease in per unit cost of 13% (ABB.com, 2015). The development towards 

larger vessels have decreased the cost of transporting, but significantly increased the capacity in the sea. 

Furthermore, it has made it more difficult to adjust capacity, as bigger ships are too capital intensive to take 

out of business and can only be operated on certain trade routes with larger sized ports. 2015 was a tough 

year for the industry; despite this, many of ML’s competitors have decided to invest heavily in ultra large 

container ships of which 40 will be delivered throughout 2016/2017 further increasing the capacity (Figure 

16). It is a vicious circle where the incentive to lower cost has a direct impact on the supply in the market, 

which then again incentivize the liner companies to further reduce the cost base (Interview: Martin 

Herrstedt). Currently, analysts estimate that the industry is operating with up to 30% overcapacity (Hovland, 

2015 October 23). 

In 2015 global container trade is expected to grow by 3.7%, while the capacity of container vessels capacity 

is expected to increase by 7.1% (Ibid.). The slow growth in demand is offset by a vast expansion in large 

vessels, which is increasing the gap between supply and demand. 

5.3 PORTER’S FIVE FORCES 

Porter’s 5 forces framework is applied to analyze the shipping industry’s underlying competitive situation. 

The intensity and causes of the forces will facilitate the potential of profitability, and hence the overall 

attractiveness of the industry (Johnson, Scholes & Whittington, 2008). The understanding serves as a guide 

to identify how the firm can position itself in the industry by defending, adapting and shaping the forces in 

the company’s favor. In the context of analyzing complex industries such as shipping and oil, the five forces 

model can be criticized for lacking focus on external variables such as macroeconomic tendencies and 
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political influence. However, these topics are sufficiently covered in the supply and demand section, and 

therefore will only to a limited extent be incorporated in following analysis. 

5.3.1 Threat of new entrants 

Historically, profit margins within the shipping industry have been attractive, but the picture has changed 

and growth has more than halved since the financial crisis. An overcapacity of vessels, lower demand from 

customers and deep-pocketed owners willing to fund loss-giving businesses have driven a sharp decline in 

freight rates and caused most companies to report negative figures. Freight prices have consistently fallen for 

15 years causing the entire industry to struggle. In 2014, Maersk posted an operating margin of 8.2 %, which 

was 8.5% higher than the average of the closest competitors. Out of the 13 closest rivals, 10 were losing 

money or only broke even (ML Capital Markets Day, 2015). 

The low freight rates and margins are making the industry highly unattractive for new entrants. Entering the 

industry further entails barriers in the form of large capital investments in vessels, containers, establishing a 

complex network consisting of ports, rails and trucks. Additionally, the difficulty of persuading customers to 

shift to a newly started company with little experience in delivering goods at a low cost in a timely manner. 

This trend has further been strengthened by the ultra large vessels enter to the market. They are capital 

intensive, but offer the owners an opportunity to decrease fuel consumption by 50% per container moved, 

while further halving insurance and staffing costs (Morris, 2015).  

Figure 16 - Shipping Order Book 

 

Source: Alphaliner top 100 

Looking at the current order books, the majority of new TEU delivered is in the form of ultra large vessels 

further contributing to the overcapacity and decreasing of flexibility in the industry. It is possible to lease 

vessels, which is a less capital intense way of entering the industry. The rates for leasing a vessel have 

dropped significant throughout the crisis and in early 2016 it is possible to lease a vessel for $5.500 - 7.500 
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per day (Ritzau Finans, 2016 January 13). However, the vessels are smaller, older and do not run efficiently 

compared to modern vessels. As a result, it is possible compete on smaller and local routes, but highly 

capital intensive to enter on a global scale.  

Furthermore, being a multinational shipping company requires a lot of specific knowledge related to 

licensing, government rules, regulations and policies. The knowledge needed on how to operate the complex 

system of handling containers, technology within vessels and sustainability will prove to be a major 

advantage in the future. Economies of scale are a big factor in the industry, where it is crucial to utilize the 

vessel capacity. 

All these factors taken into account, the threat of new entrants is low. However, internally in the industry 

there can be movements amongst already established shipping liners. ML has trade routes all over the globe, 

where some are sole-operated. Other competitors’ can choose to set up new routes to challenge and gain 

from the profit ML or other shipping companies are making on specific trade routes. Additionally, a new 

trend has arisen where multinational corporations start to integrate their value chain. In April 2016, Amazon 

announced its plan to invest billions of dollars in its own container shipping fleet. Its goal is to control the 

entire value chain and use its expertise of running a low cost focused company (Marie, 2016 April 1) The 

magnitude and impact are still unknown, but it is an interesting development that can potentially put more 

pressure on the already struggling shipping liners. 

5.3.2 Bargaining power of suppliers 

Within the shipping industry the majority of suppliers are borne directly by the liner companies. In the 

context of ML it is worth mentioning Maersk Training, Maersk Container industry, APM Terminals Svitzer 

and Damco. Additionally, other major suppliers include oil producers and shipbuilders (Maersk, The Maersk 

Group). Many of ML’s competitors have similarly vertically integrated their value chains. 

Moreover, ML Limited, an independent BU in the group, is dealing with all suppliers of ML. The firm 

believes in flexibility and interaction with suppliers in order to deliver the best possible services to their 

customers. This procurement program includes parts, services, food and other items used by the company’s 

vessels (ML Limited, Suppliers). ML’s focus on the supplier relationship takes advantage of the high amount 

of suppliers that varies in size from small to big. Moreover, it increases the firm’s ability to switch between 

suppliers at a fairly low cost. Consequently, the bargaining power of suppliers is considered low across the 

industry. 
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5.3.3 Bargaining power of buyers 

Bargaining power of buyers is one of strongest and most important factors in the shipping industry. They can 

take the shape of importers, exporters, clearing agents, freight forwarders or manufacturers of goods. 

Due to a high degree of competition and lack of dominating players in the industry, the bargaining power of 

buyers is quite high, which is best illustrated by the recent years sharp decline in freight rates (Milne, 2014 

November 23). The number of customers is high and varies from big corporations to smaller one time 

imports/exports. The differences between the competitors are fairly small, as they currently only have two 

main parameters to differentiate upon: service and price. Due to the vast oversupply of capacity, shipping 

liners are primarily competing on prices to attract customers, which has caused the current ‘crisis’ where 

most shipping lines are losing money. Conclusively, it can be observed that it is a buyers’ market driving 

freight rates down.  

Additionally, Shipstr, a start-up company, has the potential to change how the shipping industry is organized 

(Interview: Martin Herrstedt). Currently, there is a low degree of price transparency between the different 

companies, but Shipstr can potentially disrupt the order process by creating an easy, reliable and low cost 

overview of all carriers’ schedules and prices. The customer will only have to make a booking; hereafter 

Shipstr will chose the most efficient carrier. This will further strengthening the bargaining power of buyers, 

thus, decrease the attractiveness of the industry. 

Looking ahead, moving away from the financial crisis and its aftermath, other parameters than price can 

come into play. The main incentive to change supplier at the moment is price, but in the future a focus on 

reliability, quality of service, digitalization and CO2 emission can be expected to play a more dominant role. 

5.3.4 Threat of substitute products or services 

Container shipping dates back to the 1950s and it has since the 1970s been the most common method to 

transport industrial and consumer related products by sea (Bloomberg, 2015 23 March). Compared to other 

means of sea transportation, container shipping has the advantage of less cargo handling. Once a container is 

loaded it is not directly handled until the arrival of the final destination. Moreover, most ports are modern, 

efficient and have a high turnaround, while they are further linked to sophisticated transportation networks 

and are easily moved between truck, train and ship. Lastly, a container ship can travel at a speed of up to 25 

knots and can thereby transport cargo in relatively short periods of time (GlobalPorts, 2016). The cost of 

change to other means of sea transportation can therefore be seen as high. 

When transporting over longer distances there are basically only two choices, namely ocean freight and 

airfreight. It has already been established that the cost of change is high for other means of ocean freight, but 
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airfreight does have some advantages. The goods can be transported at higher speed and safety. However, 

this comes at a significantly increased cost and lower capacity (Collings, 2013) Container freight does come 

with a disadvantage of lower reliability and slower speed, but for most producers of industrial or consumer 

goods the alternative of more expensive airfreight is not viable and is only an option in an emergency 

situation. Additionally, taking an environmental and sustainability point of view, container shipping is more 

efficient compared to other means of transportation. Transporting one ton of goods for one kilometer, a 

Triple-E vessel will emit 3g of CO2, a truck emits 45g and a plane emits a total of 560g (Maersk, Transport 

& Trade). 

The substitute performance can thereby be seen as low. However, for shorter distances rail or even trucks 

can be seen as substitutions, but have limitations toward capacity. 

The overall threat of substitute products or services is low. Though 3D printers and robot technology have 

the potential to disrupt production and global trade. Many industry analysts believe that the technology has 

the potential to move production back to the local region and thereby destroy the current trade market 

(D’Aveni, 2015).  

5.3.5 Rivalry among existing competitors 

The competitor landscape in the shipping industry has changed dramatically in the past ten years. During this 

period the top three carriers, ML, MSC and CMA CGM, have had a compounded annual growth rate of 

12.5% compared to 9.6% for top 20 lines and 8.7% for their combined fleet (DREWRY, 2015 June 23). The 

result is that the top 3 carriers have increased their market share from approximately 26% in 2005 to 36.3% 

in 2016. Top 5 carriers are up from 37% to almost 50% of the total market (Alphaliner, top 100). The 

industry is however still missing a market leader and is dominated by a significant amount of players with a 

market share somewhere between 1-5%. This is in an indication that no firm has been able to differentiate it 

and characterize an industry with a high degree of rivalry. 
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Figure 17 - Shipping Industry Concentration 

 

Source: Alphaliner top 100  

Alliances and trade agreements are two trends that move certain companies closer to a status of market 

leader. Previously, the industry was heavily impacted by three strategic alliances, namely: Grand Alliance 

(Hapag Lloyd, OOCL and NYK), New World Alliance (APL, Hyundai M.M and MOL) and CKYH Alliance 

(COSCO, K-Line, Yang Ming and Hanjin). However, in 2012 the G6 Alliance was formed with the members 

of Grand Alliance and New World alliance, creating a network controlling 16.78% today, being particularly 

strong on the important Asia-to-Europe trade lane (Gao and Yoshida, 2013). CKYH Alliance currently 

controls 14,9% of the market. 

In 2014 ML, MSC and CMA CGM intended to establish the so-called 3P network, combining up to 36.3% 

of the market, but was denied by the Chinese authorities (Raun, 2014 June 17). Consequently, ML and MSC 

later announced their agreement to form the 2M Alliance with the aim of increasing efficiency and lower per 

unit cost (Maersk, ML announces cooperation on the East-West trades with MSC). The new alliance has 

27.55% of the total market, which allows the firms to enjoy greater economies of scale compared to 

competing alliances. 
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For CMA CGM Group it was a huge strategically blow, as it risks losing not only market shares, but also 

further reduced its operating margins compared to ML and MSC. Consequently, CMA CGM Group later 

announced a strategic partnership with CSCL and UASC called Ocean Three. The alliance had 16% of total 

market shares before the merger of the two Chinese shipping lines, COSCO and CSCL was announced in 

2016. The aim was to offer the customers a more attractive service on the West / East market through speed, 

flexibility and reliability (CMA CGM, Business - Ocean Three: A new three-party alliance). After the 

merger CMA CGM Group and UASC have a market share of 11.49%. 

The restructuring in the Chinese shipping industry has changed the outlook for the alliances, which has 

created speculations if an alliance between CMA CGM and COSCOCS would be established, while also 

including Evergreen Line and OOCL. This would radically change the industry landscape, as it would 

comprise 23.5% of the market and thereby be able to challenge the 2M Partnership (Andersen, 2016 

February 2). To this point, the CEO of Hapag-Lloyd, Rolf Habben Jansen, says that all firms in the industry, 

except the 2M Alliance, are discussion the restructuring of shipping alliances (Hartkopf, 2016 March 23).  

It stands clear, that dropping freight rates drives the need for alliances, as there is a high degree of rivalry. 

The current conditions are forcing the bigger players in the market to combine forces in the hopes of driving 

small to mid-size companies out of the market (Costas, 2015 June 5).  

The high degree of competitiveness and limited abilities to differentiate has generated a situation with low 

switching cost and low customer loyalty, which is reducing the attractiveness of the industry. 

5.3.6 Partial conclusion 

The attractiveness of the industry is currently low. This is mainly driven by a high degree of bargaining 

power of buyers and a high competitiveness, as it is difficult for the shipping companies to diversify 

themselves from competitors. 

Analysts are speculating that a permanent industry consolidation is required to re-establish an attractive 

industry. Currently many mid- and small size shipping firms are struggling to meet debt obligations, which 

can create opportunities for the bigger players to acquire cheap assets. 

5.4 GENERIC STRATEGY 

To assess the competitive advantages of ML, Porter points to two central questions: To estimate the 

attractiveness of the industry in terms of profitability and consider the firm’s position within the industry. 

From Porter’s perspective profitability is determined by a combination of the industry and the firm’s position 
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herein. The above analysis focused on the industry, while the following section serves to understand the 

position of Maersk and their strategy within the industry (Porter, 1980).  

The generic strategy framework separates the strategy into two distinctive areas: scope and competitive 

advantage. Larger players competing on a broad level are dominating the industry, while multiple small-to-

midsize shipping lines have entered strategic alliances in order to compete on a global scale. ML has 

historically been able to compete on a broad industry wide level with its strong global network. The industry 

analysis illustrated a clear tendency that liner companies are mainly focused on running a cost efficient 

organization where ML is no exception. Combined, it entails that the firm is pursuing a cost leadership 

strategy, to which Farheed Mehmud, head of legal services at ML commented (Rind, 2015 March 18):  

“Cost leadership is the name of the game for shipping lines to thrive”  

ML is fighting to remain profitable and to be the most cost-efficient company. During the financial crisis the 

firm fired more than 7.000 employees and in late 2015 it yet again announced the plan to let 4.000 

employees go (Ship & Bunker, 2015 November 4). ML has further adjusted its fleet by 30%, which is 

significantly more than the average of 4.5% for the industry. Moreover, the company recently decided to 

focus its investments on smaller and more flexible vessels, compared to the triple-E. This must be seen as a 

dramatic change, as Nils Smedegaard in 2014 categorically denied that the company would place orders for 

vessels of smaller size than triple-E. However, the continuing struggle to stay profitable in the shipping 

business has forced ML to look for new ways to increase flexibility and profit margins. The new orders will 

lower the cost efficiency of the fleet, but allows for a better utilization of the vessels, as the smaller models 

can be redeployed to other routes (Interview: Martin Herrstedt).  

It is clear that ML is following a cost leadership strategy where it through efficient cost management is 

trying to distance its key competitors and generate sustainable profits. The following section will deep-dive 

into where the cost advantage is generated. 

5.5 VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS 

In the following, a Value Chain Analysis of MOG is conducted. This framework, which was first introduced 

by Michael Porter in his 1985 book ‘Competitive Advantage’, is utilized in order to clarify how the company 

produces value. By looking at the different ‘systems’ in the value chain and how it creates value, rather than 

specific departments or cost types, it is possible to identify the key strengths and weaknesses of the entire 

process, thereby creating a foundation from which informed strategic decisions can be made. The framework 

suggested by Porter has been tested throughout the years, but can be criticized for being to generic, as it was 
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developed for manufacturing and retail purposes. Therefore, the original value chain will be adjusted to the 

flows identified across the container shipping and oil industries.  

Ross Robinson (2005) later promoted the framework in the shipping industry. He stated that it is crucial to 

understand the structure of the supply chain and how the firm operates to comprehend the success of a 

shipping liner. Shipping companies are a third party provider and are thereby part of larger logistics value 

chain, which for the Maersk Group is illustrated below:  

Figure 18 - Global Trade Supply Chain 

 

Source: (Maersk, Transport & Trade)  

The manufacturer works together with a freight forwarder who, on demand, arranges the transport of goods 

on behalf of the manufacturer. A trucking company will pick up the goods in a container and transport it to 

the nearest harbor where it is loaded onto a container ship. After successfully arriving at the new location the 

container is unloaded and transported to an import distribution center from where the container is opened and 

the products are transported to its final destination, which is most often the sales location (World Shipping 

Council, 2016). Throughout the process, Maersk is involved in the majority of the stages, as DAMCO is 

handling the logistics, while ATM Terminals is loading and unloading the containers from ML’s vessels.  

Being a third party provider, the value derived for ML is therefore based on the customer's’ acceptance of the 

product and service provided (Robinson, 2005). The focus in this analysis will therefore be on how ML is 

able to deliver superior products to its customers at a low cost, which enables profit to be made. The 

shipping industry supply chain can be viewed in three main flows: upstream, midstream and downstream. 

Martin Herrstedt elaborated that container liners operate within three main stages in the value chain: pre-sea, 

transportation and post-sea. The three identified stages can be observed to cover the upstream, midstream 

and downstream activities and will therefore serve as the primary activities in the value chain framework. 

Subsequently, the primary activities will be combined with Porter’s traditional supporting activities of firm 

infrastructure, human resource management, technology and procurement (Porter, 1985) 
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5.5.1 Primary activities 

Initially, the three main phases will be analyzed, after which each of the four supporting activities will be 

examined to assess where a possible competitive advantage is generated. 

5.5.1.1 Upstream 

5.5.1.1.1 Booking / e-commerce 

A main factor in the pre-sea transport chain is the quality and ease for customers to make bookings. ML has 

a high focus on customer experience, which is why it continuously involves big clients like Wal-Mart in the 

process of improving the setup (Jephson & Morgan, 2014). ML is constantly trying to improve the booking 

experience and has recently launched a new and updated My.MaerskLine. This an online platform where 

customers can manage shipments, bookings, documentation, finances and see tracking of vessels, schedules 

and rates (MyMaerskLine, Documentation feature).  

In early 2016, 97% of all customer bookings were done online, which is a significant jump from 60% in 

2013. This is an important transformation, as a majority of customers are demanding a predictable, self-

service type of process for handling their shipping needs (Maersk, Smart containers listen and talk). 

Additionally, the online platform reduces the amount of phone calls and emails received for ML, which can 

free-up time to deliver a better service and further develop the business. Parts of the cut of 4.000 employees 

can directly be attributed to the automatization of the booking process (Ship & Bunker, 2015 November 4).  

5.5.1.1.2 Haulage service 

One of the main challenges in providing a full-fledged service across the value chain is the handling of 

customs documents when exporting and importing goods, which is why the importance of having a network 

that can provide logistic services from A to B cannot be underestimated (Interview: Martin Herrstedt). ML 

offers services throughout the entire logistic value chain and can therefore tailor make the service to the 

customer, which includes haulage services, different equipment options, pickup and delivery to the ship. ML 

is an expert in handling and managing complex supply chains and vast amounts of goods (Maersk, Transport 

& Trade). The global network of ML is a key denominator in providing a quality service, eases the process 

and freeing up time for the costumer (ML, New East-West Network).  

5.5.1.1.3 Capacity flexibility  

To meet the demands of customers and adjust the capacity in the sea it is important to have flexibility within 

the network. Maersk’s Triple-E vessels can only be deployed to certain routes and ports, which is why they 
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are not always the answer to meet costumer needs. To this point, Maersk recently cancelled an option to 

order six super-sized Triple-E vessels with a capacity of 19,630 TEU (Ship & Bunker, 2015 November 4). 

Maersk thereby proves that it in the current market seeks flexibility over bigger vessels and lower per unit 

costs. 

In the pre-sea stage it is crucial for ML to provide a service that is customer friendly. A major factor here is 

in regards to the booking system where ML is working at the forefront of the industry to deliver a high 

quality online platform. Furthermore, the firm is providing equipment and haulage service, as its 

competitors, while the strategic alliance and choice of ordering smaller vessels are increasing the capacity 

flexibility of the company. However, it is not in the pre-sea chain ML can deliver significant value for the 

customers or differentiate itself.  

5.5.1.2 Midstream 

While the pre- and post-sea transport stages are mainly supportive, the at sea transport is where ML can 

drive value creation. This can mainly be seen in regards to strategic alliances, reliability and cost-efficiency. 

5.5.1.2.1 Strategic alliances 

The thesis has already described the different alliances in the industry, which provides alliance members to 

access routes across the globe, while driving positive synergies through improved economy of scale and 

asset utilization, increased bargaining power and customer base, more frequent departures and faster transit 

time. 

Until recently, ML was considered to be one of only a few firms with the resources and routes needed to 

cover transportation on a global scale. However, in 2014 ML changed its strategy and formed the 2M 

alliance, which now comprises 193 vessels, has a capacity of 2,4 million TEU, includes 77 ports on 22 

different strings and last until 2025 (Lloyd’s list, 2016). The main focus providing the customers of the Asia-

Europe, Transatlantic and Transpacific trades with attractive service in terms of coverage, frequency and 

schedule reliability. Additionally, it will incur significant cost savings through coverage and economies of 

scale (Vogdrup, 2014 July 10). The new alliance can prove to be a significant value driver for ML. 

5.5.1.2.2 Reliability 

ML was the first company to introduce reliability as a measure of service. While many of its competitors 

initially did not see the value of delivering on time, ML increased its focus on timely delivering, as it 

following the financial crisis launched the Maersk Daily, a system lowered the price for the customer if the 

containers were not delivering on time (Andersen, 2013 February 8). For a long period of time ML was the 
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most reliable company in the industry, but in late 2012 it lost the title to Hanjin, a South Korean 

conglomerate. Recently, ML has had to cancel the initiative, as the firm realized that too few customers were 

willing to pay the extra cost for a more reliable service. Dropping Maersk Daily must also be seen in the 

light of a change industry where competitors have increased its focus on reliability. Consequently, reliability 

is no longer a feasible way to differentiate the business (Ritzau Finans, 2015 March 9).  

ML is still considered to be a top quartile performer with a reliability score of 82% and a gap of 5.5% against 

the industry average of 76.5%. ML was in late 2015 the 4th most reliable shipping line after MOL, APL and 

Wan Ha, with a solid gap of around 11% to MSC (Maersk, Reliability: ML remains top quartile performer). 

If the market re-establish itself with higher and more stable rates it is possible that reliability can a factor for 

diversification, as more customers will be willing to pay extra for a more reliable service.  

5.5.1.2.3 Cost efficiency 

Cost and cost control are crucial for shipping lines and directly determines the profitability of every firm in 

the industry. Three factors in the sea-transport have been identified to add to the cost efficiency parameter: 

slow steaming, larger vessels and strategic alliances. 

Slow steaming 

Slow steaming is no longer a new phenomenon in the shipping industry. Most liners have decreased the 

operating speed to 20 knots and some even resorted to super-slow steaming at 15 knots. However, the true 

value of it has been subject to a lot of discussion. The main disadvantage is that the time at sea is increased 

and that it entails higher inventory costs. On the other hand, the liners have been able to reduce costs, since 

slow steaming increases fuel efficiency, which is the single biggest cost of operating a vessel. Additionally, 

the low fuel consumption is adding an environmental benefit with reduced emissions (Kloch, 2013). 

The drop in oil prices have simultaneously driven bunker prices down, which started speculations if shipping 

liners would consider increasing the speed again. However, ML has made it clear that it is still a part of its 

toolbox and way of staying competitive (Kristiansen, 2014 October 22). Slow steaming does also have the 

positive effect of increased reliability: If a vessel is sailing at full speed, it has no buffer time if delayed, 

whereas a slow steaming vessel can increase speed to make up for lost time (Kloch, 2013).  

ML was one of the first companies to introduce the slow steaming technology, when it in 2008 and the 

following years lowered the speed by 27% on average. To compensate for the slower speed Maersk 

introduced more frequent departures on its routes. Estimates show that the reduced speed decreased fuel 

consumption by 40%. Additionally, emission levels were decreased with 7% in the years following the 

launch of the initiative (New Europe, 2011).  
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Big vessels 

In 2011 ML ordered 20 ships of 18,270 TEU, the first ultra-large vessel generation, where the ambitions of 

the vessel were based around three principles: economy of scale, energy efficiency and environment. The 

Triple-E became the largest containership in the world and set new standards in regards to energy efficiency 

and environmental performance. It was the first large vessels where the engine was designed for slow 

steaming, and thereby further decreased CO2 emission by 50% per container moved, compared to the 

average on the Asia-Europe route.  

The economic performance since the launch has been impressive for the Triple-E vessel. Benchmarked 

against the Emma Class, ML’s second biggest vessels with a capacity of 15,000 TEU, the vessel is 25% 

more fuel-efficient. Compared to the industry standard, a TC class of 13,100, the Triple-E is 36% more 

efficient. Consequently, the Triple-E’s daily fuel consumption at sea is less than the benchmarked vessels, 

even though it has a higher average speed (Maersk Maritime Technology, Triple-E set new standards). 

However, ML does no longer have the biggest vessel, as MSC (19,224), CSCL (19,100) and UASC (18,800) 

have built bigger and even more efficient vessels. Before the drop in freight rates there were speculations of 

vessels that would be able to carry up to 30,000 TEU (Kremer, William, 2013 February 19).  

It is important to notice, that the ultra-big vessels are only cost-efficient as long as the liner companies are 

utilizing the capacity fully (Interview: Martin Herrstedt). In addition, the size of ultra-large vessels poses a 

problem, as they cannot be redeployed to other routes due to constraints in ports and canals. In November 

2015 ML decided to cancel its option to buy an additional six Triple-E ships, while it at the same time cut 

4,000 land-based jobs. Anders Boenæs confirmed this trend in the beginning of 2016, where he externally 

explained that flexibility would become a more important measure of competitive advantage in the future, as 

the volatile industry makes it to forecast future demand. The new strategy of ML is opposite many of its 

direct competitors, as they are expecting delivery of a record high number of ultra-large vessels in the 

coming years (Skjerning & Askjær, 2016 March 2).  

5.5.1.3 Downstream 

The development and improvement of MyMaerskLine.com have further eased the post sea stage for ML’s 

customers. It is possible for customers to access and manage its bookings, follow the shipment, receive and 

pay invoices and much more all day and night. It is a fast, reliable and user-friendly platform that has eased 

the process. The post-sea stage is to a large extend driven by the same characteristics as pre-sea where the 

online platform has increased efficiency, while ML’s network and haulage services provide a to-the-door 

service. The value derived from this stage is minimal, which is why it will not be further investigated. 
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5.5.2 Support activities  

5.5.2.1 Firm infrastructure 

The global economy relies heavily on effective infrastructure and international logistic chains to connect 

markets, people, and countries. From this point of view, being a shipping line, having a wide-reaching firm 

infrastructure is crucial. This means having worldwide connections with freight forwarders, ports and local 

offices. The infrastructure of ML contains roads and rail, which combined with effective communications, 

secures a stable logistics flow (Maersk, Transport & Trade)  

The internal infrastructure comprises of 324 offices in 115 countries, 7,600 seafarers, 23,000 land-based 

employees, 590 vessels and weekly sailings on all major trade lines. ML offers local services through 

Safmarine and SeaLand (Intra-Americas), MCC Transport (Intra-Asia), Seago Line (Intra-Europe) and 

Mercosul (Brazil) (ML, 2015 Q2 fact sheet). Additionally, ML can combine its service with logistics from 

DAMCO, ports with APM Terminals and the services provided through 2M. 

5.5.2.2 Human Resource Management 

‘The future belongs to those who prepare for it today’. This was the guiding principle when A.P. Møller 

founded the Maersk Group. Human resources of ML are critical success factors, which is why the company 

for many years has developed strong employee and leadership development programs. However, it can be 

seen as a challenge to maintain a strong and healthy working culture when the focus is on cost reductions 

and a significant amount of employees are let go (Ship & Bunker, 2015 November 4). Until now, ML has 

been able to retain capabilities, but the challenge will continue and can be seen as a must win battle for the 

firm. 

5.5.2.3 Technology 

ML is in the forefront of technology in the maritime business. This can be seen in relation to tracking 

vessels, but also a high level of automatization and monitoring; waste heat recovery systems that reduced 

fuel consumption and emissions; protected fuel tanks in the center of the double hull; and environmentally 

friendly anti-polluting treatment below the waterline.  

A good example is the recent innovative technology with ‘smart containers’. ML has outfitted its fleet of 

reefer containers with smart technology, which is decreasing the risk in customer supply chains and save 

Maersk millions of dollars (Maersk, Smart containers listen and talk). Manual checks from employees have 

been replaced by technology that can automatically inspect and monitor reefers all over the world. If the 

conditions inside the container changes or it malfunction, an alarm goes off contacting ML and the closest 
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local repair vendor. The system will automatically follow up until the problem is resolved. Maersk says 

(Paris, 2015 September 30):  

“It’s a first for the industry for something like this on this scale”  

This particular technology does not only remove uncertainty, but also saves millions in operational costs. 

The next wave of technology could come in the form of sensors on the vessels to improve bunker 

consumption or to provide a real-time overview of the entire supply chain. Additionally, e-commerce is well 

on its way to become an online shipping platform, enabling customers to handle their bookings themselves, 

while saving ML millions of phone calls every year (Maersk, Smart containers listen and talk).  

5.5.2.4 Procurement 

For the Maersk Group, procurement is more than just cost savings, it is about having the right suppliers. 

Sustainable and value creating relationships provide the Group with unique business opportunities (Maersk, 

Procurement for Suppliers). Being part of a conglomerate only adds value to the procurement process.  

A good example is the use of e-sourcing, an initiative that already in 2014 was applied to 89% of the 

business. The system allows suppliers to submit multiple customized offers and the opportunity to improve 

them throughout the process. The online approach is increasing transparency and the competition leaving 

Maersk with the best possible offer (Norton, 2015 May 15).  

5.5.3 Partial conclusion 

It stands clear that ML has adopted many new initiatives that enable it to be a cost leader in the industry: 

1. Automatization of the booking process frees up capital and reduces the overall cost level 

2. Being innovative and introducing cost efficient vessels and technologies like slow steaming and smart 

containers 

3. Strong network combined with a high degree of capacity utilization, which has been further improved 

through the new 2M alliance 

The main value for a shipping liner is thereby derived through utilizing capacity and reducing per unit cost, 

which can be seen through economies of scale and scope: bigger vessels, reduced fuel consumption and 

optimizing the network and time spend at sea (Interview: Martin Herrstedt). 

The road towards cost leadership is best illustrated by comparing the first half results from 2009 with 2015 

where the market conditions were almost the same, although with higher bunker price. In 2009 ML realized 

a NOPAT if $-995 million (ROIC -11%) compared to $1,221 million (ROIC 12.2%) in 2015 (ML Capital 
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Markets Day, 2015). This is a significant development that underlines the journey ML has been on and 

succeeded at so far.  

5.6 COMPETITOR ANALYSIS 

Whilst the previous analyses have focused on enhancing the understanding of the industry and ML in 

particular, the following analysis sets out to get a deeper understanding of its key competitors. The analysis 

will investigate firm specific information, key financials and strategies of the five biggest competitors: MSC, 

CMA CGM, COSCO, Hapag-Lloyd and Evergreen. The specific firms have been chosen due to their size, as 

it is the main factor for being competitive and operate an efficient liner business. ML and the five 

competitors comprise 52.77% of the liner market and will in the coming years likely take further market 

shares through aggressive order books and M&A activities (Appendix 8 & 10). Through the analysis, the 

following key parameters will be used to illustrate the relative size and capacity of the competitors, as well 

as the recent development in performance.  

 

The findings will later be used to further comprehend the industry and ML’s position in it, as it is a key 

parameter order to discuss strategic recommendations. 

5.6.1 Mediterranean Shipping Company 

 

The fact that MSC is privately owned means that it is not obligated to publish annual reports and general 

information is limited. Consequently, it is impossible to say how the two archrivals compare in terms of 

financial performance (MSC, Our Heritage).  

The second largest shipping liner was founded in 1970 in Brussels with the purchase of one second-hand 

ship. The Aponte family manages the firm with Diego Aponte, son of the founder Gianluigi Aponto, as the 

president and CEO (Lloyd’s list, 2014 December 12). Today the conglomerate has more than 60,000 

employees and operates a shipping liner, cruise ships and terminals (MSC, About Us). The shipping liner has 

a network of 480 offices in 150 countries and has 24,000 employees. 
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MSC has until recently been operating its trade routes independently of other shipping liners. This changed 

when the firm started negotiations to enter the P3 network and later the 2M alliance with ML. MSC is further 

set to overtake ML’s position as the biggest container liner in 2016 or 2017, however this will only be for a 

short period of time, as MSC is expected to scrap vessels and ML will receive new builds (Barnard, 2014 

September 9).  

The firm has been named ‘the low-cost carrier’ with less focus on service, including on-time arrivals and 

departures. The family philosophy is based on container transport being a basic mass product that just needs 

to be sold at a decent price. The focus on cost can further be seen by MSC’s intake of the world’s largest 

vessels, MSC Oscar, which joined the fleet in January 2015 (Lloyd’s list, 2014 December 12). The strategy 

today, is to buy second hand ships at moderate prices combined with ultra large vessels, with the aim of 

providing the lowest freight rates in the industry (Andersen, 2014 August 5).  

Contrary to ML, MSC has used organic growth as a means to expand the business. In record-time it has 

grown to become a global player in the industry, facilitates by a five-time increase in capacity in just 15 

years. MSC has been known for an extremely aggressive strategy, where it enters a new market, dumps 

freight rates until the utilization of its vessels reaches an acceptable level and sufficient market shares are 

secured, just to raise prices again (Ibid.).  

In terms of future growth, MSC is on of the most aggressive with an order book of 40 ships for a total of 

538,587 TEU. This is 10 vessels more than what ML currently has in its order book (Appendix 8). This must 

be seen as a direct attack with ML focusing on profitability, while MSC is more focused on increasing its 

markets share. 

5.6.2 CMA CGM Group 

 

Jacques Saadé founded the Group in Marseille in 1978, which is today considered a leading global shipping 

group. It is present in more than 160 countries through a network of 765 agencies, with more than 22,000 

employees. Additionally, the Group is operating Terminals and logistics around the world (CMA CGM, 

About Us).  

The Group has used acquisitions as a means to expand its operations. In 1996, the firm acquired CGM, 

which would eventually turn into a merger and from which the current name is derived, and ANL in 1998. In 
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2005, Saadé decided to acquire DELMAS, making the CMA CGM Group the third largest shipping firm in 

the world. Hereafter, three acquisitions were made in 2007: CNC, USL and COMANAV. In the aftermath of 

the financial crisis, the family continued to believe in the container transport and decided to acquire the 

Turkish group YILDIRIM. Most recently, it decided to purchase the majority share position in NOL, 

Southeast Asia’s largest container shipping company, reinforcing its position in the industry. The acquisition 

is the largest consolidation in the history of shipping, overtaking ML’s acquisition of P&O Nedlloyd in 2005. 

Acquisitions, with the purpose of expansion, have proven to be a success, as it has allowed CMA CGM to be 

present with services across five continents (CMA CGM, a successful acquisition strategy).  

Additionally, CMA CGM has recently created an operational alliance strategy in order to provide better 

service for customers. The main alliance is The Ocean Three operating the west/east trade.  

CMA CGM is actively trying to be more sustainable and has since 2005 halved its CO2 emissions by 50% 

on its owned fleet (CMA CGM, About Us). At the same time, the company is highly concerned with security 

and safety of its operations. The Group has a total of 2,031,163 TEU in its order book, which is at the same 

level as ML. The firm has had a strong focus on profitability and has, like ML, been one of the few that has 

been able to deliver profits throughout the last couple of years. 

The debt-funded acquisition of NOL has stretched its balance sheet and increased operational risk for the 

firm. If the shipping rates have bottomed out, this strategy could turn out well, but the other could also be 

truth, which could force the company to go public (Pasetti, 2016 March 15). 

5.6.3 COSCOCS 

 

The company was founded in 1997 in Shanghai and is today present in more than 48 countries with 14,031 

employees (JOC.com, COSCO). COSCO is part of a conglomerate that further operates in bulk shipping, 

tanker shipping, specialized carrier and passenger shipping, while also being present in the logistics and 

terminal industries (COSCO, Business Area). The financial development of the firm has been positive, 

turning it from significant losses to one of the highest returns in the shipping industry (Appendix 9). 

In late 2015, the two biggest liner companies in China, COSCO (6th) and CSCL (7th) decided to restructure 

and integrate its operations to become a top four container-shipping firm: COSCOCS. The restructuring aims 

at combining resources to achieve synergies and provide better service (COSCON, 2015 December 11). 
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COSCO will rent CSCL’s assets, including ships and container boxes to improve the company’s core 

competitiveness. The newly established firm is grasping out for the third place in the industry by boosting its 

fleet by at least 50,000 TEU by the end of 2018 (Braden, 2016 February 22). However, industry analysts 

agree that the firm has to bring down workforce and order book to become competitive. Currently, the firm 

employs 180,000, double the workforce of Maersk Group, and has the largest fleet across container ships, 

dry bulk vessels and tankers. COSCOCS has announced that it will not cut salaries or introduce layoffs, 

which is common policy for many Chinese state-owned firms. This can prove to be a disadvantage and mean 

that it will miss huge synergies and cost of economies gains from the merger.  

5.6.4 Evergreen Line 

 

In 2007, Evergreen Line was formed through a merger of Hatsu, Italia Maritima and Evergreen, and is today 

based in Taiwan. The name, Evergreen Line, is used for international marketing purposes for the firm’s four 

shipping companies. The Evergreen Group has expanded beyond the shipping industry to be present within 

energy development, air transport, hotels and resort services. The shipping branch employs 18,000 and has 

240 offices around the globe. In 2014, the firm manage to turn profitable for the first time in recent years. 

In early 2016, the founder and chairman Chang Yung-da died, which has generated a fight among the four 

sons on who should be the successor (Bonney, 2016 February 23). In late 2011, the Group won an award for 

its ‘extraordinary measures to cut air emissions, modernize facilities and implement innovative operations to 

reduce air pollution’ (Evergreen Line, Awarded prestigious environmental award).  

5.6.5 Hapag-Lloyd 

 

The firm was formed in 1970 as a merger between the two firms Hapag, dating back to 1847, and 

NordDeutscher Lloyd, dating back to 1856. The original owner, TUI AG, sold 57% of its shares to the Albert 

Ballin consortium in 2008, which is still the majority owner today. Today, the Ballin Consortium controls 

72% and TUI AG 12%. Hapag-Lloyd raised $300 million from an IPO in late 2015 making 15% of the 
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shares free floating (Geiger, 2015 November 3). Today the firm has 9,500 employees at 350 locations in 117 

countries. 

In 2005, the firm acquired CP Ships and thereby consolidated its position as a leading liner company. In 

2013, the firm further entered into negotiation with the Chilean company CSAV and took over its container 

operations in end-2014. As a result, Hapag-Lloyd became the fourth largest liner in the world (Hapag-Lloyd, 

History). Synergies from the CSAV acquisition made the firm profitable, after a substantial loss in 2014. In 

2015, it had an underlying profit margin of 1.57%, which is still lower compared to larger industry 

competitors. Analysts are speculating that the high total debt ratio of 54% in 2015 will prove to be a 

challenge in the cyclical industry. Consequently, the firm can find itself in problems if the $300 million in 

synergies from the merger is not realized and Hapag-Lloyd might have to take on more debt or go public. 

Hapag-Lloyd is managed with a strong value driven philosophy. Focus is on reliability, service, productivity 

and environmental protection, as means of competing. Additionally, it has always prioritized compliance and 

sustainability (Hapag-Lloyd, About Us).  

5.6.6 Partial conclusion 

In 2015, BCG investigated the relationship between size and profit margin over a two-year period. The 

results were stunning, as it became clear that global-scale leaders recorded EBIT margins around 5%, while 

many players, including Hapag-Lloyd, Evergreen Line and COSCO, were trapped in the middle with 

negative return levels (Sanders et al., 2015). 

Figure 19 - Global Scale Leaders 
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Source: BCG Perspectives (2015) 

It stands clear that there is a high correlation with size and profitability, which further increase the incentive 

for the companies trapped in the middle to grow and participate in strategic alliances. The following matrixes 

serve as a way to comprehend the performance of ML compared to key competitors across several factors. 

Figure 20 - Competitive Overview in Shipping Industry 

 

Source: Own creation based on annual reports from 2014 and 2015 

It can be observed that ML has had a significant EBIT margin gap to its peers over the years, more precisely 

8% for 2013, 9% in 2014 and 6% for 2015 (Appendix 9 & 12). It is a strategic goal for Maersk to have a gap 

of 5% to the average of its peers (ML Capital Markets Day, 2015). However, it is worth to notice that CMA 

CGM has delivered solid results throughout the last three years, while the rest of the companies are 

continuously improving their core EBIT margin (Appendix 12). 

Financially, ML has a stronger balance sheet with a significant lower debt to equity level compared to the 

peers. The low debt level illustrates a conservative company that currently has a target of at least growing 

with the market, while many of its competitors are outgrowing the industry average (ML Capital Markets 

Day, 2015). To this point, Jacob Pedersen elaborated that ML has generally performed better when following 

the market, while they have lost profitability when focusing too much on increasing and defending market 

shares (Interview: Jacob Pedersen). On the other hand, ML has a lower current ratio when benchmarked 

against the majority of its competitors. The financial analysis, in section three, concluded that Maersk had a 

low liquidity risk, which is why it should not be seen as a competitive advantage for the competitors on the 

account of ML. It merely illustrates that the competitors possesses a higher degree of liquid assets, while ML 

enjoys a lower debt to asset ratio, which from the point of view of funding investment is crucial. 

Maersk	Line

MSC

CMA	CGM

COSCO

Evergreen*

Hapag-Lloyd

Reliability Alliance Order	book

Core	EBIT	

Margin

Total	debt	

ratio Current	ratio

82% 2M 13% 6,11% 0,42 1,16

71% 2M 20% 	- 	- 	-

77% Ocean	Three 13% 4,29% 0,62 1,21

80% Grand	Alliance 36% 3,06% 0,70 1,59

81% G6 43% 2,25% 0,66 1,66

79% 	- 6% 1,57% 0,54 0,65

*	2014	Annual	Report	used
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Figure 21 – Order book of Top Six Shipping Liners 

 

Source: Own creation based on data from Alphaliner top 100 

The individual order books illustrate different company strategies and perception of the future market, as 

evidenced by the number of vessels they have ordered. COSCOCS and Evergreen Line are pursuing 

aggressive growth with orders equal to around 40% of their current fleet. Slightly lower, but still aggressive, 

is MSC at 20%, while ML (13.2%) and CMA CGM (12.9%) have a more neutral strategy towards future 

organic growth. Their focus is strictly on profitability, while COSCOCS, Evergreen Line and MSC are 

betting to increase market shares. Hapag-Lloyd is the least aggressive player with additional TEU worth of 

52,000 equal to 5.7% of its current capacity. The six players examined have 68% of the capacity ordered and 

it is only a few smaller shipping lines like OOCL, MOL, Yang Ming Marine, NYK Line and PIL that have 

more than TEU worth more than 100,000 in their order books. Capacity-vice, none of them are close to 

challenging the six biggest competitors in the industry (Appendix 8).  

The management in COSCOCS and Evergreen will soon have to make important decisions in terms of 

selling, delivering vessels back or increasing market shares. The amount of capacity delivered is so 

significant that can result in lower utilization of capacity and thereby lower profitability (Andersen, 2016 

March 21).  

Conclusively, it is worth mentioning that the 15th biggest shipping line, Hyundai Merchant Marine is on the 

verge of bankruptcy, as its creditors rejected a debt restructuring of the firm (Wackett, 2016 March 17). 

Additionally, Hanjin Shipping, the 8th biggest shipping line, is planning to sell assets to cut its debt ratio. 

This is a strategic move, as it will be eligible for a governmental shipping fund if it reduces its debt ratio to 

less than 400% (Chambers, 2016 March 24).  
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5.7 OUTLOOK – SHIPPING INDUSTRY 

Across the industry, shipping liners have continuously announced freight rates increases, but the optimism 

has thereafter been tempered by other macroeconomic factors, such as falling commodity prices, a volatile 

Chinese stock market and plummeting scrap prices. The fall in oil prices and returned economic growth in 

Europe and United States has helped stabilize the market in 2015, but the decrease continued again in the 

beginning of 2016, which is why many experts and shipping liners are asking themselves if the worst is 

behind us.  

DREWRY is predicting a difficult year for the industry, with losses adding up to $5 billion in 2016 (Marie, 

2016 February 2). It expects a further widening of the supply and demand imbalance, while insufficient 

initiatives to reduce vessel capacity will lead to an acceleration of freight rate reductions and industry-wide 

losses in 2016. In 2015, the average vessel utilization was 87%, down from 93% in 2014, which is further an 

indication that a decrease in capacity is needed in the industry. Late 2015, an idle fleet of around one million 

TEU causing a situation where drastic measures are to be taken to remove vessels and restructure trade lanes 

with new operational agreements. Building bigger and more cost-efficient vessels is no longer a guarantee to 

be profitable (DREWRY, Container Shipping Profitability to Deteriorate in 2016). 

In 2014, The Economist’s Intelligence Unit was commissioned by the Maersk Group to develop an 

independent scenario analysis of global trade through to 2030 (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2014). The 

work carried out by The Economist will be used as a guiding point for how the container shipping industry 

can look like in 10 to 15 years: 

Figure 22 - World Exports Forecast 

 

Source: Own creation based on data from The Economist Intelligence Unit (2014) 
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5.7.1 Baseline Scenario 

A more diverse energy mix is driving up global demand for different energy sources, while oil prices start to 

decline or stay low. This tendency increases the disposable income and fuels personal consumption, which 

then further drives global trade. As pointed out in the industry analyses, an increased uptake of 3D printing 

provides the conditions for a rebirth of Western manufacturing.  

The global economy evolves, with Asia being the world’s growth engine, albeit at a slower pace. The middle 

class in Africa will grow and continue to drive more business and trade. Europe will return to slow growth, 

despite continuing disperses and constraints on public finances (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2014). 

5.7.2 Upside Scenario 

Compared to the baseline scenario, the use of other sources of energy significantly drives the price of oil 

down. The new energy mix and business environment that is characterized by decreasing production costs is 

forcing consumer prices down. A high level of personal disposable income drives consumer demand across 

the world. 

This scenario predicts rapid growth in Asia. The low energy prices allow the region to invest heavily in 

infrastructure and helps keep the production costs down. A more liberalized region contributes to an above 

average GDP growth of the region. Europe will experience a moderate upward trend, while Africa is 

benefiting from a greater capital flow to the region (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2014). 

5.7.3 Downside Scenario 

Higher energy prices will in this scenario drive down demand. Energy reserves are scarce, which will 

increase oil prices and drive up production costs, slowing down countries’ economic performance. 

Combined, this leads to decreasing personal disposable income and lower demand. The global economy will 

experience a slowdown, which will be most noticeable in Asia. Consequently, countries will start looking 

inward. Introducing tariffs and protectionism, technological innovation and growing automation will further 

lead to lower demand (The Economist Intelligence Unit, 2014).  

The world has slightly changed since the report of The Economist Intelligence Unit; however, the different 

scenarios are still deemed relevant with regards to future development and expectations. It illustrates that 

even the worst-case scenario still entails a growing outlook, which is why the container shipping industry 

cannot be regarded as a declining market. Competition is fierce, but volumes will continue to grow despite 

challenges the current challenges seen across all continents. HSBC and Oxford Economics (2015) found that 

the current downturn in demand is more cyclical nature than structural, which is encouraging for a 
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stabilization of demand growth to occur. They depict stabilization in China, while the U.S. and Eurozone 

will support world trade over the next couple of years. Furthermore, it is expected that when the emerging 

countries in Asia starts to mature and their middle-class expand, these economies will be a significant driver 

for growth in merchandise exports when examining the outlook from 2021 to 2030 (HSBC, 2015).  

In addition, the upside scenario illustrates a likelihood for a large increase in world exports, which can 

double in less than 15 years, providing a huge upside potential. It could significantly increase profitability 

across the industry if the supply of capacity is managed.  

5.8 SHIPPING INDUSTRY PARTIAL CONCLUSION 

The container shipping industry is characterized by cycles of oversupply and shortage, in which higher rates 

attract heavy investments. Currently, a vicious cycle can be observed where all shipping liners look to reduce 

their cost-base through orders of larger vessels, which then further increases capacity and drives down 

freight rates. At the moment, freight rates are at a historical low, due to the fierce competition and a tendency 

towards larger and larger vessels. Industry experts believe that the industry is in need of sustainable 

consolidation to re-balance supply and demand. The situation has further been worsened by geopolitical 

turmoil and a stagnation of growth rates seen across China, Europe and the U.S. The outlook presented an 

industry that is likely to increase in volume in the years to come, with significant upside potential. 

ML is well positioned to take advantage of the observed downturn. The opportunity can be attributed to 

strategic decisions made by management years ago, which has enabled ML to be a cost-efficient shipping 

liner. Since then, focus on a larger and more efficient fleet, cost saving initiatives (i.e. slow steaming and 

automatization) and cost culture has established ML as the top performer in the industry measured by 

profitability and capacity. Aggressive growth strategies of MSC, COSCOS and Evergreen Line have, 

however, somewhat closed the gap to ML. Thus, action is required for the company to remain the most 

profitable and well-run shipping liner in the world.  

ML has the capabilities and financial flexibility to act and to take advantage in the tough business 

environment, while awaiting attractive investment opportunities to arise. The course of action will further be 

discussed and elaborated in the discussion. 
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6 OIL INDUSTRY ANALYSIS 

The analysis sets out to investigate the research question concerning the best course of action from the 

perspective of MOG. The structure is fairly identical to the framework applied to the shipping industry, in 

which the industry is first defined followed by an introduction to the movements seen in supply and demand. 

Furthermore, it adopts similar strategic analysis methods, including Porter’s five forces, strategy, value chain 

and a competitor analysis.  

6.1 INDUSTRY DEFINITION 

Crude oil and natural gas occur naturally all over the planet, but actually stems from deep within the earth. In 

ancient times, remains of plants and animals were compacted into sedimentary rock, such as sandstone or 

shale, on the ocean floor. Eventually, this organic material was exposed to the heat and pressure of the 

earth’s core and at a specific range, transformed into oil and gas. The deposits that we see today are a result 

of oil and gas migrating through porous rock from the center of the earth toward the surface, only to be 

caught by less porous shallow rock formations. In order to access these deposits, one must drill through hard 

layers of rock to enter the reservoir. Once the drilling is completed, the material can be pumped to the 

surface. However, these reservoirs are vastly different with regards to ease of access. Some are buried 

beneath several kilometers of water, while other reservoirs entail extreme temperatures or pressures (U.S. 

Department of Energy).  

There is an inevitable connection between the oil and gas segments. Firstly, because gas is often a by-

product of crude oil production and secondly, because of the synergies that exists between the two (Roy, 

2013). This is exactly the reason that the majority of major international oil companies operate in both 

segments and why they are so intertwined. However, the global crude oil segment accounts for 

approximately 85.4% of the total market value of the industry (Market Line, Global Oil Industry Analysis).  

The business of the so-called exploration and production companies, such as MOG, is characterized as 

upstream activities. They seek to identify promising hydrocarbon reservoirs and extract the material in order 

to sell it to refineries that will translate it into the end-user product. Companies in the oil and gas industry are 

generally highly vertically integrated, with some even operating within the entire value chain from 

production to retail. The typical measure of the size of a company in the industry is barrels of oil produced 

per day. A barrel, in this case, is equivalent to 42 U.S. gallons. Conversely, gas production is measured in 

standard cubic feet, which describes the quantity at 60 degrees Fahrenheit and 14.65 pounds per square inch 

of pressure. These definitions are important, as even small variations in the measurement methods equate to 

vast differences in the total production gauged. In order to gauge the gas production of the company, the 
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term ‘Barrels of Oil Equivalent Per Day’ was coined. The energy content of one ‘BOEPD’ is equal to that of 

one barrel of oil, and the two can therefore be added up to an accumulated energy production. The prices of 

both oil and gas fluctuate, but not always in conjunction. As a result, the relationship between revenue and 

production volume for companies in the analyses below will highly depend on the composition of their 

production. 

While the level of production is important, E&P place a lot of emphasis on their proven reserves in the 

annual reports. This reflects the estimated amount of oil and gas that the company has a license to extract. 

Future revenue and production levels are primarily derived from the oil and gas reserves that it possesses 

today, which is why firms invest vast amounts of capital in obtaining attractive licenses, finding promising 

fields and conducting expensive exploration (Harman, 2016). 

The industry comprises several hundred companies of various sizes, but is dominated by only a few private 

and state-owned corporations. The largest national oil companies include NIOC (Iran), Saudi Aramco (Saudi 

Arabia), PDVSA (Venezuela), Gazprom (Russia) and Qatar Petroleum, with combined proved reserves in 

the vicinity of 1,100 billion barrels of oil equivalent as of 2010 (Wyman, 2011 October 29.). The term ‘super 

major’ is used to define the six largest non-state owned oil companies, which were all formed during the 

great consolidation of the oil industry that occurred during the 1990s. These are all vertically integrated and 

involved in the entire value chain of the industry, including exploration, production, refining, trading and 

marketing. Along with the enormous government-owned, called the ‘seven sisters’, this group accounts for 

the vast majority of oil production worldwide. The size of these companies makes them able to somewhat 

influence the state of supply of oil in the world, by adjusting production (Petroleum Industry, 2016).  

Although most refer to crude oil as a single commodity, with no distinguishing features, that is not entirely 

the case. Actually, the density and consistency of crude oil varies significantly between different types, from 

lightweight and very thin to a thick, semi-solid heavy weight oil. In an attempt to somewhat standardize the 

industry vocabulary; different types of oil are often attached to a certain geographical area with which it 

shares a connection. This method is utilized because crude oil from the same area often shares the same 

characteristics. The four main types of crude oil comprise ‘very light oils’, ‘light oils’, ‘medium oils’ and 

‘heavy fuel oils’, which all vary greatly in toxicity and volatility. In addition, the three most commonly 

traded types of oil are as follows: 

6.1.1 West Texas Intermediate (WTI) 

 This is a very high quality type of oil, from which more gasoline can be refined than from other types of oil. 

It is of the ‘light’ crude oil variation and is primarily refined in the Midwest parts of the U.S. It has generally 

been sold at a premium over the other ‘prime’ oil types. 
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6.1.2 Brent Blend 

This type of oil is actually a blend of different oils from various fields in the North Sea. Like WTI, it is a 

‘light’ oil, but lacks the superb quality of the American equivalent. However, it is still excellent for use in 

gasoline production. It is generally priced significantly higher than the OPEC Basket oil. 

6.1.3 OPEC Basket 

The term OPEC Basket refers to a collective of seven different crude oils from Algeria, Saudi Arabia, 

Indonesia, Nigeria, Dubai, Venezuela and the Mexican Isthmus. This type of oil is generally much heavier 

than WTI and Brent and contains a higher percentage of sulfur in its natural make-up. Consequently, it is 

most often traded at a significant discount compared to the better quality oils, like WTI and Brent 

(Cunningham, 2015 March 18). 

6.2 SUPPLY AND DEMAND 

6.2.1 Oil price 

The oil industry has historically had booms and busts, but is currently facing its deepest downturn since the 

1990s. Oil is a highly elastic commodity and every change in production and consumption is reflected 

directly in the price. The graph below illustrates the price development for Brent crude oil for the past five 

years.  

Figure 23 - Oil Price Development 

 

Source: Own creation based on data from Yahoo Finance 
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6.2.2 The technical side to oil prices 

When asked what determines the price of oil (actually, almost any product) most with a basic understanding 

of economics would answer ‘supply and demand’. In the case of oil, that is not the entire truth. In fact, the 

price of oil is actually set in the futures market, in which futures contracts with the purpose of either risk 

transfer or speculation are traded (Engdahl, 2016). The former refers to oil-dependent players such as 

airlines, distributors or retailers who wish to eliminate the risk of increased future costs because of higher oil 

prices. Speculators, on the other hand, trade oil futures with the sole purpose of guessing the direction of oil 

prices and has no actual need for the underlying asset. According to the Chicago Mercantile Exchange 

speculators trade an astonishing 97% of futures transactions. Consequently, the sheer expectation of future 

dramatic changes in price can result in a self-fulfilling prophecy of dramatic short-term price fluctuations 

(Kosakowski, 2016). 

To understand the volatile nature of the development in the price of oil, the forces of demand and supply will 

be examined in the following sections. 

6.2.3 Supply 

While changes in expected growth of certain large economies has an increasing effect on the price of oil, 

changes in supply are currently significantly more volatile than the demand side. Consequently, noteworthy 

fluctuation in the price of oil is currently primarily a product of deviations in the state of supply. 

The picture of the supply of oil has drastically changed in 2014 and 2015 with new players entering the 

market and already established oil producers reacting differently compared to earlier. In this equation, OPEC 

is a crucial player. OPEC was founded back in the 1960s and has throughout the 1970s and much of 1980s 

been able to keep prices fairly fixed through coordinating and restricting production volumes of its members. 

The original ambition was to manage the supply of oil to stabilize the price on the world market and avoid 

fluctuations. OPEC was for a long period able to force oil prices up by reducing production, thereby 

increasing profits. Today OPEC consists of 12 countries, but it does no longer have the same influence, since 

more countries, including the US, Mexico, Oman and Kazakhstan, have increased their production and 

influence in the oil industry (OPEC, About us). 

The latest drop in oil prices has triggered a new reality, as OPEC’s members have decided not to cut 

production and have thereby discarded their long-lasting strategy of stabilizing oil prices. Saudi Arabia 

announced that it would only be willing to cut output if a broad range of non-OPEC countries agrees to do 

the same, which currently seems like an unlikely scenario (DiChristopher, 2015 December 3.). The reasoning 

behind Saudi Arabia’s ultimatum is not to lose customers and market shares to non-OPEC countries such as 
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the U.S. However, internally in OPEC there is a disagreement over the chosen strategy, since Venezuela is 

highly exposed to the oil price and is currently experiencing its worst recession since the 1940s (Al Jazeera, 

2015 December 13).  

A factor squeezing OPEC and challenging its market share is the production of oil in other parts of the 

world. The U.S. has increased domestic production by almost 100% through shale gas over the last several 

years making the country close to independent of oil imports. Consequently, oil from Saudi Arabia, Nigeria 

and Algeria that was once sold to the U.S. is now streaming to Asia, thereby forcing prices down. 

Additionally, Canada and Iraq have unexpectedly been able to increase oil production while Russia has 

maintained its production volumes despite its regional challenges. 

Most recently, the lifting of the sanctions against Iran has allowed the country to re-enter the global oil 

market. The country has the fourth largest crude oil reserves and was before the isolation producing 4.5 

million BOPD The production was later brought down to 2.8 million due to sanctions (Al Jazeera, 2015 

December 13). Iranian leaders have announced their plan to bring 500,000 barrels of oil to the market, which 

can eventually be increased to 1 million barrels when production is fully up and running again (Rostgaard, 

2016 January 18). 

As of mid-April of 2016 a four-month high in oil price was observed due to accelerated declines in U.S. 

output. A steady growth in demand for oil combined with a falling OPEC-supply has decreased the gap 

between supply and demand. Part of the recent spike in prices might be an effect of anticipation of the 

meeting of leading oil producers taking place in Qatar on April 17th of this year (IEA, April 2016). Kris 

Kelly, Januas Capital Management LLC, expects production to fall below nine million barrels a day by mid-

2016, potentially even ending up at around 8.5 million by the end of the year, which could potentially further 

balance out supply and demand (Shenk, 2016 April 6). Additionally, OPEC updated its forecast of a non-

OPEC output decline in production by 730,000 barrels a day this year, which is 30,000 more than first 

anticipated. It is a consequence of deferred projects due to low oil prices, particularly in China (Faucon, 2016 

April 13). 

6.2.4 Demand 

Despite the significant drop in oil prices, 2015 had one of the highest volume increases in global oil demand 

of this century. According to IEA, it is not likely that the increase will continue at the same level throughout 

2016, even though a low crude oil price will inevitably further boost demand (IEA, April 2016). Demand for 

crude oil is highly correlated with global economic growth, since this facilitates increased production, 

transportation and energy consumption. 
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In the beginning of the year, the World Bank announced that it expects the developed countries’ growth to be 

the lowest since 2001. Pessimism in the market and local issues in Brazil, China and Russia further support 

the low expectations for oil demand growth (IEA, April 2016). IMF has further lowered its estimate of 

growth for 2016 and 2017, which can cause a slower than anticipated growth in the short-run (Ritzau Finans, 

2016 January 19.). Similarly, the IEA decreased its 2016 expectation of demand growth by as much as one-

third compared to last year, with only 1.2 mb/d for this year. Among the culprits is China, whose growth in 

demand for oil is significantly less than last year. In fact, the rate of growth in the first quarter of 2016 was 

cut in half to five percent compared to ten percent in the same period of last year (Rapoza, 2016 May 2.).  

6.3 PORTER’S FIVE FORCES 

In the following, the Porter’s Five Forces framework is applied to the oil industry in order to examine the 

competitive situation. A graphic illustration of major developments in the very structure of the oil industry as 

a whole within the last three decades can be found in appendix 13. 

6.3.1 Threat of new entrants  

With oil and gas being one of the most capital-intensive industries around, one would expect relatively few 

players in the market. There are in fact several hundred companies competing to supply the somewhat stable 

demand for oil. However, only a few producers account for the vast majority of oil production, while the 

remainders are considered rather insignificant with regards to competition and influence on the price. The 

market leaders within the oil industry are typically very large and highly vertically integrated international 

companies. They utilize economies of scale and vast distribution networks to reduce costs.  

It is paramount for new entrants to keep costs low, in order to be able to compete, since oil is a commodity, 

and as such is traded in relatively efficient markets, where consumers are more than aware of changes in 

price. The need for considerable initial investments to set up facilities significantly decreases the threat of 

new entrants. Obtaining licenses and performing exploration, or buying expensive field from an external 

sources, entail major capital investments. The incurred costs from developing oil fields range from a couple 

of billion dollars to as much as the $50 billion needed to commercialize certain ultra-deep water projects 

(Perkins, 2013 & Hokroh, 2014). Combined with the decreasing attractiveness of the industry as a whole, 

due to falling oil prices and a global increased focus on substitutes, the risk of competitive pressure from 

new entrants is only decreasing with time (Market Line, Crude Oil Industry Analysis 2016).  

Furthermore, resources such as technology and the capability of handling inconsistent government 

regulations are both a product of experience, capital and size and are not readily available to new entrants. 

https://www.iea.org/oilmarketreport/omrpublic/
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The tendency for governments to award national companies the rights to develop oil fields only increases the 

need for size and the political influence that comes with it (Hokroh, 2014).  

Outside of commodity industries, new entrants often become successful by differentiating themselves from 

existing competitors, thereby somewhat offsetting the inherit disadvantage stemming from being a 

newcomer. However, the characteristic of a commodity is that there is no means of differentiation and no 

switching costs. Hence, new entrants will face the challenge of justifying a higher price of oil, as a result of 

start-up challenges. Conversely, new entrants are not likely to face the challenge of consumer brand loyalty 

to established competitors, due to the commoditized nature of the product along with the low switching 

costs. 

Conclusively, the threat of new entrants is considered low within the oil and gas industry. Not only are there 

massive barriers to entry, but also becoming a profitable competitor in the market requires an abundance of 

capital (Parsa, 2016). 

6.3.2 Threat of Substitutes 

According to Hokroh (2014), a high threat of substitutes exists when substitutable products are offered at an 

appealing price or when there are low switching costs for consumers. It is important to distinguish between 

the terms substitute and rivalry. As opposed to the latter, substitute refers to products that are not in direct 

competition. The amount of substitutes for oil has steadily increased for the past century, along with the 

awareness and focus on the less than green nature of the oil industry. Amongst the most viable alternatives 

are gas, solar power, wind power, hydroelectricity and even nuclear energy (Hokroh, 2014). Graham Slack 

explains how changes in demand mainly come from oil prices as well as increased focus on alternatives: 

“Then I think you have something that is also similar to maybe the 70s, which we've forgotten about, which 

is good old demand destruction. Oil prices were very high in the 70s, we learned to be efficient with oil and 

actually destroyed demand whereas this time around the efficiencies and savings are coming through 

alternatives. Not necessarily driven by oil prices, that is certainly part of it, but also driven by a move 

towards cleaner fuels.“ 

China and the EU intend to have biofuels account for fifteen and twenty percent of total transportation fuel 

consumption by 2020 respectively (Hokroh, 2014). If current trends persist, Saudi Arabia among others 

expects the current business model of the oil industry to be obsolete by 2065 (Interview: Adam Newton), 

while the WEO15 from the IEA expects global electricity generation from oil to nearly half by 2040. This 

indicates a rapidly increasing threat of substitutes.  
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Figure 24 -Development and Consumption Outlook of Energy 

 

Source: OurEnergyPolicy.org 

However, while 87% of global oil production is used for transportation, energy and heating, eight percent is 

part of the production process for plastics and chemicals. Green initiatives lack no reasons for wanting to 

limit the polluting use of oil, plastic only ‘borrows’ fossil hydrocarbons and then returns it to the energy 

consumption cycle (BPF, 2008). On the surface, this seems as a redeeming quality of the use of oil, but as 

the greener alternatives become more dominant, the recycling of oils from plastic becomes obsolete. Hence, 

alternative methods of producing plastics, which might also be further environmentally friendly, would 

become increasingly appealing (World Energy Outlook, 2015).  

With an increase in consumption of almost 50%, natural gas is the fastest growing of the fossil fuels. The 

biggest increase in demand comes from China and the Middle East, which both have become bigger 

consumers than the EU. At the same time, the price of natural gas is sustained at a low level due to 

contractual links to oil price and an abundant supply, making it an attractive substitute for oil. The WEO15 

predicts the global consumption of natural gas to remain significant in the short run, while diminishing 

margins in a competitive market combined with the rise of renewables could limit the long-term growth 

potential.  

An expectation of rapidly increasing coal demand, especially from China, entailed large investments to 

increase supply. However, disappointing growth has resulted in over-supply and low prices. A steady but 

slow increase from 23% of the global energy mix in 2000 to 29% in 2015 shows a downward turning slope. 

WEO15 expects only ten percent further growth in demand until 2040, which will primarily come from India 

and Southeast Asia. Oppositely, the total coal consumption in the EU is expected to be less than one-third of 

the current level by 2040, with Asia at that point in time accounting for a staggering four-fifth of the 

demand. The future coal demand is highly reliant on the capacity to abide by strict environmental policies on 

air pollution and CO2 emissions. 
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With the power sector moving towards a decarbonized energy system, WEO15 estimates that by 2040 

electricity will make up a quarter of all final energy consumption. At the present time, seven out of every 

eight additional units of electricity demand is attributed to non-OESC countries. Additionally, 60% of 

investments in new power plants to 2040 is spent on renewable energy technologies, resulting in global 

renewables-based electricity generation increases comparable to the production of all today’s fossil fuel 

plants in China, the U.S. and the EU combined. In the same period, it is predicted that the share of coal in the 

global electricity production will decrease from 41% to 30%, with only 15% of electricity outside of Asia 

being produced from coal. Consequently, the share of renewables-based generation will make up a 50% 

share in the EU and 30% in China and Japan.  

Conclusively, it is likely that oil will remain the predominant source of energy for several years to come, due 

to the significantly lower price compared to alternatives. The current global over-supply of oil, along with 

the capacity for some oil-producing countries to increase production and its dependence on the industry for 

economic growth, is likely to maintain low prices for some time. However, the switch towards substitutes is 

unavoidable and is likely the single biggest threat towards the oil industry.  

6.3.3 Bargaining Power of Buyers 

Hokroh (2014) argues that buyers with enough bargaining power have the potential to influence the price of 

a product or demand an increasing level of quality, thereby affecting the profitability of an industry. 

However, crude oil is a commodity, meaning that the quality is held at the same standard for all suppliers 

and traded at the price derived from the equilibrium between global supply and demand. The majority of 

crude oil is purchased by major buyers who might possess the purchasing power to negotiate a volume 

discount.  

6.3.4 Bargaining Power of Suppliers 

When the bargaining power of suppliers is high, they can affect the industry by charging higher prices or 

decreasing the quality of the products supplied (Dess et Al., 2004).  

Countries with oil-rich fields such as the OPEC nations, who currently hold two-thirds of proven oil 

reserves, are in effect considered suppliers to the oil industry. While the access to easily available oil is in 

decline, as it is more difficult to locate reservoirs in areas that are easy to develop and operate in, the OPEC 

nations control the most easily accessible oil reserves on the planet. This places them in a position of 

considerable bargaining power, when oil companies flock to them in order to obtain licenses to work these 

fields. Until recently, when the oil prices flourished, these countries had little incentive to outsource the 

production of oil to companies, since they could effortlessly sell its oil with a profit. This, in turn, provided 
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these countries with even greater bargaining power. However, the significantly lower price level of oil that is 

seen today makes it less economically viable for them to work the fields themselves, making the possibility 

of selling licenses to big oil companies more attractive. At the same time, the diminishing margins on oil 

combined with the increasingly difficult and costly access to it, make it ever more attractive for the oil 

companies to strike deals with OPEC nations (Porretto, 2016 March 28).  

Conversely, in other aspects of the supply-chain oil companies are in a rather strong position. The oil 

industry is dependent on a large number of sub-suppliers from several industries, almost all of which rely 

heavily on the buying power of large companies. 

6.3.5 Industry Rivalry 

Hokroh (2014) argues that competition can negatively affect profitability within an industry, depending on 

the intensity of the rivalry. Dess et al. (2004) builds upon that by contending that such rivalry increases when 

one or more competitors feel pressured by the actions of another or seizes an opportunity in the market. 

Additionally, a slowdown in production, like that occurring in the oil industry now and likely even more in 

the future, also increases competition. 

The oil industry is characterized by niche-production, meaning that technology and know-how are region 

specific and cannot be applied elsewhere. Consequently, the large capital requirements of entry create 

enormous barriers of exit, making competitors fight even harder, despite the economic viability decreasing 

through lower returns than previously experienced (The Industry Handbook: The Oil Services Industry). 

Porter further explains that when competitors are of similar size, power and capabilities it only adds to the 

strength of competition. Very large players, who all possess largely the same basket of capabilities and 

political power, dominate the oil industry. Combined with the fact that it is practically impossible to 

differentiate based on the product, it is clear that competition within the industry is inevitable. 

Oil companies attempt to mitigate the recipe for fierce competition that characterizes the industry by entering 

into joint ventures, thereby turning competitors into allies. This approach is particularly useful in the oil 

industry, since there are relatively few competitors within a particular combination of geographical location 

and technical capabilities and thus, an alliance can potentially significantly affect the balance of power 

within the industry (Hokroh, 2014). 

6.3.6 Partial Conclusion 

Applying the framework to the oil industry provided a valuable overview of the different forces that are 

driving competition within the industry. The commoditized nature of the product combined with the number 
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of international players result in a high level of competition. At the same time, supplier power only increases, 

as many competing companies have to fight over the few remaining licenses to easily accessible oil fields, 

which are vastly important in order to sustain the low-cost production supply needed in order to break even. 

The industry is characterized by being extremely capital intense, but the main driver for a low threat of 

entrants can be observed to be the low level of industry attractiveness. While substitutes are slowly, but 

steadily, becoming an increasing threat to industry profitability, high barriers of exit make entry into the 

industry a commitment too substantial for most. The short-term (i.e. several decades) potential for value 

creation within the industry is, however, not significantly affected by the threat of substitutes. 

6.4 STRATEGY 

Before the current oil crisis, MOG made considerable efforts to establish capabilities within deep-water 

drilling, through projects Angola and Greenland. However, deep-water projects have a break even oil price, 

for the case of Chissonga in Angola it is of around $80, making them more vulnerable to oil price 

fluctuations (Interview: Adam Newton). In 2014, the world experienced a steep decline in oil prices, the like 

of which had not been seen since the financial crisis. The industry response was an increased focus on cost 

reductions through cancelled or postponed projects and strengthened capital discipline. Already in 2014 

MOG reporting a willingness to divest its share in the highly prestigious Chissonga project and by 2015 it 

had laid off more than 10% of the staff to adjust to the new realities. Gretchen Watkins, COO in MOG, said 

that the company is postponing investments in projects until the situation is more stable, while working on 

lowering the costs associated with developing fields in order to make the projects interesting even at a lower 

oil price (Raun, 2015 September 6). Furthermore, MOG had to put its hunt for oil in Greenland on hold, 

while many companies already have divested its fields in the Artic, due to high exploration costs and the low 

oil price. The situation only worsened during 2015, resulting in industry-wide impairments, workforce 

reductions and major projects cancellations and deferrals.  

MOG’s portfolio is now characterized by a limited exposure to high-risk and expensive assets, while a 

strategy of cost-leadership and focus on low-cost production have resulted in a low break-even price 

compared to many competitors (MOG Capital Markets Day, 2015). It is clear, that the short-term profit 

driver will continue to be ‘operations excellence’, which reflects MOG’s ability to increase production of 

existing fields by balancing cost and production efficiency (MOG, Operations). The strategy has worked and 

effectively decreased OPEX per barrel by 33% from July of 2014 to July of 2015 (MOG Capital Markets 

Day, 2015). Graham Slack confirms that it is in fact cost reductions that are the current key driver of the 

industry, rather than technological capabilities. 
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Nils Smedegaard and Jacob Thomasen have unanimously reported that MOG is willing to invest in new oil 

fields for a value up to DKK 70 to 100 billion (Friis, 2015 September 10). Therefore, the current strategy is 

to expand through acquisitions of low cost oil licenses. Until now, the company has only invested $350 

million in five licenses in Ethiopia and Kenya (Seerup, 2015 November 9).  

6.5 VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS 

The value chain of MOG overlaps with that of a common production company; however, the commoditized 

nature of the product presents some challenges with the traditional approach to the framework. The main 

value-adding activities for MOG lie within the upstream and production part of the value chain. Hence, the 

analysis will focus less on the downstream part of the framework (Simister, 2011): Additionally, other parts 

of the common value chain analysis such as infrastructure within support activities is highly standardized 

and dependent on the infrastructure of the geographical area in which the company operates, thereby limiting 

the value of a general analysis. 

The traditional value chain for oil producers is illustrated in figure 25. 

Figure 25 - Oil Production Value Chain 

 

Source: Maersk Handout 

For the purpose of this analysis, the three initial stages will be combined in one section, exploration, 

followed by the field development and production phases. Limited focus will be directed towards 

downstream activities, as MOG has a limited exposure towards these.  

http://www.business.dk/energi/maersks-oliedel-skifter-strategi-og-vil-koebe-op
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6.5.1 Primarily activities 

6.5.1.1 Exploration 

The inbound logistics system involves receiving, storing and distributing inputs internally. Within the oil 

industry, this means securing a source of crude oil. The oil industry is unique in this system compared to 

other industries. While the inbound logistics of the common business is continuous, relatively cheap and 

easily changed, the oil industry might repeat the first step of the value chain several times before progressing 

with a project. Thus, it is essential that this system in particular is creating value in a cost-efficient manner. 

For MOG and oil companies in general, this system consists of a lengthy and capital-intensive start-up 

process in which a source of crude oil is obtained. Firstly, the company either acquires a costly license to 

develop an existing oil field or begins an exploration process. The latter, consists of screening for potential 

by creating or buying screening data. However, obtaining access is the first step in securing a source of crude 

oil and is specifically designed to avoid committing to a project before determining the potential of the field. 

In the interview with Adam John Newton, he explained how the economic difference between exploring and 

purchasing access to crude oil is derived from the risk assumed of the party that did the exploring: 

“(…) You look at the average discovery cost for an explored asset versus buying in discovered resources. 

But I think it is now a factor of a few dollars between. It is certainly still more expensive to buy stuff at the 

development or beyond development in production phase, because somebody else have assumed all of the 

risk associated on that. (…)” 

The risk involved when pursuing internal exploration activities is immense, and it is therefore crucial to 

perform preliminary activities in order to prevent incurring significant costs on non-value adding projects. 

The next step after screening is therefore to explore the field. For MOG, this is a two-fold approach in which 

both seismic 2D/3D surveys and exploration drilling is performed. This part of the process is inexpensive 

compared to the appraisal drillings, in which the volume of the field is determined, and represents the final 

assessment measure before commencing the field development process. If appraisal wells are necessary, 

these will incur sizeable costs for the company, dependent on the ease of access to the oil deposit, since these 

wells are sometimes several kilometers deep (Maersk, Energy).  

The exploration portfolio often consists of a mix between low-risk, low-return projects and riskier, high 

reward ventures into difficult and untested environments. Although the latter exploration projects have a 

very low chance of success, the potential rewards are considerably higher than what can be achieved in a 

mature and well-known environment. The cyclical nature of the industry and the lengthy amount of 

production time it takes for a field to break even entails a significant risk. For this reason, risk management 

is paramount within the industry and careful a consideration of probability of success versus risk is crucial. 
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Obviously, the price of oil is exceedingly volatile and can quickly turn successful projects into failed ones, 

but other technical and non-technical risks could potentially influence the portfolio.  

Figure 26 - Examples of Risk Factors 

 

Source: Handout Maersk 

After disappointing results in its exploration efforts, the company decided in 2015 to reduce its efforts by a 

large degree and instead focus on using its capital to buy existing oil fields (Friis, 2015 September 10). 

However, even eliminating the exploring process by buying existing oil fields is risky business for Maersk. 

In 2014, the company suffered impairment losses when it had to write down the Brazilian oil fields that it 

had previously purchased by approximately $1.3 billion. The incident perfectly illustrates the risk of an oil 

field with seemingly promising prospects at first, turning out to be less than what was hoped for (Rossau, 

2014 July 8). Additionally, the volatility of the oil market affects all investments within the industry, 

especially when obtaining oil fields from external sources. The risk premium paid for these fields in order to 

avoid assuming the risk themselves, places additional pressure on forecasts of future profit margins. If the 

price of oil is lower than expected, purchased fields are in increased danger of turning into bad investments. 

MOG experienced such a scenario in 2015, when the company had to let many employees go due to 

disappointing profitability in a project in Angola as a result of decreasing oil prices. The deep-water project 

entailed high production costs and thus required a higher oil price to be profitable (Raun, 2015 September 

16).   

Conclusively, although efforts at exploration in previous years proved successful, recent failures combined 

with increased risk from a volatile market has forced MOG to acknowledge that, at the moment, exploration 

is not a core competence of the company. Instead, it takes advantage of financial flexibility and pursues a 

strategy of acquisitions (Interview: Adam Newton). This allows it to focus on what it is good at, while 

lowering the overall risk exposure during a period of less than favorable market conditions. 
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6.5.1.2 Field Development 

When a promising field is identified and the decision to move forward has been made, the field development 

process is begun. This entails making a development plan containing the number of wells to be drilled to 

reach the production objectives, determining which recovery techniques to utilize, the type and costs of 

equipment required and the treatment systems needed to preserve the environment (IFP, 2016). It is in the 

development field that approximately two-thirds of total CAPEX is incurred, and the associated risk 

increases significantly throughout the process. The costs of field development vary depending on the size 

and physical environment of the discovery, but could range from a few million USD to as much as tens of 

billions.  

Figure 27 - Cash Flow during Oil Production 

 

Source: Handout by Maersk 

The entire process from access to production generally takes 7-15 years, the success of which is not only 

contingent on capital and patience, but also largely determined by technical skills and capabilities. It is 

therefore important for MOG to realize if this is a core strength or not. If that is not the case, the company 

might be better off purchasing a license instead, thereby significantly reducing the risk of throwing money at 

non-value adding projects. 

Field development is a critical part of the value chain, and an area in which a competitive advantage can be 

obtained through the right technical capabilities. MOG has several decades of experience operating in the 

tight oil fields of the North Sea, for which the company developed innovative tools and techniques to 

increase production. These capabilities were then adapted to the complex Al Shaheen field in Qatar that now 

produces 300,000 barrels a day – a field that other companies had shunned (MOG, Company Profile).  

6.5.1.3 Production 

The production system is where the business transforms inputs into outputs. The process can occur either 

offshore or onshore. Contingent on the volume of the reservoir and the physical conditions it can take 
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anywhere between 5 and 50 years to recover all crude oil from the field, although the typical production 

period lies somewhere between 15 and 30 years. OPEX during this period is considered low (IFP, 2016).  

The lifetime of the field is composed of several phases. Following immediately after field development is a 

period of production increase, in which extraction becomes more efficient. Then production stabilizes for a 

period of time after which injection of water, gas or chemical products is needed to maintain satisfactory 

production levels. As the reservoir approaches end-of-life, production declines progressively. Additionally, 

as the field matures and equipment grows older the need for maintenance and manpower increases (IFP, 

2016). Adam Newton explains how MOG has achieved a reduction in production costs per barrel of oil, 

while actually increasing production at the same time: 

“We have reduced the operating per barrel cost by about 30 % while at the same time raising production 

overall. So that is telling you two things, either we were operating at ridiculously high cost to start with or 

that we are doing some of the right things that are enabling us to run the business better. We have also done 

the best safety performance that the business has ever had over the last 12 months.” 

It seems that one of MOG’s core strengths lie within the production process, in which it continuously lower 

operating expenses while increasing output. Considering the lengthy duration of the production phase, 

decreasing costs is of great importance to the overall profitability of a project. The company confirms its 

success within this process in its most recent annual report:  

“(…) Positively impacted by a higher average entitlement production and lower operating and exploration 

costs (…)” (Annual Report, 2015) 

Figure 28 - Maersk Oil Operations Excellence 

 

Source: MOG Capital Markets Day (2015) 

The graphics depicted above reflects the efficiency with which the company produces crude oil. While the 

base production decreased throughout 2014 and 2015, total output actually increased due to the so-called 
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‘Operations Excellence’ combined with the utilization of infill wells. The latter refers to additional wells 

built within existing well patterns in a field (OilVoice, 2016). This decreases average well spacing, shifting 

the formation-fluid flow, thereby accelerating expected recovery and estimated ultimate recovery (Infill 

Drilling Glossary). Additionally, MOG has kept a long-running focus on EOR. Using advanced techniques 

such as water flooding and gas injections, the company has been able to both accelerate production and 

increase the oil and gas recovery factor (MOG, EOR). These techniques have been widely applied in MOG 

projects in countries such as Qatar and Kazakhstan (MOG, Improved Enhances Oil Recovery).  

Graham Slack explains how MOG is generally well positioned to deal with the challenges of low oil prices, 

relative to competitors. Through increased cost-focus, efficient production and risk management, the 

company has achieved a break-even price significantly lower than many competitors, although the current 

extreme-scenario prices are also a challenge for Maersk: 

“We have been public around this, a break-even around 50. So relative to some of the majors they are 

actually pretty well positioned, but of course prices are not at 50 so that's still under-water you could say. 

but compared to some of our competitors and certainly some of the majors who have taken big bets, even 

larger bets on expensive assets. Relatively well positioned“ 

6.5.2 Support Activities 

6.5.2.1 Human Resources 

The complex nature of drilling for and extracting oil requires a wide range of experts - preferably with years 

of experience within the industry. Unfortunately, qualified labor is in short supply. By some estimates, the 

average age of workers within the oil industry is as high as 47, making it vulnerable to upcoming waves of 

retirements. Because it is in fact not only highly educated employees that are turning away from the industry, 

but rather all levels of workers. This is likely caused by the ever-deteriorating reputation of the industry 

relative to alternatives available to skilled people. Consequently, it is highly important for companies in the 

industry to attract and develop talent to secure a future supply of qualified labor (Bradford, 2008 May 18).  

6.5.2.2 Technology 

Technology is a key driver in the industry, where production volume and cost-reductions are crucial. 

Possessing the right technical capabilities can facilitate all aspects of the value chain, including more 

efficient exploration and production. Furthermore, it determines the type of reservoirs that are attractive to 

the company.  
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The technological capabilities have a major impact on the costs at which oil can be produced, but also which 

oil fields the company is capable of developing and operating. Thus, companies who specialize within 

offshore deep-water drilling are likely to pursue fields within that segment in order to utilize its comparative 

advantage. That means, that companies focusing on technologies associated with high-risk expensive drilling 

projects are likely to be under more pressure from low oil prices than others. Consequently, companies 

possessing similar capabilities are more likely to explore for the same types of fields and compete for the 

same licenses. As a result, it becomes more attractive to specialize within a certain niche segment of the 

industry in order to develop expertise and experience from which you can derive a competitive advantage. 

Additionally, the shortage of qualified labor means that companies focusing on the same segments would be 

competing for the same people. 

National oil companies like Qatar Petroleum often operate all oil and gas activities in its country, including 

all aspects of the value chain. Occasionally, these big players invite international oil companies to bid for 

attractive operating licenses in the country, to be held for a limited period of time. Technological capabilities 

have a major effect on who is awarded the license. The potential production volume is important for both the 

seller and the buyer of the license, as it is the main factor of profitability within the period, and thus is likely 

to affect the size of the bid (Reuters, 2015 May 6). Additionally, Graham Slack explains how the 

characteristics of the bidding company might also have an effect on the decision: 

“The other is heritage, many of the interesting oil assets going forward are in part of the world where some 

flags are not as welcome as others, let's say. So there's a heritage issue as well which plays strongly to our 

advantage (…)” 

MOG has for more than 25 years specialized within horizontal well drilling, which allows for significantly 

greater oil recovery than previously possible. By drilling a vertical well into an oil rich reservoir and then 

horizontally expanding beneath the earth. Drillers can then use sensors to detect potentially rich surrounding 

formations and navigate the pipe towards it. The technology is so advanced, that it is possible to move the 

drill both up and down or left and right in order to target particularly promising depositories (Blackmon, 

2013 January 28). It is exactly this technology that is being utilized in the Maersk operated Qatar field, 

where the company has developed a highly complex operation capable of extracting large amounts of oil 

from the previously thought commercially unviable reservoirs (Naesby, 2010 January 9).  

6.5.3 Partial Conclusion  

Like every other company, MOG has core competencies that it excels at and other areas in which it lacks 

experience and/or capabilities. The exploration process is characterized by a high degree of uncertainty and 

risk. Although some significant discoveries have been made, there has been no recent success within the 
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area, leading to the conclusion that exploration its core competency. Fortunately, the uncertainty can be 

allocated to external players with a comparative advantage within the process. The analysis showed that the 

company possesses capabilities within the field development and production phase. Additionally, it seems 

that MOG has become a frontrunner within horizontal well drilling, which has given an edge in the highly 

competitive industry. 

6.6 COMPETITOR ANALYSIS 

In order to make informed strategic decisions for MOG, it is important to assess the future profit potential. 

To do this, one must attempt to map the competitive environment within which the company operates and 

the threats and opportunities that are present. To obtain this strategic overview, a competitor analysis will be 

conducted in the following section. 

As stated in previous sections, the industry is dominated by large producers of oil. Accordingly, even a 

company such as MOG with revenue of more than $5.5 billion is not considered a major player (Annual 

Report, 2015).  

Figure 29 - Oil Competitor Overview 

 

Source: MOG Capital Markets Day (2014) 

The question then remains: Which are the main competitors of MOG? The product that is produced is 

essentially the same and is traded as a commodity. Thus, price is the only parameter with which the battle for 

customers is fought. However, MOG also experiences other effects of increased competition, the most 

important of which is the fight for resources, which unsurprisingly can have a significant impact on the price 

at which the product can be offered. In the value chain analysis, two resources were identified that are in 

particular short supply, but are crucial to the production process. The hunt for qualified employees (i.e. with 

experience and knowledge of project specific technology) has only intensified within the last few years and 
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is more important than ever, as easy-access oil fields become scarcer. Similarly, oil companies are in fierce 

competition over licenses to the most attractive oil fields, which only drive up the price.  

6.6.1 Individual Competitors 

On the 2014 Capital Markets Day MOG compared itself with what it had determined to be its peer-group. 

Adam Newton elaborated, that the selection of which companies were to be included within this group had 

been based merely on a criteria of size. Jacob Pedersen and Graham Slack both explain how identifying 

immediate competitors in such a complex industry, in which the characteristics of companies vary greatly on 

parameters such as geographical presence, technical capabilities, size, level of integration and political ties, 

is an almost impossible task. However, technological capabilities are the biggest source of competitive 

advantage in the industry. Consequently, oil companies for whom these technical capabilities overlap are 

going to be competing over the same resources – i.e. employees with specific knowledge or oil fields in 

which they can take advantage of these capabilities. Recognizing that it is principally the scarce resources 

that characterize the nature of competition within the industry, the closest competitors will be identified 

based on their technical and geographical focus, in addition to size.  

Figure 30 - MOG Global Portfolio 

 

Source: MOG Capital Markets Day (2015) 

Above is an illustration of the global geographical presence of MOG activities. In the following, the 

individual companies within the peer group highlighted by MOG as well as the ones identified in the 

interview with Adam Newton, are analyzed with regards to the nature of competition. Throughout the 

analysis, particular attention will be given to the size of the production, the reserves available to the company 

and the level of debt. These measures combined have been found to have heavy influence on the strategic 

options available to such companies. The following legend will be applicable throughout. 
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For the purpose of comparison, MOG had a 2015 production of 315,000 BOEPD, proven reserves totaling 

1,310 MBOE and a total debt ratio of 0.44. Additionally, a 2015 profit margin of -38% shows the severity of 

the current market conditions. Following the analysis, a sub-section will discuss MOG and its competitive 

advantages in the context of the identified competitors. 

Throughout the analysis of the individual competitors, particular attention will be given to the size of the 

production, the reserves available to the company and the level of debt. These measures combined have been 

found to have heavy influence on the strategic options available to such companies. The following legend 

will be applicable throughout. 

6.6.1.1 Hess Corporation 

 

MOG already benchmarks itself against Hess when it comes to production and financial performance, due to 

the similar characteristics of the two companies. Like many other oil companies, Hess explores, develops, 

produces, purchases, transports and sells crude oil and natural gas. It displays a broad geographic focus, 

pursuing opportunities wherever it is. Consequently, its efforts geographically overlap with those of MOG in 

Algeria, Denmark, Norway, the UK and the U.S. Additionally, the company ventures into both offshore and 

onshore projects (the latter primarily in the U.S.).  

The company enjoys the lowest total debt ratio of the examined group of competitors – even lower than that 

of the Maersk Group. Additionally, the company is among a few that actually increased production last year 

from 329,000 BOEPD in 2014 to 375,000 the year after. Although the increase in production could be 

facilitated by several both positive and negative factors, it depicts a company characterized by growth (Hess 

Annual Report, 2015). 
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6.6.1.2 Murphy Oil 

 

Murphy is significantly smaller with regards to production and reserves than MOG. The crude oil production 

is less than half of that of our case company. The company describes itself as ‘an offshore global operator 

capable of deep-water execution (Murphy Annual Report, 2014). However, only a very small share of its 

total crude oil production comes from offshore projects (8,000 BPD) (Murphy Annual Report, 2014). 

Furthermore, the company is currently only pursuing projects in Canada, Malaysia, the U.S. and the 

Republic of the Congo (Murphy Oil Annual Report, 2015).  

6.6.1.3 Noble Energy 

 

In the value chain analysis, it was determined that exploration is not currently a strong capability of MOG, 

with little-to-no recent success. Conversely, Noble Energy enjoys an almost one hundred percent success rate 

within exploration. Previously the company focused almost exclusively on onshore domestic drilling (i.e. 

North America), but increased competition for depleting oil reserves has forced the company to explore new 

possibilities. According to Adam Newton: “Nobel has through certain exploration successes gotten much 

more into relatively high political risk environments like eastern Mediterranean, offshore Beirut, offshore 

Cyprus and offshore Israel”. As a result, Noble Energy has developed technical capabilities within deep-

water basins, very similar to the case company. At the present time, it has offshore projects all over the 

world, including the U.S., West Africa, the Gulf of Mexico and the Eastern Mediterranean (Noble Energy 

Annual Report, 2015). 

The comparable size of production between MOG and Noble Energy combined with the overlap of 

capabilities could potentially cause problems for MOG. Its strategy of exploring new opportunities, wherever 

it may be, could place them in direct competition for resources in the future.  

Noble Energy is a company with experience and capabilities within certain phases of the value chain in 

which MOG is less strong. A portfolio of expensive, high-risk projects along with a somewhat strained 

financial position might prevent the company from capitalizing on their capabilities, while Maersk is in an 

advantageous position to develop such projects. Consequently, although the particular technical and 
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geographical focus of Noble is somewhat different from MOG, it is a prime example of a potential value-

creating opportunities based on synergies between players in the industry. 

6.6.1.4 Occidental Petroleum 

 

Occidental is one of the biggest oil companies within the category ‘midsize’. Although this label does not 

suggest immensity, the production of the company is almost twice as big as that of MOG. At the same time, 

the company has one of the lowest total debt ratios and highest current ratios of the examined group of 

competitors. The financial flexibility that this entails provides ample opportunity for expansion, even when 

the rest of the industry is suffering – an advantage that apparently is not only afforded to MOG. The 

difference in size between the two companies also means that Oxy would be less affected by risky projects, 

than MOG would by a project of the same size.  

Very similar to MOG, the company has a high degree of focus on increased recovery from old oil fields, 

where traditional methods of extracting oil fall short. In fact, Oxy is widely considered an industry leader 

within the techniques of enhanced oil recovery, being able to extend the lifetime of an oil field by as much as 

30 years. Its strategy involves acquiring large and old oil fields, as an inexpensive way to enhance 

production. Currently, Oxy mainly operates within the U.S., South America and the Middle East, but this 

could quickly change in the future as new opportunities arise elsewhere on the planet (Occidental Annual 

Report, 2015).  

6.6.1.5 Anadarko 

 

Anadarko is the biggest company by production volume in the competitive vicinity of MOG with 2.7 times 

that of the case company. The difference in size is indeed so vast that it is almost incomparable. The 

company operates mostly within the onshore segment, with most of its operations in the U.S. At the same 

time, the composition of production segments is significantly different from Maersk, as the vast majority 

comprises natural gas and liquids. In fact, only around one-third of the production consists of oil and 

condensate reserves as of 2015. As a result, Anadarko is not considered a close competitor to MOG 

(Anadarko Annual Report, 2015). 
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6.6.1.6 Apache 

 

Apache is of similar scope to MOG by production volume, but suffered impairment losses in 2014 in the 

order of five billion dollars - mainly as a result of revised fair value assessments of oil and gas reserves in the 

North Sea and assets held for sale (Apache Annual Report, 2014). Bearing in mind that this was before the 

most dramatic downturn in the oil price, which happened during 2015, this seems to indicate a company 

under pressure, which is confirmed by the significant amount of debt incurred by the company. In fact, the 

total debt ratio of Apache is almost fifty percent higher than the average of the examined group. On top of 

that, a somewhat limited portfolio of proven reserves relative to annual production seems to require future 

exploration efforts, which entails a high degree of risk for the financially strained company. 

The company has exploration and production operations primarily in North America, but is also present in 

both Argentina, Egypt, Western Australia, the U.K. and the North Sea, most of which being onshore. This 

global presence along with a diverse set of capabilities makes Apache a prospective competitor, whom MOG 

will likely have to compete with for essential resources in the future, if it survives the current predicament 

(Apache Annual Report, 2015).  

6.6.1.7 Marathon Oil 

 

Marathon is heavily vertically integrated, with both production, refineries, transportation and retail 

operations. A historical refinery shortage in the U.S. has put pressure on oil producers to lower prices, while 

increasing the price of gasoline. Environmental regulations concerned with the construction of refineries 

have resulted in very few new refineries in the U.S. since 1976 (U.S. EIA, 2016). Rather, the tendency has 

been to increase output through a more efficient production process. To mitigate the problem, Marathon has 

been operating one of the biggest refineries in the country since 1976. In fact, the current refining capacity of 

the company far surpasses its crude oil production (Hargreaves, 2007 April 17).  

Additionally, Marathon owns Speedway LLC, which is a series of gas stations combined with convenience 

stores, through which it also sells its own finished petroleum products. With 2,822 Speedway locations and 

5,500 independent Marathon stations across the country, Marathon achieves a broad product exposure that 
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would otherwise not have been possible. Consequently, the level of integration and structure of the company 

is vastly different from that of Maersk (Marathon Oil Annual Report 2015). 

The production volume of the company is fairly similar to that of MOG, though slightly bigger. Although it 

does have a global presence, with operations in Africa, the Middle East and the U.K., it mainly focuses on 

North America (Interview: Adam Newton). 

As of yet, its geographical need for resources does not overlap to a large degree with MOG. At 105%, the 

current ratio of Marathon oil ranks in the worst quartile of the group of potential competitors. Its total debt 

ratio, however, is in the best quartile, suggesting a stable financial situation with room to maneuver.  

6.6.1.8 Tullow 

 

As the smallest company in the analysis, Tullow seemingly does not pose a significant threat to MOG. In the 

interview with Adam, he explains how the company has an impressive exploration record, with almost a one 

hundred percent success rate. At the same time, however, Tullow is financially over-stretched, preventing 

them from starting new projects (Ambrose, 2016 April 28), to which Adam Newton elaborated: 

“The other thing, Tullow has been quite effective in is its exploration strategy, so a lot this, it is not helping 

them now unfortunately, because they are over-stretched on expensive projects, but most of its stuff have 

been converted from exploration into production” 

As a result of many fruitful explorations, the company has commenced many projects, because of which they 

have obtained a significant amount of debt. At the time of the publication of its 2015 annual report it had a 

total debt ratio of 0.72, but a current ratio of 156%, indicating that no immediate financial problems exists.  

With a break-even price somewhere between 25 and 30 USD, Tullow is one of the few companies that has 

actually been able to maintain positive margins (not including impairments) almost throughout the downturn. 

Although the company already had a fairly cost efficient portfolio before the change in circumstances, the 

significant improvement shows a great ability to adapt (Macdonald & Amon, 2016 January 13). 

As of 2015, the company had operations in 22 countries around the world, including Greenland, the United 

Kingdom and Norway, in which Maersk is also currently present. The majority of its production, however, is 

in Africa where the company has both onshore and offshore operations (Tullow Annual Report 2015 and 

Macdonald & Amon, 2016 January 13).).  
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6.6.2 Partial conclusion 

Figure 31 - Competitive Overview in Oil Industry 

 

Source: Own creation based on data from Annual Reports from 2014 and 2015 

Although Maersk attempted to specialize within ultra-deep-water drilling, the majority of its operations still 

do not run that deep. Thus, competitors who operate within offshore and deep-water still overlap with the 

current main capabilities of the company. Several competitors to MOG have expanded into offshore deep-

water drilling, because it was necessary for them in order to keep growing. However, Adam Newton explains 

how technical capabilities often do not just arise from nothing, but rather from the experience in the business 

that the company has done previously: 

“Everyone is shaped by their experience, that they have in the business they have done. That has a lot to do 

with familiarity of certain kind of operating environments.” 

Thus, it is difficult to obtain a competitive advantage by making a dramatic switch to other specializations 

based on competitor expectations or a lack of opportunities. MOG has always been somewhat specialized 

within offshore drilling and have established core capabilities within that segment. The difference between 

progressive naturally emerging capabilities and a sudden need for new capabilities is evident when 

evaluating the profitability and growth of the peer companies: 
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Figure 32 - Peer group Comparison Oil 

 

Source: MOG Capital Markets Day (2015) 

In the charts above it becomes clear that Maersk has an operational advantage over its immediate 

competitors, which is also evident in the significantly lower profit margin ratio of MOG relative to the rest of 

the peer group. Adam Newton confirms: “Business performance wise we are absolutely nailing it, we are 

growing our production where everyone is shrinking.”. 

The source of this competitive advantage, however, could also pose a problem for the company in the future. 

MOG is to a larger degree than most of its competitors specialized within offshore drilling. The problem is, 

that offshore drilling has a significantly higher CAPEX than onshore, which even before rapidly declining oil 

prices dominated the market with a 73.1% share versus the 26.9% of offshore production. This makes the 

project portfolio of Maersk especially vulnerable to decreasing oil prices, but also illustrates how 

impressively efficient the production process of Maersk must be, to achieve such a low break-even price 

(Abbhi, 2015).  

The analysis showed a diverse group of competitors, with a wide mix of technical capabilities, geographical 

focuses and financial foundations. As expected, several companies are rapidly expanding and still maintain 

sound financials, while employing a global focus pursuing opportunities all over the world. In a fairly 

uniform industry, it is difficult to uphold a competitive advantage, which has been proven to be the case for 

MOG as well. Its technical capabilities overlap to a large degree with those of its competitors. Some players 

in the industry have been hit harder than others, which could become an opportunity for others with more 

financial flexibility, as companies in financial distress begin to sell off inexpensive assets. However, the 

healthy financial situation of the company was thought to be unique and a possibility for them to take 

advantage of a de-valuated market through acquisitions. It seems that the general financial situation of 

somewhat competitor evaluated is currently somewhat flexible with room to pursue future opportunities as 

they arise.  
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6.7 CHALLENGES FOR MAERSK OIL 

In the context of MOG and determining the best course of action, it is important to highlight a few 

challenges that the organization is facing. In addition to the challenges arising from low oil prices, MOG is 

threatened by another critical factor, as its license in Qatar expires in 2017. Qatar Petroleum announced a 

tender, meaning that the license is open for other companies to bid on (Andersen, 2015 May 6). MOG has 

been working together with Qatar Petroleum and the Qatar state for close to 25 years, but risk losing one of 

its most important and profitable fields at the end of 2017. If this would happen, it would lower the 

entitlement production by more than 40 % and thereby force the firm to invest heavily in other fields to 

replace the lost production in order for MOG to maintain its position as a valuable firm within the Group 

(Annual Report Presentation, 2015).  

The fact that MOG has announced that it wants to invest to increase production and profitability can turn out 

to be a challenge for the firm. In recent years, it can be argued that MOG has been unable to integrate and 

extract the expected value from acquisitions of companies and acquired fields. In 2014 the firm had to write 

down the value of its investment in Brazil by DKK 9.3 billion (Rossau, 2014 July 8), while it has mixed 

experiences from acquisitions. In 2005, it experienced difficulties in integrating Kerr-McGee into the 

organization and create synergies between the two organizations (Esmann, 2012). Additionally, the firm 

made a record high write-down of more than DKK 17 billion in Q4 2015. The write down was mainly 

related to operating activities in Kurdistan, Kazakhstan and UK, but also a decrease in the value of the deep-

water projects in Brazil and Angola (Christensen, 2016 February 2).  

From a portfolio point of view, MOG will be highly exposed in case it losses the license in Qatar. The firm 

still has interesting projects in the North Sea with Culzean and Johan Sverdrup, but the remaining portfolio is 

in high-risk countries such as Algeria, Kurdistan, Angola and Kazakhstan and the newly acquired African 

countries of Ethiopia and Kenya.  

6.8 OUTLOOK – OIL INDUSTRY 

So far, 2015 has seen mostly increases in the oil price. The latest positive development seems to indicate a 

growing optimism in the markets, facilitated by an overall OPEC supply decrease of 200,000 barrels per day. 

While this is primarily a result of disruptions to the supply chains of countries such as Iraq, it illustrates the 

effect that a possible organization wide restraint on production could have if OPEC, Iran and Russia are able 

to come to an agreement, which does not seem to be the case (Cunningham, 2016 March 18). Additionally, a 

lower than expected growth and demand for oil in China, Russia and Brazil has the potential to negatively 

influence oil prices in the short run, but doesn’t seem to have hit the markets significantly as of yet (IEA, 

April 2016). 

https://www.iea.org/oilmarketreport/omrpublic/
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In the long run, several important factors will shape the industry going forward. Among the most recent 

developments is the substantial cut in CAPEX, as a result of projects no longer being viable at low price 

levels. Wood Mackenzie reported that oil companies have cancelled investments for a total of $380 billion, 

which at the current oil price will further increase throughout 2016 (Berg-Munch, 2016 January 21). The cuts 

are expected to affect supply by as much as 1.5 million barrels per day in 2021 and 2.9 million barrels in 

2025 (Woodmac, 2016). Additionally, the global focus on green alternatives, particularly in the Western 

countries, is increasing. In some countries, such as Denmark, Sweden and Iceland, there are even plans of 

establishing oil free economies, in which fossil fuels are replaced by renewable energy, as early as 2050 

(Vidal, 2006 February 8). To achieve this, governments have increased investments in solar energy, wind 

power and other green alternatives. Another crucial factor to consider is the impact electrical cars can have in 

a 5-10 year horizon. Companies like Tesla, Nissan, BMW, Apple and Google are currently investing 

massively in electrical cars, which can cause a steep decline in demand in the long run. According to Tesla, 

the firm is expecting to produce and sell 500,000 cars by 2020 and if this assumption holds the demand for 

gasoline needed for cars will by 2023 experience a drop of up to 2 million barrels of oil per day. 

Approximately the same amount of barrels that is causing the ‘oil crisis’ today. However, while the high 

supply has driven the price down most recently, it is also worth to notice the significant risk that the future 

demand can be a major driver as well. OPEC and ExxonMobil have indicated that they believe electric cars 

will only take up 1 % of the market by 2040, if this estimate does hold the models in which nations and firms 

today budget can turn out to be wrong (Randall, 2016 February 24).  

There are diverging views on the future path of the oil price curve, but a general consensus exists on the 

direction. Most analysts expect prices to steadily increase over the coming decades. However, while the IEA 

and the World Bank estimates $50 by 2017 and $58.8 by 2020, Morgan Stanley predicts $70 as early as 

2018. OPEC is placed somewhere in the middle, an expectation of $70 in 2020 and $95 in 2040. So although 

analysts cannot seem to agree on the timing and level of future price increases, they all seem to agree that we 

have observed $100 per barrel for the last time (Ambrose, 2016 February 5; Ambrose, 2016 February 8; U.S. 

EIA 2016; Faucon, 2015 December 23; World Bank, 2016). The following graph depicts the 4-year forecast 

in oil prices predicted by The Economy Forecast Agency - a completely independent of any influence from 

banks, organizations or other stakeholders in the oil industry. The forecast confirms the analyst consensus of 

upward moving oil prices in the short run. 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-02-24/another-oil-crash-is-coming-and-there-may-be-no-recovery
https://www.eia.gov/forecasts/steo/report/prices.cfm
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Figure 33 - Oil Price Forecast 

 

Source: Own creation based on data from The Economy Forecast Agency 

6.9 OIL INDUSTRY PARTIAL CONCLUSION 

The decline in oil prices has been facilitated by several factors, but particularly by movements on the supply 

side. While OPEC has previously been able to limit supply by introducing member-wide restraints on 

production in order to stabilize prices, this has recently proved troublesome with little to no success. On top 

of that, the U.S. has become virtually independent of oil imports, following the escalation of shale oil 

production in the country. Additionally, the demand side has experienced similar disrupting effects as a 

result of disappointing growth in demand for oil in China, Russia and Brazil. Combined these factors has 

resulted in a noteworthy global over-supply of oil, that has caused prices to plummet. 

The analyses concluded that there is still significant value left to be captured in the oil industry. Long-term 

industry attractiveness is at an all-time low, but for players already heavily invested in the industry, 

opportunities are still present. Although the shift towards green energy alternatives is inevitable, the world 

likely remains highly dependent on oil for several decades to come. At the same time, the general consensus 

amongst analyst is an outlook of steadily increasing oil prices. It is unlikely, however, that the high level of 

competition will decrease in the near future, since barriers of exit are so significant, that it is not 

economically viable to divest. 

MOG is well positioned in the industry relative to many competitors. It is apparent that the company has 

capabilities within the production process, resulting in a low break-even price for the industry. This is also 
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evident when evaluating the profit margin of MOG compared to those of the examined competitors. The 

company enjoys a stable financial situation, with more than adequate room to await attractive opportunities 

and to make significant investments. The financial flexibility further allows the company to mitigate the risk 

of its weaknesses within the exploration phase, by acquiring pre-production phase fields. Unfortunately, a 

large part of the total oil production of the company originates from the Qatar license that will expire in 

2017, forcing MOG to potentially find substitute fields to maintain current production levels. This can prove 

to be a significant challenge and change the overall strategy of the firm.  
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7 CONGLOMERATE ANALYSIS  

The analysis takes the perspective of management with particular focus on how the conglomerate structure is 

creating or destroying value for shareholders. To grasp the complexity of the conglomerate structure a two-

fold analysis will be conducted. Firstly, the focus will be directed towards the development of conglomerates 

and related theory to understand advantages and disadvantages of a diversified firm. Subsequently, a 

quantitative approach is adopted to examine the exposure of the business units and their effect on the stock 

price of the group. Lastly, the findings will be applied in the context of Maersk to illustrate the performance 

of the conglomerate. 

The conclusions derived from the analyses will contribute to the discussion of the strategic options available 

to ML, MOG and the conglomerate as a whole. 

7.1 THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE 

The definition of a conglomerate is a firm that is made up by a number of different, often unrelated, 

businesses. The conglomerate has one parent company, in this case the Maersk Group, owning a controlling 

stake in multiple smaller companies like ML, MOG and Maersk Drilling. Each of the individual subsidiaries 

are run independently of the other BUs, while reporting to the parent company (Brealey, Myers & Allen, 

2014). 

Throughout history, mergers and acquisitions have to a large extent occurred in ‘wave patterns’. In the 1920s 

a new type of firm emerged, which was characterized by being highly diversified with operations spread 

across various industries. During the 1960s, corporate diversification became the most common reason for 

companies to merge, which resulted in a large number of conglomerates being formed during the 1960s and 

1970s. Williamson in (1975) established that the stock markets in the 1960s rewarded conglomerates for 

having an internal capital market. It caused many conglomerate stocks to be traded at a premium in the early 

years of the conglomerate wave. However, this changed during the 1970s when diversified firms started to 

be traded at a discount, which triggered a corporate restructuring wave in the 1980s where leverage buyouts 

and hostile takeovers became popular. The idea was to take over a well-diversified firm and split it into more 

specialized firms trading at a premium (Klien, 2001). Conglomerates reducing their diversification through 

divestiture or spinoffs, in order to focus on the core operation, dominated the 1980s and 1990s. Recent 

research, conducted by BCG and Leipzig Graduate School of Management (HHL), has following the 

financial crisis assigned more value to the conglomerate structure. The Economist further noted (Beckmann 

et al., 2012): “Maybe the conglomerate model, discredited for decades, is due for a comeback”. 
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In the literature, there is vast empirical focus on the value of conglomerate diversification, while special 

attention has been directed towards the conglomerate discount phenomenon. The theory suggests several 

reasons for why firms choose to diversify: economies of scale, economies of scope, complementary 

resources, surplus funds, elimination of inefficiencies and industry consolidation. However, more dubious 

reasons such as diversification, increasing earnings per share and lower financing costs are also widely 

argued (Brealey, Myers & Allen, 2014). In recent years, there has been somewhat of a consensus amongst 

researchers that conglomerates destroy shareholder value, as the market value of a conglomerate is perceived 

to be less than the sum of the stand-alone value of the BUs (Kengelbach et al., 2014). According to BCG and 

HHL (2012), the discount for diversified firms was on average 10.6% in 2005, while it decreased 

significantly during the financial crisis to 6% in 2009. The research advocates that the decrease was caused 

by less volatile earnings and higher shareholder return compared to pure-play competitors (Ibid.). The 

following two subsections serve to elaborate on the pros and cons of the diversified firm. 

7.1.1 Advantages of Conglomerate Structure  

Theory suggests that firms diversify to increase shareholder wealth. According to Williamson (1975), firms 

diversified to overcome imperfections in external capital markets. The argument is that a conglomerate can 

allocate capital more efficiently than external capital markets, because of superior access to information. The 

information asymmetry between the conglomerate and investors can become so large that the firm might 

forego positive NPV projects (Ramachandran, Manikandan & Pant, 2013). Theory further points to the fact 

that conglomerates can take a longer-term view on projects allowing the firm to invest across the business 

cycle (Stein, 1997). In addition, it has been documented that a conglomerate is able to sustain higher debt 

levels due to corporate diversification (Lewellen, 1971; Leland, 2007). Lewellen (1971) presented the 

financial rationale that the conglomerate structure entails a lower default risk through reduced income stream 

volatility. He further conjectured that the reduced risk leads to higher debt capacity causing a greater level of 

optimal leverage and increased value derived from tax shields. Thus, enhancing the value creation for 

shareholders.  

Economies of scale and economies of scope have been widely accepted as advantages of operating a large 

firm diversified across multiple industries. Economies of scale are the cost advantages that arise with 

increased size of production. They are facilitated by the inverse relationship between quantity and per-unit 

fixed costs. Economies of scope state that the average cost of the operation decreases as a result of increases 

in the production of unrelated products or services. The economies of scope can come from businesses 

sharing centralized functions such as procurement, finance and marketing. Furthermore, it can come in the 

form of interrelationships anywhere in the business process by exploiting expertise, knowledge or market 

access across business segments (The Economist, 2008).  
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Lastly, one of researchers’ most dominating argument is diversification, which goes in line with what 

Lewellen and Leland proposed. The theory suggests that the conglomerate can hedge itself against industry 

downturns, as business cycles affect individual BUs in different ways. Consequently, the overall investment 

risk of the firm can potentially be lowered through a ‘natural hedge’, with a downturn in one business being 

offset by stability, or even growth, in other areas of the conglomerate. Research conducted by BCG and HLL 

found that investors following the financial crisis have assigned conglomerates more value due to 

diversification. Evidently, diversified firms have an advantage compared to their peers during turmoil in the 

form of a financial edge with easier and cheaper access to capital and an ability to take on more debt 

(Beckmann et al., 2012). 

7.1.2 Disadvantages of Conglomerate Structure 

Research refers to several challenges and disadvantages for conglomerates. Berger and Ofek (1995) 

advocated that conglomerates are likely to find themselves in a situation where the capital need of the firm is 

too low. This is especially true for mature industries with little investments opportunities and a low need for 

capital. Thus, the challenge is that the firm can be over-funded to such an extent that it will allocate too much 

capital to non-attractive projects. Simultaneously, the shareholders could be better off by investing their 

money elsewhere. Additionally, research on conglomerate structure has built upon agency theory and 

suggest a conflict of interest between the manager and owner. Attention has been directed towards empire 

building, which is an act that attempts to increase the size and scope of the organization at the cost of 

shareholders (Stein, 1997). This can be seen when executives are more concerned with expanding their 

businesses for personal gain, instead of focusing on what is benefiting shareholders. 

While conglomerates have the advantage of size and economies of scale it can prove to be a disadvantage, 

also referred to as diseconomies of scale. The larger an organization becomes, the more complex it is to 

manage. This complexity incurs a cost and eventually it can outweigh the savings gained from greater scale. 

Furthermore, Goold and Campbell (2014) questioned how the parent company’s management should be able 

to improve the decision-making compared to 100% dedicated managers in pure-play companies. 

Williamson advocated for the internal capital market as an advantage, but this is not necessarily the whole 

truth. Stein (1997) reported that external capital market were highly inefficient in the 1960-70s, but became 

more and more efficient over time decreasing the value added by having an internal capital market. 

Furthermore, the individual BUs have limited control over its free cash flows, as surplus cash is most often 

transferred to the parent company. This can further generate supply and demand mismatches and inefficiency 

if the conglomerate is not able to allocate capital according to business needs (Ramachandran, Manikandan 

& Pant, 2013).  
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The phenomenon that has attracted the most attention in literature is conglomerate discount and it can to a 

large extent be attributed to the above stated disadvantages. The notion is that the sum of the value of the 

companies held by a conglomerate tends to be discounted heavier than similar individual companies. 

Accordingly to empirical evidence, the conglomerate discount on Wall Street ranges from 6 to 12% (Ibid.). 

In literature, there are studies suggesting that diversification destroys value (Servaes, 1996), while others 

further suggest that refocusing creates value (Berger & Ofek, 1995; Daley et al., 1997; Berger & Ofek, 

1999). Focus has also been directed towards understanding the value contribution of internal capital markets 

and higher agency costs (Colak, 2010). The main issues are related to the financial transparency and 

management, which result in the stock being traded at a discount. The conglomerate can become so 

diversified that it increases complexity and consequently make it more difficult for investors and analysts to 

assess the true financial health of the entire firm. Furthermore, it increases the complexity of understanding 

the underlying performance of the individual business and its cash flows, which can further lead to an 

undervaluation. 

BCG and HHL have for more than 20 years conducted research on conglomerate and their most recent report 

concludes that diversified companies can overcome the conglomerate discount. According to them, the 

single most important factor affecting conglomerate discount is capital management (Kengelbach et al., 

2014). The research shows that excellence in capital management can enable diversified firms to achieve a 

relatively higher valuation. To this point, a streamlined portfolio offers better opportunities in terms of 

allocating capital efficiently. 

7.2 QUANTITATIVE PERSPECTIVE 

The quantitative analyses seek to clarify the relationship between the performance of the individual BUs, 

external variables and the stock price. Consequently, variables have been identified that are deemed relevant 

to the financial performance of the company, namely ROIC and Stock price. The following section serves to 

further elaborate on the variables applied in the correlation and regression analyses. 

7.2.1 Variables 

The financial performance of ML is highly dependent on the transported volume from which its revenue is 

made. That, in turn, is dependent on several factors, the most important of which have been determined to be 

global trade. For this reason, the variable of world economic growth is included as an indicator of increases 

or decreases in global trade. It is measured as the quarterly percentage change in global gross domestic 

products (GDP).  
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The Baltic Dry Index (BDI), issued by the London-based Baltic exchange, represents an estimate of the 

price level of moving raw materials by sea. Unlike what the name suggests, it is not only limited to Baltic 

countries, but instead proxies 23 different shipping routes and several types of bulk carriers. Because of the 

long lead times on large carriers, supply capacity and demand do not adjust rapidly, which causes high 

volatility in the index. Additionally, since the index focuses on pre-production materials, it can be viewed as 

a leading indicator of global supply and demand trends. Consequently, the variable is included due to its 

potential explanatory properties on the price level of freight rates and as an indicator of economic growth 

(Investorpedia, Baltic Dry Index - BDI). 

In addition to the BDI, Maersk provides a measure of the average freight rate per FEU charged during a 

period. The two freight rate measures, although likely to be highly correlated, each provide valuable 

information on the company and industry level, respectively.  

One of the big determinants of profitability in the shipping industry is the average cost incurred per unit 

shipped. In fact, keeping unit costs low is the main driver behind the trend towards increasingly large 

carriers. Unit costs are influenced primarily by bunker prices, but also cover everything from administration 

costs to harbor fees.  

The transported volume is the main driver of revenue for ML. Viewed relative to capacity it indicates the 

ability of the company to utilize the full capacity of the vessels. A full vessel keeps unit costs low and 

increases profitability. Consequently, it is assumed that this variable can act as a proxy for capacity 

utilization in the fleet. 

The effect that oil price has on both major business units is the main focus of this thesis. Accordingly, this 

variable is included in the quantitative analyses in order to highlight potential hedging effects, or lack 

thereof, and clarify the relationship between profitability of the business units and this commodity in general. 

Maersk provided the average price of crude Brent oil per barrel (in USD) for each period.  

In an optimal world, oil production of MOG would have a correlation of one with demand. However, 

because of the time consuming nature of finding and extracting oil, it is not possible to continuously adapt 

production without incurring significant costs. Including the oil production of MOG provides insights into 

the ability of the company to anticipate fluctuations in demand for oil, along with price development. 

7.2.1.1 Sample Size 

Only in recent years has the Maersk Group begun to increase transparency, but the company is generally 

cautious about disclosing too much sensitive information. For this reason, we were only able to obtain the 

quarterly data of key measures dating back to the first quarter of 2010. Hence, the data sample upon which 
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the quantitative analyses are conducted only contains 24 observations, which theoretically is less than 

optimal. However, although the validity of conclusions would have improved from a larger sample, the 

results are still informative and able to add insight, provided that they are viewed within the appropriate 

context. 

7.2.2 Causality 

The thesis distinguishes between the concepts of causality and indication. The purpose of the quantitative 

analyses is not to establish a cause-and-effect relation, but instead to identify the relationship between the 

included variables. The statistical tools utilized merely examine a linear link and thus provides no indication 

of causality. However, the results of these analyses may provide a foundation from which informed 

conclusions on the causal relationship can be made. 

7.2.3 Correlation Analysis 

Figure 34 - Correlation Output 

 

Source: Own creation based on applied variables 

The correlation analysis provides both expected and unexpected insights into the data. In the following 

paragraphs the most relevant findings, in the perspective of the thesis, will be highlighted and analyzed. 

7.2.3.1.1 Oil price vs. profitability 

The first thing that stands out is the relationship between oil price and the profitability variables of MOG and 

ML. The figures are interesting, as they indicate the existence of a natural hedge, which Maersk strongly 

advocates for. When looking at oil price and profitability separately, it seems that a hedge against the 

volatility of oil indeed does exist. When the price of oil increases, the profitability of MOG increases in line 

with it, while the opposite is true for ML. The shipping liner’s profit has an inverse relationship with oil 

price, as profits decline as oil price increases. Conversely, when evaluating the profitability measures among 

the two BUs a fairly consistent tendency of zero correlation between the two can be observed. This 
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illustrates, that other factors not related to the price of oil is determining the overall return of the individual 

BUs. 

7.2.3.1.2 Oil price vs. stock price 

Combining the findings of oil price vs. profitability with the significant correlation between stock price and 

the price of oil, one would conclude that the market considers the attractiveness of the stock more dependent 

on the price of oil than it actually is. This propensity could be caused by a general lack of confidence in the 

hedge that the two BUs seemingly provide. Conclusively, a trend can be observed that the market considers 

Maersk primarily an oil stock. Thereby, causing the stock price to fluctuate with the development in the price 

of oil, which is confirmed by Graham Slack who attributes it to market psychology. It is important to note, 

however, that the positive effect of increasing oil prices on the profitability of MOG is relatively more 

significant than the negative effects on ML. Consequently, increases in the price of oil would have an overall 

better relative effect on the group as a whole than decreases. 

7.2.3.1.3 Freight rates vs. unit costs and oil price 

The freight rates for ML are expectedly highly correlated with both unit costs and oil price. This is explained 

by the obvious need to increase prices to mitigate increases in costs. Conversely, the significant negative 

correlation between unit costs and transported volume indicates the noteworthy decreases in unit costs that 

are achievable by increasing capacity. However, at the same time a high correlation between freight rates and 

transportation volume is observed. This indicates a tendency for the gains from increased capacity and lower 

unit costs to be captured by the customers, as the company is not able to maintain the price level due to 

pressure from customers and competitors. The perceived intensity of competition in the shipping market is 

further depicted by the highly negative correlation between freight rates and stock price.  

7.2.3.1.4 Transported volume vs. profitability 

The market seems to value acquisitions of bigger vessels to a larger extent, than the correlation with 

profitability measures indicates it should. In fact, a zero correlation can be seen between the profitability of 

ML and increases in transported volume, indicating that it should in fact matter very little when valuing the 

stock. The lack of correlation could possibly be explained by the fact that high capacity has become the 

industry standard, and a necessity in order to provide the same prices as your competitors. The customers are 

thereby capturing the cost reductions, because competition drives prices down to the new equilibrium. 
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7.2.3.1.5 World growth vs. transported volume 

The two variables that are used as proxies for world economic growth display negative correlations with 

transported volume. This is surprising, as it would be expected that increases in trade translate into more 

goods being transported. The relationship might be due to the fact that both world economic growth and the 

BDI are leading indicators of future growth, and therefore by definition should react before the market. 

Consequently, the cyclical nature of the variable might cause a delay in the data.  

7.2.3.1.6 Oil price vs. oil production 

The observed correlation between oil price and oil production, seems to indicate a rather significant negative 

relationship between the two variables. One would expect it to be in the best interest of the company to 

increase production of oil, when the price is at its highest. However, it appears that production levels actually 

decreased when oil prices increased.  

Figure 35 - Oil Production vs. Oil Price 

 

Source: Own creation based on data from Maersk Annual Report (2010-2015) 

This unfortunate relationship is likely a product of the inability of MOG to foresee the direction of change in 

the oil prices ahead of time. Furthermore, it is strengthening the argument that MOG has functioned as a cash 

cow for ML. It can be argued, that sufficient capital has not been allocation to MOG to sustain attractive 

output levels, plan production accordingly and reap profits when oil prices were high. On the contrary, you 

might argue that MOG has increased production volumes in times of low commodity prices in order to 

mitigate the lower profit margins, by simply selling more oil.  
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7.2.3.1.7 Oil price vs. world growth 

As expected, although somewhat weak, a negative correlation between world growth and oil price is 

identified. Historically, a low level of oil prices has ‘fueled’ the economy, increasing world economic growth 

(Bowler, 2015 January 19).  

7.2.4 Regression Analysis 

In the following, a regression analysis of the descriptive properties of the independent variables on the 

dependent variable is performed. The technique applied entails a continuous process of variable estimation, 

followed by model evaluation based on significance. Succeeding the evaluation phase, independent variables 

that do not contribute to the overall quality of the model are removed, until only suitable independent 

variables remain. Upon completing the final model, the underlying assumptions, as well as the predictive 

capabilities of the model, will be tested.  

Figure 36 - Regression Analysis Model 

 

Source: Own Creation 

The dependent variable in focus will be the share price of the Maersk, as it is the best proxy for perceived 

changes in current and future profit potential for the Group as a whole.  

7.2.4.1 Regression Analysis in General 

The default structure of each model will be as depicted below. While the number of independent variables 

will vary greatly, a constant and a stochastic error term are always present. The constant represents the 

proposed intersection with the y-axis and can be seen as the base-line level. The error term denotes variations 

between the predicted values of the model and reality (i.e. the effect of the omitted variables), with an 

expected value of zero (Freedman, 2005). 

𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑥1 + 𝛽2𝑥2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑘𝑥𝑘 + 𝜖 
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Where:  

Y is the dependent variable, share price 

𝛽0 is the intersect point 

𝛽1 𝑡𝑜 𝛽𝑘 are estimated coefficients of the independent variables 

𝜖 is the stochastic error term 

𝐸(𝜖) = 0 

(Bowerman et al., 2012; Koed & Jørgensen, 2008; Bøye, 2009). 

7.2.4.2 Coefficient of determination 

As opposed to correlation, the regression analysis examines the relationship between the dependent variable 

and the independent variable, within the context of other selected measures. Thus, the regression is better 

able to isolate the effects of the included variables from each other, which in turn provides a better 

foundation for interpretation. While it is not expected that the final model will be able to predict the future 

stock price, the criterion of success lies within the accuracy of the model. Hence, the focus is the so-called 

‘least squares method’ in which variations between actual and predicted values (Investorpedia, Least Squares 

Method; Boomer, Least Squares Criteria): 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 ∑(𝑦𝑖 − �̂�𝑖)2

𝑛

𝑖=1

 

Where: 

𝑦𝑖 is the intersect point 

�̂�𝑖 is the predicted value of 𝑦𝑖 

 

In order to conclude the fit of the model, several measures of variation must be calculated, resulting in the 

coefficient of determination (Weiss, 2011): 

𝑆𝑆𝑇 = ∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̅�)2𝑛
𝑖=1        𝑆𝑆𝑅 = ∑ (�̂�𝑖 − �̅�)2𝑛

𝑖=1         𝑆𝑆𝐸 = ∑ (𝑦𝑖 − �̂�)2𝑛
𝑖=1  

Where: 

�̅� mean of the observed values 

Since the total sum of squares can be divided (SST) by n - 1 to get the sample variance, it is indeed a 

measure of total variation. The total variation can be separated into two types: the variation explained by the 

regression model and the remained unexplained variation. SSR denotes the regression sum of squares (i.e. 
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explained variation), while SSE reflects the rest. From these measures, the overall fit of the model can be 

established, known as the coefficient of determination, or 𝑅2 (Weiss, 2011) and (Spiegel & Stephens, 2008): 

𝑅2 =
𝑆𝑆𝑅

𝑆𝑆𝑇
= 1 −

𝑆𝑆𝐸

𝑆𝑆𝑇
 

Thus, r-squared quantifies the part of the total variation, in percentage terms, that is explained by the model. 

However, the measure becomes artificially inflated when additional variables are added to the model, and 

therefore provide a misleading foundation from which to assess the quality of the model. To mitigate this, we 

instead calculate adjusted r-squared, which corrects for this unintended effect (Bowerman et al., 2012): 

𝑅𝑎
2 = 1 − (1 − 𝑅2) (

𝑛 − 1

𝑛 − 𝑘 − 1
) 

Where: 

𝑅𝑎
2 is adjusted r-squared 

n is the number of occurrences 

k is the number of independent variables 

7.2.4.3 P-values and significance level 

The regression analysis serves to estimate the size of the coefficients of the variables. To do this, the null-

hypothesis is tested, which in this case is that the coefficients are zero (i.e. no relationship with the 

independent variable exists). The thesis applies p-values of the regression output to test the null-hypothesis. 

These values reflect the probability that the relationship found randomly occurred or the probability that the 

null-hypothesis can be confirmed (𝛽𝑖 = 0). In other words, the lower a p-value of the predictor, the more 

likely it is to improve the quality of the model. We assume a significance level of five percent in this 

analysis, which indicates the level of uncertainty that can be accepted, and therefore is the determining factor 

of whether or not variables are included in the final model (Frost, 2013): 

𝐻0: 𝛽𝑖 = 0 

𝐻𝑎: 𝛽𝑖 ≠ 0 

𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙 = 5% 

7.2.4.4 Assumptions 

Statistical tests require certain underlying assumptions to be met for the results to be considered reliable. 

Failure to perform these tests could potentially result in over- or underestimation of significance and 
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consequently type one or type two errors. In fact, with each added independent variable, the risk of 

independable results becomes more significant, as each succeeding variable could claim some of the error 

variance left over by the unreliable variable. The following key assumptions will be tested upon reaching the 

final regression model (Osborne & Waters, 2002; Duke University, 2016): 

7.2.4.4.1 Homoscedasticity 

This assumption entails constant variance of the errors. If the assumption is not met, the standard deviation 

of errors becomes difficult to estimate. Consequently, the concluded confidence intervals could both become 

too wide or too narrow, thereby distorting the perceived quality of conclusions. It might also cause a skewed 

weight allocation to certain data with largest error variance. 

The assumption can be tested by first plotting the residuals and the predicted values, and secondly plotting 

residuals versus time. The assumption is met if no systematic increases in residuals are found in either plot. 

7.2.4.4.2 Linearity and additivity 

The quality of the final model also depends upon the assumption of linearity and additivity of the 

relationship between the dependent and the independent variables. This involves that the predicted values are 

a linear function of an independent variable, when the other variables are fixed. Furthermore, the effects of 

the independent variables on the dependent variables must be additive. 

In order to test for non-linearity, a plot of observed values versus predicted values is constructed. If the 

points are symmetrically distributed around a diagonal line, with a constant variance, the assumption is 

considered upheld. 

7.2.4.4.3 Statistical Independence 

This is particularly important when working with time series data, which is the case in this analysis. 

Autocorrelation among the residuals is very serious, as it indicates a model specification of very poor 

quality.  

Testing for autocorrelation is done by plotting residuals versus observation number and looking for patterns. 

7.2.4.4.4 Normality 

If the assumption of normality of the error distribution is not met, it could pose a substantial problem for 

determining if the coefficients a significantly different from zero and for estimating confidence intervals.  
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Testing for normality requires one to construct a plot of the fractiles of error distribution versus the fractiles 

of a normal distribution. The condition is considered met if the points fall close to the diagonal line. While a 

bow-shaped pattern indicates excessive skewness, an S-shaped pattern would indicate excessive kurtosis.  

7.2.4.5 Regression 

The initial model upon which the regression analysis will be conducted contains all variables: 

𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 ∗ 𝑋𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ + 𝛽2 ∗ 𝑋𝐵𝐷𝐼 + 𝛽3 ∗ 𝑋𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝛽4 ∗ 𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 + 𝛽5 ∗ 𝑋𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 + 𝛽6 ∗ 𝑋𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 + 𝛽7

∗ 𝑋𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 + 𝛽8 ∗ 𝑋𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑀𝐿 + 𝛽9 ∗ 𝑋𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑀𝑂𝐺 + 𝜖 

Where: 

  𝑋𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ World Growth measured by GDP 

  𝑋𝐵𝐷𝐼 Baltic Dry Index 

  𝑋𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 Rate per Fourty-Foot-Equivalent 

  𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 Unit Costs 

  𝑋𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 Transportation Volume of ML 

  𝑋𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 Average Oil Price for the Period 

  𝑋𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 Oil Production for the Period by MOG 

The regression process progressed as follows. The full outputs of each regression can be found in appendix 

14 to 16. 

1. World Growth had the highest p-value with 0.86 and was therefore excluded 

2. Of the remaining eight variables ‘Transported Volumes’ contributed least to the quality of the model 

and was therefore excluded 

3. In the third model, ‘Rate per FFE’ had a p-value of 0.70 and was therefore excluded 

Final model: 

𝑦𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 = 24,683 − 2.5 ∗ 𝑋𝐵𝐷𝐼 − 15.4 ∗ 𝑋𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡𝑠 + 24 ∗ 𝑋𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑒 + 4.54 ∗ 𝑋𝑜𝑖𝑙𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑 + 1,833 ∗ 𝑋𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑀𝐿 + 74

∗ 𝑋𝑟𝑜𝑖𝑐𝑀𝑂𝐺 + 𝜖 

The final model has an adjusted r-squared of 0.68, which by any standards would be considered high for a 

model attempting to map the variations in something as complex as the stock price of a company. Although 

the adjusted coefficient of determination is considerably higher than expected and all remaining variables 

have p-values below the chosen significance level, it is important to gauge the accuracy of the coefficients. 

One way to do this is to view each estimated coefficient within the context of the confidence interval. In this 

case, the confidence interval chosen is 95%: 
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Figure 37 - Regression Output 

 

Source: Own creation based on applied variables 

The ‘Accuracy’ column indicates the size of the coefficient compared to the width of the confidence interval. 

Hence, a higher accuracy measure indicates that the width of the interval is smaller in comparison to the size 

of the coefficient: 

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦 =
√𝑋2

𝑈𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑟 − 𝐿𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
 

The results suggest that multiple variables are somewhat indicative of stock price movements of Maersk. 

This is unsurprising, considering the complexity of the Group as a whole, and the wide exposure of each BU. 

In fact, there are probably thousands of omitted variables, that each could account for a small part of the 

variation. Looking closely at each variable, however, there are several unexpected results 

7.2.4.5.1 Testing Assumptions 

The output from the testing methods can be found in appendix 17 to 21. 

The assumption of homoscedasticity is considered met. Plotting residuals versus predicted values and 

observation number versus residuals showed no disconcerting patterns. The second assumption of linearity 

and additivity produced equally satisfying results. The plot of predicted values versus observed values 

formed a somewhat symmetrical diagonal line with a satisfactory consistent variance. The third assumption 

of statistical independence is likewise considered met, as no patterns were found in the plot of residuals 

versus observation number. However, when testing for normality the results were inconclusive. No 

indication of normality was found, which unfortunately reduces the quality of the model. The lack of 

normality in the data is likely a by-product of the small sample size available. 
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7.2.4.6 Regression output 

In the following sections, the results of the regression analysis found most relevant to the problem statement 

of the thesis, will be analyzed.  

7.2.4.6.1 Baltic Dry Index 

The BDI, which is used as an indicator of global freight rate level, seems to have a negative relationship with 

the price of the stock. The intuition behind this variable says that as freight rates go up, ML would benefit. 

However, as the correlation analysis also indicated, rising freight rates in the current market conditions often 

arise from increasing costs, rather than an opportunity to capture more value.  

7.2.4.6.2 Unit Costs 

Unit Costs exhibit a negative relationship with stock price in the final model. This is consistent with the 

findings in the correlation analysis; a conclusion which is further strengthened by the degree of accuracy and 

low p-value of the variable. The contrast between unit costs and the freight rate indicator BDI perfectly 

illustrates the tendency in the industry to capture value by decreasing costs, as the current market limits the 

option to increase freight rates. Thus, the success of the cost leader strategy for ML is crucial in order to 

sustain profitability and deliver value to shareholders. 

7.2.4.6.3 Oil Price 

The positive operational sign of the oil price variable in the model is not in line with the results from the 

correlation analysis. The changed outcome could be due to the fact that the negative effects of increasing oil 

prices is captured by the unit cost and freight rate variables, leaving mainly the positive effect it has for 

MOG on the stock price. Combined with the above average accuracy of the variable, it seems that the 

correlation results has been misleading. 
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Figure 38 - Share Price vs. Oil Price Development 

 

Source: Own creation based on data from Yahoo Finance 

The Graph illustrates a somewhat clear correlation between the oil price and share price, which further 

strengthens the findings in the regression analysis. However, lag can be observed from early 2009 where the 

share price development is similar to the one of oil price, but with a few months’ delay. 

7.2.4.6.4 Oil Production 

Similarly, the variable oil production might capture the effects of other similar variables in the correlation 

analysis, in which almost zero correlation was found with the stock price. In the regression model, however, 

a positive operational sign indicates that Maersk has indeed been somewhat able to adjust production volume 

in line with oil prices. 

7.2.4.6.5 Return of Capital Invested (ROIC) 

The profitability measures of each BU are positive, which is to be expected. Normally, it is impossible to 

compare the value of two independent variables in the regression analysis; however, since the ROIC is 

measuring the same, it can be argued that the value derived from ML has a larger impact on the share price. 

7.3 CONGLOMERATE PERFORMANCE 

This section serves to apply and combine the theoretical knowledge and quantitative findings, established 

above, to enable an understanding of the underlying conglomerate performance. The findings will be 

discussed in the context of Maersk’s ability to enjoy the advantages of being a conglomerate. The attention is 

directed on Maersk’s process towards becoming a premium conglomerate, its diversification efforts, 

economies of scale and scope and internal capital market. 
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7.3.1 Premium conglomerate 

The management of Maersk has since 2009 worked towards establishing a so-called premium conglomerate. 

For the group, this entails a consistent delivery across BUs, premium capital allocation and sharing value 

creation, which is in the forefront of its strategy (Maersk, Towards a Premium Conglomerate). Trond 

Westlie, CFO of the Group, further elaborates:  

“A premium conglomerate means world class business unit performance and customer delivery. It is value 

creating portfolio management (…) and it is of course living our values and preparing for the next 100 

years”.  

The goal is manage the individually businesses to ensure returns above a ROIC of 10%, while being a top 

quartile performer within each industry (Ibid.). To this point, Maersk has managed to establish top 

performing businesses across its industries. The strategy has, according to the chairman, decreased the 

conglomerate discount from 11 to 6%, due to increased divestment activities (Hansen, 2016 April 11). Jacob 

Pedersen states that the divestitures, from his perspective, have created a more streamlined company and 

lowered the overall conglomerate discount (Interview: Jacob Pedersen). However, in newer literature there is 

no clear link between divesting and lowered conglomerate discount. Colak (2010) investigated the discount 

associated with diversification, but more interesting also the presence of a so-called ‘refocusing premium’. 

Her study, across 6,233 firms covering 11 years, showed no substantial value adding effect from refocusing 

actions. Instead, she suggests that other factors, such as general performance, innovations and economic 

conditions have a larger effect on the value of the firm (Colak, 2010). Heuskel, Ache and Beckmann (2006) 

found no evidence that diversified companies would produce higher returns if focusing on a smaller number 

of businesses. On the contrary, they proved that divestures and breakups entailed a strong probability of 

destroying shareholder value. Consequently, it can be discussed if the focused strategy has indeed created 

value for Maersk’s shareholder, also given the fact that a majority of the raised capital has been used to 

lower the overall debt level.  

7.3.2 Diversification 

Diversification has for years been a strong argument advocating for the organizational structure to which 

Michael Pram Rasmussen stated (Maersk, The Group gains strength):  

“The geographic and industrial diversification of the Group helps reduce the volatility of earnings. If we 

compare the last 8 years of volatility in the overall operational earnings of our four main business areas, 

with the fluctuations in earnings that Drilling, APM Terminals, Line and Oil have realized separately, then 

our conglomerate structure contributes to a risk reduction of 33%”  
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Jacob Pedersen backs the notion that Maersk benefited from the diversification, as he argues that the model 

proved itself during the past eight years, especially during the financial crisis (Interview: Jacob Pedersen). 

The quantitative analysis concluded that there somewhat exists a natural hedge, as a drop in oil price will 

negatively impact the overall profit for MOG, while ML can reap cost savings related to fuel. The analysis 

further illustrated, that there is a negative correlation between the development of global growth and oil 

prices, as a low oil price facilitates growth in the society as a whole. On the contrary, it also entail that 

Maersk is positioned to gain less from increasing oil prices, as it will be countered by higher fuel costs in 

ML (Seeking Alpha, 2015 May 15).  

Today, it stands clear that the Group has been hit by the perfect storm with low global economic growth, 

resulting in low container freight rates and oil price, which has fundamentally changed the short-term 

outlook of all the individual businesses (Costas, 2016 February 10). Consequently, it can be discussed if the 

diversification effect still holds, as the future of the conglomerate looks different in terms of exposure 

towards macroeconomic trends. The conglomerate structure has created an unattractive exposure towards oil 

price fluctuations, which is damaging for shareholder value. More surprisingly, the development of the stock 

is negatively correlated with freight rates, while there is a strong correlation with the unit cost. This indicates 

that the value of higher freight rates is not captured by the shipping lines, however, lowered per unit cost can 

directly be seen in profits and the share price. Michael Friis Jørgensen, analyst in Alm. Brand, further 

commented that investors in the short run are not focused on the actual performance, as attention is directed 

to the development and outlook for oil price and freight rates (Ritzau Finans, 2016 April 15).  

7.3.3 Economies of scale and scope 

While it can be discussed if the focused strategy has decreased the conglomerate discount and created value 

through diversification, it stands clear that it has decreased the overall complexity of management. Thus, 

allowing the top management to pay more attention to the two core-industries, enhancing the business 

understanding across all segments and likely increased the decision-making quality. In addition, it has freed 

up time for the board to look for new opportunities for the conglomerate for the years to come (Friis, 2016 

April 12). Referring back to the point of diseconomies of scale as a disadvantage, the new strategy has 

drastically reduced this setback due to less business complexity.  

Maersk is enjoying great economies of scale across several of its operations in which the size allows for an 

advantage compared to competitors. In the majority of its industries, Maersk is the market leader and can 

thereby enjoy significant benefits. Mergers and acquisitions have historically increased the benefit of 

economies of scale, which is especially true for the container shipping industry (DREWRY, 2013 September 

3).The Group has managed to exploit synergies across the organization generating economies of scope. This 

can be observed with collaboration on procurement, finance, HR and branding. The conglomerate has an 
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extensive network that is useful when dealing with governments and entering new countries. Examples 

hereof are the so-called Nordsø-aftale between Maersk and the Danish government and the most recent 

negotiation in regards to taxes and tariffs on gas production from the North-Sea (EnergiStyrelsen, 

Nordsøaftalen med A.P. Møller-Mærsk; Ritzau, 2016 April 4). To this point, A.P. Møller was known for his 

close relationship with the Chinese government, which allow multiple BUs to enjoy benefits in the region 

(Jephson & Morgan, 2014) 

7.3.4 Internal capital markets 

According to Maersk, a key strategic effort is its ability to manage the internal capital market. The capital 

allocation is determined by a focus on consistent delivery of returns, which is a prerequisite for growth. 

Historically, Maersk has experienced a disadvantage of its internal capital market, as it allowed for an 

imbalanced distribution of cash. For many years, MOG was perceived as a cash cow, as profits were carved 

out and re-invested in other areas of the conglomerate, which has caused MOG to struggle to uphold 

attractive production levels (Esmann, 2012). The new strategy of the Group has changed the imbalance in 

capital allocation, with ML being self-supplied. This can arguably be seen as an increased efficiency of the 

internal capital market. To this Nils Smedegaard commented: “We will now invest in oil activities” (Ibid.). 

Kengelbach et al. (2014) outlined the importance of capital management:  

“Excellence in capital management (that is, steering capital flows among businesses to maximize returns) 

provides a powerful means for diversified companies to achieve higher relative valuations. In fact, we found 

that capital allocation efficiency is a stronger driver of valuation for diversified companies than for pure-

play companies, and many diversified companies have attained high relative valuations by maintaining 

highly efficient capital allocation”.  

By superior levels of capital allocation, a conglomerate can match investments to attractive projects in terms 

of returns and growth prospects, which will create a higher valuation and thereby shareholder value (BCG 

Perspectives, 2014). 

There is still an inherent risk that capital will not be allocated efficiently due to the low debt levels and high 

liquidity currently seen. Due to stated importance of capital management, Maersk must invest capital in 

projects yielding the ROIC requirements or pay out capital to shareholders. The overinvestment is further 

decreasing the conglomerate advantage with lower associated risk. The relatively low debt level, compared 

to competitors, can be increased to enjoy the benefits of tax shield and increased returns. Conclusively, 

Maersk has been poor at allocating capital; however, today it is at the forefront of its strategy. This is a 

parameter where the Group must deliver in order to create value for shareholders and ensure future growth.  
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7.4 PARTIAL CONCLUSION 

The analyses highlighted a conglomerate that has enjoyed both advantages and disadvantages from its 

diversified nature. It stands clear, that Maersk has managed to capitalize significantly from the benefits 

associated with size through economies of scale and scope across the majority of its subsidiaries. 

Furthermore, the diversified structure allowed Maersk to better navigate the complexity of the financial crisis 

compared to pure-play companies, due to less earnings volatility. As a result, the so-called conglomerate 

discount decreased during the period, which indicates that investors value the diversified structure more in 

the aftermath of the crisis. However, Maersk has also been prone to disadvantages of its chosen structure, as 

it in recent years has encountered an unattractive exposure towards oil price fluctuations, driving down the 

share price.  

Recent literature points towards the importance of capital management as a key enabler for value creation in 

conglomerates. Historically, the management of Maersk has arguably not been able to manage its capital 

allocation in an optimal manner. It was found, that MOG to a large extent functioned as a cash cow to ML, 

thereby possibly passing on attractive investment opportunities in the oil industry. Group management seems 

to have since become aware of the issue, and is now actively focused on better quality capital allocation. 

Consequently, ML is now self-funded and a scenario of increased capital allocation in the direction of MOG 

seems likely. 
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8 DISCUSSION OF STRATEGIES  

The section serves to incorporate all information gathered from the above analyses to discuss different 

strategic opportunities from the perspective of the management of Maersk. The initial section will discuss 

findings solely related to the individual businesses of ML and MOG. Subsequently, the discussion will 

assume a conglomerate perspective and utilize the findings of the conglomerate analysis as the foundation 

for the discussion of the strategic alternatives. 

Figure 39 - Structure of discussion 

 

Source: Own creation 

8.1 BUSINESS UNIT PERSPECTIVE 

The following will discuss the findings of each of the main industry analyses.  

8.1.1 Maersk Line 

ML is severely challenged by current market conditions caused by an oversupply and high competition, 

which has driven down freight rates. It is a vicious circle in which liner companies are looking to lower their 

cost base to mitigate decreased margins, often through bigger vessels, which in turn facilitates further 

overcapacity (Interview: Martin Herrstedt). Economies of scale and strategic efforts to streamline the 

organization have allowed the company to remain profitable, while many competitors have been lossmaking. 

Thus, positioning the company to capitalize on the difficult situation, despite unattractive market terms. The 

solution is not obvious, but experts believe that the industry must take significant steps in order to re-
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establish a sustainable supply and demand balance. Actions are often suggested to be in the form of 

decreased capacity by e.g. scrapping vessels or consolidation.  

Looking at the short term, ML should continue to strengthen its cost focus to remain a efficient and well-

performing firm. The quantitative analysis revealed that perceived shareholder value in the industry is 

facilitated by decreasing costs. In the long run, the company is forced to fight for its title as market leader, 

since competitors are pursuing aggressive growth strategies. Additionally, because economies of scale is the 

main driver of success in the industry, ML could risk losing its competitive gap to other players if the 

company is surpassed on size. Hence, divesting or scaling down will only diminish the profitability of the 

firm. Consequently, ML should invest to maintain and defend its position. 

There are several ways to utilize investments in the industry. However, increasing market shares through 

orders of new vessels is not a feasible option, as it will merely worsen the issue of overcapacity. Graham 

Slack elaborated that vessels are most often not scrapped, but rather re-located to other routes in the network. 

Consequently, the best and maybe only viable alternative for ML is to pursue a consolidation strategy, which 

could potentially establish the firm in a less vulnerable position as market leader. Consolidation would 

further entail welcome spillovers in the form of a reduced amount of price setters and ease the process of 

adjusting capacity (Interview: Martin Herrstedt). The Hapag-Lloyd takeover of CSAV’s container business, 

the mega-merger between COSCO & CSCL and CMA CGM’s most recent acquisition of NOL are all 

examples of an industry-wide trend.  

ML possesses unique financial flexibility, when benchmarked against industry competitors, which can be 

exploited. The firm should continue business as usual, while other liners could be forced to take out capacity 

or sell assets to avoid financial issues, and wait for the right opportunity to consolidate. This can be in the 

form of acquiring a firm in distress or picking up individual vessels in parts of the network that offer 

synergies to its fleet.  

8.1.2 Maersk Oil 

At first glance, MOG seems to find itself in an impossible situation. External pressure in the form of oil 

prices, with a shift towards greener technology and energy sources have significantly impacted the industry 

as a whole, including MOG. However, examining the intricacies of the company in the context of the 

external environment has revealed that the situation might not be as dire after all. The combination of a cost-

efficient project portfolio, increased focus on overall cost reductions, core competences within the 

production process and the financial stability to withstand down-turns in the market have positioned MOG in 

an advantageous position relative to many competitors. While numerous players in the industry are 

struggling to survive, Maersk has the financial flexibility to act on opportunities as they arise.  
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If the company is able to identify such attractive investments and take action at the right time, it could 

potentially position itself even stronger when the market turns. Nevertheless, one could also argue that 

investing further in an industry, for which the consensus is an ultimate demise, would be the very definition 

of a bad long-term investment. Consequently, the significant size of the exit barriers within the industry 

would promote a decreasing level of capital investment – certainly not committing further. The choice is 

then dependent on whether or not the management of MOG believes that enough value still remains in the 

industry to justify further investments. Most analysts agree that oil prices will steadily increase in the future, 

although likely not reaching $100 per barrel again. Others foresee that the nature of global energy 

consumption will look considerably different 40 to 50 years from now, with alternative energy sources 

having almost replaced oil entirely. Declining demand combined with the number of players in the industry 

and the considerable barriers of exit, will likely only add to the level of competition going forward. 

Looking at MOG in a vacuum, separate from other strategic BUs in the group, it seems attractive to 

capitalize on the strategic advantages that the company enjoys. The right focus can further limit exposure to 

the riskier exploration phase, within which MOG has enjoyed little value recently. Hence, it is believed that 

the firm can benefit greatly from seeking out inexpensive pre-production phase fields, with proven reserves, 

upon which the company can initialize field development and secure a low-cost supply in the future. The 

strategy would be particularly beneficial, due to the likely comparative advantage of MOG relative to the 

seller, within the production phase. 

In the first quarter of 2015, the MOG entitlement share of the Al-Shaheen field in Qatar accounted for 

138,000 barrels of oil per day, which was more than half of the entire production volume of MOG in that 

period. Although there is no apparent reason for MOG to not be able to renew the license when it expires in 

2017, the project comprises such a significant part of total production that it is important to consider the 

consequences of such a scenario. In the event of discontinuation, Maersk should consider if the current 

strategy of investment remains the most viable option for the company, since it would be a significant 

challenge to reestablish a similar level of production going forward. However, even if offered to renew the 

license in Qatar, the terms will possibly not be as attractive this time around. Firstly, because Qatar 

Petroleum might leverage the fact that MOG is somewhat dependent on the field to maintain production 

levels, to their benefit when discussing the terms of the agreement. Secondly, because the company 

presumably no longer possesses unique capabilities in regards to horizontal drilling and thus will experience 

increased competition for the license. Adam Newton explains how MOG will not necessarily renew the 

license at any cost, if other attractive investment opportunities are available. Conversely, in the rather 

extreme scenario that the company is not able to renew the Qatar license and does not have any attractive 

alternative investments opportunities, it could be the time to re-examine the current strategy of investment. 

Since one of the reasons for the fierce level of competition in the industry are the substantial barriers of exit, 
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the potential decreased commitment to the industry should at least force MOG to consider a re-scaling 

strategy, rather than focus on continued growth.  

Earlier unsuccessful ventures have taught MOG about the difference between healthy and unhealthy growth. 

Adam Newton stresses the fact that it is not strategically wise to expand into unknown technical and political 

environments at the same time, but rather build upon existing experience to a certain extent. The tendency 

for MOG to be heavily invested in few projects compared to its competitors leaves it severely exposed to 

potentially bad investments (e.g. Brazil). Consequently, MOG should make sure to align possible 

investments with current capabilities and experience to avoid committing to non-value adding projects in an 

attempt to capture inexpensive assets. 

8.2 CONGLOMERATE PERSPECTIVE 

Based on the above findings and discussion, the following sections serve to investigate the three strategic 

alternatives of investing, divesting and diversification from the perspective of the conglomerate as a whole.  

8.2.1 Invest 

The following section investigates the advantages and disadvantages of investing from the perspective of the 

Maersk Group. The above discussions highlighted potential positive synergies from investing in ML and 

MOG. Investing in the shipping industry can in the short to medium-term perspective consolidate the 

industry and ML’s position herein. Thus, resulting in a strengthened cost leadership status and secure a 

profitable BU in the long run. MOG is in a different situation, as it faces significant upside potential if the oil 

price regains momentum.  

From a conglomerate perspective, capital allocation is paramount in order to maximize the overall value 

creation of the Group. While increasing investments in one BU can benefit ROIC for that particular business, 

it might profit shareholders more in another part of the company, where returns are greater or risks are lower. 

Allocating capital to the shipping industry is expected to improve the company’s competitive advantage by 

enhancing economies of scale and strengthening the global network. Thus, it will likely allow ML to 

maintain its ability to be profitable in an industry where most competitors are losing money. Conversely, it is 

less certain that capital allocated to MOG will increase the overall ROIC of the group, since projects in the 

oil industry are characterized by a higher level of risk. Therefore, it is crucial for management to objectively 

decide on how capital is best utilized. Historically, ML has been able to deliver an average ROIC of 6.6% 

since 2010 with a volatility of only 0.09. Despite two significant write-downs in 2014 and 2015, MOG has 

been able to provide an average ROIC of 11,5%, but with a volatility of 0.57 (Appendix 23). Excluding the 

2015 impairment of $2.6 billion, the average return can be observed to be 21.3% over the period for MOG 
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(Appendix 23). Consequently, these numbers depict two industries of drastically different investment 

characteristics. 

The risk associated with an increased capital allocation to the oil industry is significant considering the 

historical data. However, since the consensus is a steady increase in oil prices for the foreseeable future, this 

might be less the case than previously seen. The risk can somewhat be mitigated by allocating capital to low 

risk oil prospects, entailing a lower break-even price. Additionally, ensuring that ML will continue as a 

profitable shipping liner, through sufficient capital allocation, can potentially uphold or even strengthen the 

natural hedge observed in the quantitative analysis, thereby further mitigating the exposure towards oil price. 

However, allocating additional capital to the current subsidiaries could further increase the risk of similar 

challenges in the future. Furthermore, the financial flexibility and stability that enables the group to 

withstand downturns in the market would potentially be weakened following significant investments in both 

industries. Obviously, it is critical to strike a balance, but Maersk risks creating a new scenario with negative 

returns where it does not have the financial strength to withstand a downturn, in which the company could 

potentially face financial distress and not be able to meet its financial obligations. 

Investing further in attractive projects can potentially increase the return on funds that are currently not 

allocated appropriately. In addition, from a corporate finance perspective, investments have the potential to 

further capitalize on the option of increased debt levels, which is one of the inherent advantages of being a 

diversified firm - something that is currently not fully exploited. 

8.2.2 Divest 

A different strategic option available to the conglomerate is to divest through either sale of a subsidiary or 

individual assets. It is unlikely that the family would accept a divestiture of the shipping business, since it is 

the heart of the firm and the part of the business where the traditional values are entwined. The above 

analyses and discussions also touched upon the importance of being a market leader in the shipping industry, 

which is why a reduced commitment would likely only destroy shareholder value. Hence, it is deemed 

unrealistic and considered inadvisable for the group to decrease its stake in the shipping industry and ML.  

For MOG the situation is more complex, as two scenarios can be outlined: One in which the firm keeps its 

license in Qatar and one in which it is lost. In the second case, MOG will lose around 40% of its entitlement 

production, which would force the company to completely reshape its portfolio. The result would likely be 

reduced barriers of exit, which could make divestment a more attractive option. Eliminating or decreasing 

the stake in MOG would have the positive effect of decreased exposure towards the oil price, thereby 

decreasing earnings fluctuations, making the share less volatile. The quantitative analysis illustrated a high 

correlation between the share price and oil price, hence a full-scale divestment of MOG could significantly 
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reduce the risk currently perceived by investors as well. In addition, the capital gained could be reinvested in 

core-assets, be paid back to shareholders or potentially be allocated to a further diversification of the Group. 

However, the Group is already well funded and divestment without attractive investment projects at hand 

will only lead to an increase in the over-financing of the conglomerate, as discussed in the analysis of 

Maersk Group’s financial position. Thus, the divesture is not going to create value for shareholders. On the 

contrary, research has shown that divestiture is likely to destroy shareholder value.  

8.2.3 Diversification 

Diversification could serve as a means to overcome challenges depicted in the above analyses and 

discussion. The strategy stands out because it requires the firm to acquire new skills, new technologies and 

new facilities. There are two apparent reasons for diversification: spreading the risk of market contraction or 

to pursue growth opportunities (Ansoff, 1965). Considering the current situation, both are potentially 

relevant and worth exploring from the point of view of management. 

A potential diversifying investment should preferably be in an industry that is negatively correlated with the 

development in oil and not necessarily correlated with global economic growth. To this point, a non-cyclical 

industry would be the most attractive investment option, as it would decrease the overall volatility of 

earnings through diversification effects. However, the portfolio of Maersk did include a non-cyclical 

business segment within retail until recently, which it decided to divest in 2014. One can therefore only 

speculate if the Group indeed has an interest in expanding its business into segments that involves additional 

complexity, which in addition would also be likely to increase the existing conglomerate discount. 

The Group has earlier pursued a high degree of concentric diversification, venturing into segments with 

technological similarities to current industries. Maersk applied technical know-how to gain an advantage and 

expand its business into fairly familiar territory. The introduction to the company explained how the 

terminal, tanker, logistic and supply service businesses were born from the shipping business. Only a very 

limited amount of times has the conglomerate sought horizontal diversification, with the main example being 

oil and gas in 1962. However, this step was to a large extent driven by the personal values of the family and 

politics. Thus, Maersk Group has never entered a new and completely unrelated business industry with the 

sole purpose of growing or risk mitigation. Looking at the risk exposure of the Group, concentric 

diversification would not solve any of the above stated issues, as it would merely add to the risk exposure 

towards oil and other macroeconomic variables. Instead, the attention could be directed towards non-related 

industries that are less mature, with a promising outlook. Potential industries could include energy, logistics 

and infrastructure. However, as pointed out by Adam Newton, the synergies between oil and other sources of 
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energy production, in this case, are limited. Therefore, diversification will likely not add significant value to 

the conglomerate, but simply entail additional business risk. 

8.2.4 Choosing the best strategy 

In the discussions above, the strategic alternatives were viewed in the context of the conglomerate, but 

separate from each other. When evaluating the merits of each strategy against the alternatives, several issues 

immediately become clear. Pursuing a strategy of diversification would not entail any noteworthy strategic 

advantages, but rather increase both the complexity of the conglomerate and the risk exposure of the Group. 

Similarly, the disadvantages of a strategy of divestment in either industry seem to outweigh the advantages. 

The shipping industry clearly favors investments rather than divestments, since size is the key driver of 

success. Additionally, it is unlikely that the family (the majority shareholders) will ever consider back-

scaling efforts in the subsidiary that is the very symbol of the family tradition. Capital allocated to ML 

should be used to consolidate, as this is the only feasible investment strategy to pursue in the current market. 

Similarly, divestments in MOG would entail substantial loss of value with regards to exiting, making the 

strategy less than viable. On the other hand, investment through consolidation is not likely to provide 

significant strategic advantages compared to the current position of the company, since even a large 

investment would not be enough to be considered a sizeable player in the industry. Consequently, it seems 

that the appropriate strategy for MOG lies somewhere between these extremes. Fortunately, the company is 

in a strong position to capitalize on existing capabilities and experience, through strategically sound 

investments. 
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9 CONCLUSION 

In recent years, the media has depicted Maersk as a company in a dire situation. A perfect storm of declining 

freight rates and low oil prices has eroded profits of what once were well-performing businesses. In this 

thesis, the strategic options available to the conglomerate have been evaluated within the context of the 

continuously evolving market conditions that it is faced with. 

Initially, the analysis revealed a conglomerate with a solid financial foundation, facilitated by divestments 

and an effective cost focus. The conglomerate has the financial flexibility to both withstand current 

challenges and invest with the purpose of future growth and profitability.  

ML started its journey towards becoming a cost efficiently run company early on, which allowed it to 

position itself as a profitable cost leader in the industry. The short-term outlook for the industry is not 

appealing principally due to over-capacity. However, even the most pessimistic analyst outlooks still entail 

overall growth in world export. Despite the significant effort by ML, competitors are closing in on capacity, 

which is the biggest driver of competitive advantage in the industry. In the short run, ML should continue to 

focus on streamlining the organization, which facilitates profitability in the industry. Looking ahead, the 

company is forced to take action to defend its position as the market leader through consolidation. ML is not 

in a critical situation and can, given its financial strengths, wait for the right assets to be available at the right 

price. 

The pro-active approach taken by MOG since the beginning of the decline in oil prices has established a 

streamlined firm, resulting in a low break-even price relative to many competitors. At the same time, the 

sound financial foundation, combined with a balanced production portfolio, has placed the medium-sized oil 

firm in a somewhat attractive position. The strategic alternatives available to the firm are limited due to the 

immense amount of capital invested and significant exit barriers. MOG has developed valuable competencies 

within the field development and production phases, which can be exploited through strategic investments in 

oil fields with proven reserves and characteristics that conform to current capabilities and experience. The 

consensus amongst industry experts is that oil prices are likely to steadily increase over the next several 

decades. To capitalize on this, MOG should acquire inexpensive assets from industry players faced with 

financial distress thereby capturing value if a surge in oil prices occurs in the future.  

Within the context of the conglomerate, the strategic directions of ML and MOG are critical to the overall 

value creation for shareholders, due to the size of the business units. Suitable capital allocation depends on 

the perceived profit potential of the particular industries relative to each other, and the degree to which 

increased capital investment will improve the competitive situation. Noteworthy differences in volatility was 
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highlighted between the two businesses, with ML being the most consistent source of returns, although at a 

lower average level than MOG.  

The thesis concludes that a strategy of investment in both industries will increase shareholder value to a 

larger degree than alternatives. While ML can ensure future profit potential through consolidation, MOG 

should capitalize on its core competences through strategic investments. 

In the media, the Group has seemed indecisive and wedged between several equally unattractive strategic 

options. However, upon further research and inquiry it seems that the group is in fact pursuing a strategy of 

cost leadership and leveraging its financial flexibility to capture value when opportunities arise. Relative to 

competitors, both ML and MOG are in a strong position that can only be attributed to good leadership, 

proactive market adaptations and the fact that Maersk is good at what it does. 
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10 THE THESIS IN PERSPECTIVE 

The thesis has analyzed and discussed the topic of strategy with a special attention on ML and MOG. It is 

acknowledged that the findings cannot be generalized to a conclusion for other businesses within the 

conglomerate. Thus, it could prove relevant to conduct similar research within the scope of APM Terminals, 

Maersk Drilling and/or Maersk Supply Services to enable a broader understanding of the conglomerate and 

opportunities at hand. From this point of view, the thesis is a simplification of the true reality, which is why a 

broader analysis can provide additional findings. Furthermore, it is relevant to further address the strategy of 

diversification as a research topic of its own. Thus, establish potential synergies, pitfalls and identify 

attractive industries that have not yet been linked to the Maersk conglomerate. 

From a technical point of view, the quantitative analyses were limited by the amount of observations 

available. Additional data points with a longer time horizon would increase the quality of the applied models. 

The authors believe that a model examining the effect of time lag among the variable would provide 

supplementary insights valuable to the conclusion. To further increase the value of the model, adding other 

relevant variables could prove to enhance the underlying understanding of the business performance as well. 

The main constraint in order to conduct an accurate analysis is the historical lack of transparency, which is 

why a close collaboration with the Group is the only way to facilitate an in depth analysis. 

The conglomerate analysis pointed to the advantage of improved capital allocation caused by a divestment of 

MOG. Nonetheless, the main issue for Maersk does not seem to be a lack of business understanding, but on 

the contrary, a lack of attractive investment prospects within the core-business segments. Therefore, it is 

believed that the management is fully aware of available opportunities and is prepared to act when they are 

presented in the market. This further point towards investing being an efficient strategy, given that the right 

asset will be for sale at the right price. 
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APPENDIX	1	–	REVENUE	&	PROFIT	(QUARTERLY	&	YEARLY)	

Quarterly Revenue & Profit 

 

Source: Maersk Quarterly Figures 2010 – 2015 

Yearly Revenue & Profit 

 

Source: Maersk Annual Reports 2010 – 2015  

Maersk 
Line

Maersk 
Oil

Other 
Businesses

Total 
Revenue

Maersk 
Line

Maersk 
Oil

Other 
Businesse
s

Total 
Revenue

Revenue Profit

Period

2010 Q1 5.277 2.498 2.813 10.588 220 1.506 260 1.986
Q2 6.119 2.538 3.039 11.696 1.076 1.533 627 3.236
Q3 6.424 2.320 2.762 11.506 1.120 1.287 409 2.816
Q4 6.202 2.894 2.673 11.769 405 1.528 112 2.045

2011 Q1 5.878 3.073 2.965 11.916 451 2.033 419 2.903
Q2 6.276 3.510 3.032 12.818 -49 2.331 389 2.671
Q3 6.588 3.012 3.227 12.827 -257 1.717 561 2.021
Q4 6.366 3.021 2.969 12.356 -627 1.761 415 1.549

2012 Q1 6.312 2.538 3.181 12.031 -571 1.463 682 1.574
Q2 7.322 2.724 2.973 13.019 265 1.502 538 2.305
Q3 6.961 2.388 2.993 12.342 547 1.158 361 2.066
Q4 6.522 2.504 3.073 12.099 284 1.205 260 1.749

2013 Q1 6.313 2.381 2.940 11.634 195 1.204 464 1.863
Q2 6.651 2.059 2.977 11.687 467 855 331 1.653
Q3 6.782 2.210 3.089 12.081 567 959 563 2.089
Q4 6.450 2.492 3.042 11.984 342 1.032 357 1.731

2014 Q1 6.463 2.448 2.825 11.736 503 1.217 517 2.237
Q2 6.902 2.272 2.775 11.949 567 -662 628 533
Q3 7.074 2.174 2.921 12.169 740 915 1.033 2.688
Q4 6.912 1.843 2.960 11.715 694 -4 -231 459

2015 Q1 6.254 1.433 2.860 10.547 736 282 805 1.823
Q2 6.263 1.583 2.680 10.526 530 409 600 1.539
Q3 6.018 1.321 2.771 10.110 303 219 682 1.204
Q4 5.194 1.302 2.629 9.125 -138 -2.881 323 -2.696

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Revenue
Maersk Line 24.022 25.108 27.117 26.196 27.351 23.729
Maersk Oil 10.250 12.616 10.154 9.142 8.737 5.639
Other businesses 11.287 12.193 12.220 12.048 11.481 10.940
Revenue 45.559 49.917 49.491 47.386 47.569 40.308

Profit
Maersk Line 2.821 -482 525 1.571 2.504 1.431
Maersk Oil 5.854 7.842 5.328 4.050 1.466 -1.971
Other businesses 1.408 1.784 1.841 1.715 1.947 2.410
Profit before financial items (EBIT) 10.083 9.144 7.694 7.336 5.917 1.870
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APPENDIX	2	–	LEVERAGE	EQUATIONS	

Long-term debt-equity ratio: 

𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 − 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑡
𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦

 

Total debt ratio: 

𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠

 

Long-term debt ratio: 

 
𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 − 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑡

𝐿𝑜𝑛𝑔 − 𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑚 𝑑𝑒𝑏𝑡 + 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑡𝑦
 

 

APPENDIX	3	–	LIQUIDITY	EQUATIONS	

Current ratio: 

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠

 

Cash ratio: 

𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ +𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠

 

Quick ratio: 

𝐶𝑎𝑠ℎ +𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 + 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑖𝑣𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑠
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑙𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠
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APPENDIX	4	-	FINANCIAL	DATA	

2006 to 2013 are reported in DKK, while 2014 and 2015 are reported in USD. For the cash flow data a end- 
of year standard exchange rate has been used: 6.12 (2014) and 6.83 (2015) accordingly to YAHOO Finance. 

Leverage data 

 

Source: Maersk Annual report 2006-2015 

Bond Development 

 

Source: Maersk Annual report 2006-2015 

 

APPENDIX	5	-	LIQUIDITY	DATA	

2006 to 2013 are reported in DKK, while 2014 and 2015 are reported in USD. For the cash flow data a end- 
of year standard exchange rate has been used: 6.12 (2014) and 6.83 (2015) accordingly to YAHOO Finance. 

 

Source: Maersk Annual report 2006-2015 

  

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Equity 136.711 146.715 158.394 158.868 192.962 207.935 222.544 230.108 258.476 244.097
Total	non-current	liabilities 114.672 109.370 117.836 123.715 113.012 126.772 129.680 100.004 104.168 117.326
Issued	bonds 0 0 0 9.158 13.099 14.507 25.850 27.628 28.232 43.753
Total	current	liabilities 62.312 71.434 66.880 62.616 68.749 70.036 68.467 73.184 58.778 64.824
Liabilities 176.984 180.804 184.716 186.331 181.761 196.808 198.147 173.188 162.946 182.149
Equity	and	liabilities 313.695 327.519 343.110 345.199 374.723 404.743 420.691 403.296 421.422 426.247
Long-term	debt-equity	ratio 0,84 0,75 0,74 0,78 0,59 0,61 0,58 0,43 0,40 0,48
Total	debt	ratio 0,56 0,55 0,54 0,54 0,49 0,49 0,47 0,43 0,39 0,43
Long-term	debt	ratio 0,46 0,43 0,43 0,44 0,37 0,38 0,37 0,30 0,29 0,32

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Total	non-current	liabilities 114.672 109.370 117.836 123.715 113.012 126.772 129.680 100.004 104.168 117.326
Issued	bonds 0 0 0 9.158 13.099 14.507 25.850 27.628 28.232 43.753
Total	current	liabilities 62.312 71.434 66.880 62.616 68.749 70.036 68.467 73.184 58.778 64.824
Liabilities 176.984 180.804 184.716 186.331 181.761 196.808 198.147 173.188 162.946 182.149
Bond	to	total 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 4,91% 7,21% 7,37% 13,05% 15,95% 17,33% 24,02%
Bond	to	non-current 0,00% 0,00% 0,00% 7,40% 11,59% 11,44% 19,93% 27,63% 27,10% 37,29%

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Current	liabilities 62.312 71.434 66.880 62.616 68.749 70.036 66.279 73.184 9.602 9.491
Current	assets 92.663 94.015 65.405 58.367 79.999 78.348 76.626 99.203 16.225 11.018
Cash	and	cash	equivalents 22.888 22.926 13.665 8.348 23.896 13.095 11.670 17.640 3.507 4.008
Marketable	Securities 20.950 12.686 5.264 2.365 1.986 2.152 2.160 1.687 379 761
Receivables 38.865 39.336 37.837 30.848 38.359 39.971 46.882 36.629 5.911 5.346
Current	Ratio 1,49									 1,32									 0,98									 0,93									 1,16									 1,12									 1,16									 1,36									 1,69									 1,16									
Quick	Ratio 1,33									 1,05									 0,85									 0,66									 0,93									 0,79									 0,92									 0,76									 1,02									 1,07									
Cash	Ratio 0,70									 0,50									 0,28									 0,17									 0,38									 0,22									 0,21									 0,26									 0,40									 0,50									
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APPENDIX	6	–	CASH	FLOW	DATA	

2006 to 2013 are reported in DKK, while 2014 and 2015 are reported in USD. For the cash flow data a end- 
of year standard exchange rate has been used: 6.12 (2014) and 6.83 (2015) accordingly to YAHOO Finance. 

 

Source: Maersk Annual report 2006-2015 

APPENDIX	7	–	CALCULATION	OF	EXCESS	CAPITAL	

 

Source: Maersk Annual Report 2006 and 2015 

*In order to get the Liabilities (New), we solved for the new liabilities level using a debt ratio of 0.56, resulting in an 
increase in capital of DKK 134 billion (0.56 =  

2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015
Profit	before	financial	items 38,209 47,775 60,627 20,167 59,649 55,016 44,578 41,214 36,220 12,772
Depreciation,	amortisation	and	impairment	losses 19,357 26,213 26,092 30,317 33,822 28,889 29,346 26,007 42,899 54,258
Other	non-cash	items 3,180 909 -1,694 1,654 677 -256 538 495 906 888
Paid	integration	costs -1,742 -163 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Share	of	profit/loss	joint	venture 0 0 0 0 0 0 -754 -854 37 -1,127
Gain/loss	on	sale	of	companies,	ships,	rigs,	etc. -4,227 -6,062 -4,656 -862 -3,792 -4,748 -3,500 -776 -3,606 -3,080
Shares	of	profit/loss	associated	companies -2,881 -3,084 1,882 -360 -461 -651 -1,286 -1,660 -2,522 -663
Change	in	provisions	and	pension	obligations,	etc. 2,730 948 -600 -1,764 552 1,863 -826 -676
Change	in	working	capital -5,331 2,570 294 1,692 -2,430 -502 -4,422 1,416 1,592 2,609
Cash	flow	from	operating	activities	before	financial	items	and	tax 46,565 68,158 85,275 53,556 86,865 75,984 65,052 67,705 74,699 64,981
Financial	income,	received 2,691 3,947 2,574 2,731 1,149 851 506 437 416 342
Financial	expenses,	paid -5,023 -6,082 -7,384 -6,544 -5,801 -5,879 -5,265 -3,741 -3,410 -1,892
Dividends,	received 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,201 1,514 2,057 1,059
Taxes,	paid -20,536 -26,206 -37,043 -24,645 -25,241 -32,070 -20,698 -15,859 -20,133 -10,061
Cash	flow	from	operating	activities 23,697 39,817 43,422 25,098 56,972 38,886 40,796 50,056 53,630 54,428
Purchase	of	non-current	assets -40,938 -55,379 -57,849 -43,822 -30,958 -42,058 -43,608 -35,178 -52,883 -48,712
Sale	of	non-current	assets 8,837 9,185 8,289 2,223 3,347 2,255 9,715 5,877 9,274 3,511
Acquisition	of	subsidiaries	and	activities -209 -3,467 -13 -957 -1,240 -13,070 -1,668 -111 -86 -137
Sale	of	subsidiaries	and	activities 819 391 -9 107 137 6,602 8,879 152 5,944 2,179
Acquisition/disposal	of	investments	in	associated	companies,	etc. -3,446 -267 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 33,843
Other	investments	and	receivables,	net 616 534 -2,793 254 2,636 -5,988 -7,048 1,835 -37 -301
Cash	flow	used	for	capital	expenditure -34,321 -49,003 -52,375 -42,195 -26,078 -52,259 -33,730 -27,425 -37,787 -9,617
Purchase	/	sale	of	marketable	securities 1,095 4,530 6,156 2,863 515 -133 -66 -145 -551 314
Cash	flow	used	for	investing	activities -33,226 -44,473 -46,219 -39,332 -25,563 -52,392 -33,796 -27,570 -38,338 -9,302
Repayment	of	loans -8,851 -17,358 -23,216 -30,760 -27,438 -19,484 -23,689 -14,424 -29,848 -10,750
Proceeds	from	loans 23,180 26,184 20,054 35,249 13,061 26,528 21,805 5,518 12,169 19,267
Dividends	distributed -2,263 -2,263 -2,675 -2,675 -1,419 -4,365 -4,366 -5,241 -6,923 -41,943
Dividends	distributed	to	non-controlling	interests -166 -210 -392 -407 -685 -582 -1,109 -755 -906 -663
Capital	increases	from	minority	interest,	etc 538 464 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Sale	of	own	shares 0 0 0 8,177 0 0 -1,191 -15 275 178
Purchase	of	own	shares 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3,924 -5,327
Other	equity	transactions 0 0 -31 -19 153 61 570 105 471 61
Cash	flow	from	financing	activities 12,438 6,817 -6,260 9,565 -16,328 2,158 -7,980 -14,812 -28,685 -39,177
Net	cash	flow	from	continuing	operations 2,909 2,161 -9,057 -4,669 15,081 -11,348 -980 7,674 -13,394 5,332
Discountinued	operations 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Net	cash	flow	from	discontinued	operations 842 -343 -99 -26 -64 129 -153 473 15,359 0
Net	cash	flow	for	the	year 3,751 1,818 -9,156 -4,695 15,017 -11,219 -1,133 8,147 1,965 5,332
Cash	and	bank	balances	1	January 19,750 23,031 23,112 13,741 8,419 23,921 11,726 10,758 20,556 23,263
Effect	of	companies	changed	to	subsidiaries,	etc 1,193 0 0 -436 0 0 0 0 0 0
Exchange	rate	adjustment	of	cash	and	bank	balances,	etc. -1,663 -1,737 -215 -191 485 427 165 -729 -1,671 -1,919
Cash	and	bank	balances	31	December 23,031 23,112 13,741 8,419 23,921 13,129 10,758 18,176 20,849 26,675
Of	which	classified	as	assets	held	for	sale -143 -186 -76 -71 -25 -34 0 -1,086 -6 0
Cash	and	bank	balances	 22,888 22,926 13,665 8,348 23,896 13,095 10,758 17,090 20,843 26,675

Calculation of Excess Capital (in DKK million)

Equity	(2015) 244.097
Liabilities (2015) 182.149
Total Debt Ratio (2015) 0,43

Liabilities (New) 315.955
Total Equity and Liabilities (New) 560.052
Total Debt Ratio (2006) 0,56

Increase in Capital 133.806
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APPENDIX	–	8	TOP	100	SHIPPING	LINERS	1/2	

 

Source: Alphaliner top 100 

 

Rnk Operator TEU Ships % of market Accumulated TEU Ships TEU Ships % Chart TEU Ships % existing
1 APM-Maersk 3.008.384 588 14,63% 14,63% 1.777.757 266 1.230.627 322 40.9% 396.438 30 13.2%
2 Mediterranean Shg Co 2.657.645 483 12,92% 27,55% 1.052.351 190 1.605.294 293 60.4% 538.587 40 20.3%
3 CMA CGM Group 1.799.291 449 8,75% 36,30% 595.492 87 1.203.799 362 66.9% 231.872 21 12,90%
4 COSCO Container Lines 1.539.618 285 7,49% 43,79% 943.051 145 596.567 140 38.7% 556.488 35 36.1%
5 Evergreen Line 929.700 187 4,52% 48,31% 548.041 105 381.659 82 41.1% 395.770 41 42.6%
6 Hapag-Lloyd 916.439 170 4,46% 52,77% 506.011 70 410.428 100 44.8% 52.500 5 5.7%
7 Hamburg Süd Group 646.179 133 3,14% 55,91% 292.311 44 353.868 89 54.8% 39.430 9 6.1%
8 Hanjin Shipping 621.243 101 3,02% 58,93% 274.078 37 347.165 64 55.9% 9.030 1 1.5%
9 OOCL 565.113 104 2,75% 61,68% 371.115 51 193.998 53 34.3% 126.600 6 22.4%

10 UASC 564.117 59 2,74% 64,42% 422.335 39 141.782 20 25.1% 59.972 4 10.6%
11 MOL 534.807 90 2,60% 67,02% 151.316 22 383.491 68 71.7% 140.920 8 26.3%
12 APL 531.805 85 2,59% 69,61% 416.095 53 115.710 32 21.8%
13 Yang Ming Marine Transport Corp.520.364 99 2,53% 72,14% 196.481 42 323.883 57 62.2% 140.400 10 27.0%
14 NYK Line 503.358 100 2,45% 74,58% 270.208 46 233.150 54 46.3% 126.000 9 25.0%
15 Hyundai M.M. 400.205 56 1,95% 76,53% 165.080 22 235.125 34 58.8% 40.220 4 10.0%
16 K Line 383.658 67 1,87% 78,40% 80.150 12 303.508 55 79.1% 69.350 5 18.1%
17 Zim 348.820 79 1,70% 80,09% 32.053 7 316.767 72 90.8%
18 PIL (Pacific Int. Line) 338.912 137 1,65% 81,74% 298.682 122 40.230 15 11.9% 141.600 12 41.8%
19 Wan Hai Lines 217.995 88 1,06% 82,80% 168.523 71 49.472 17 22.7%
20 X-Press Feeders Group 138.588 92 0,67% 83,47% 24.830 19 113.758 73 82.1%
21 KMTC 107.245 56 0,52% 84,00% 41.987 25 65.258 31 60.8% 8.200 5 7.6%
22 IRISL Group 96.160 43 0,47% 84,46% 96.160 43 2.288 1 2.4%
23 SITC 86.770 71 0,42% 84,88% 57.321 45 29.449 26 33.9% 1.808 1 2.1%
24 TS Lines 68.917 36 0,34% 85,22% 3.156 2 65.761 34 95.4% 3.600 2 5.2%
25 Arkas Line / EMES 63.519 42 0,31% 85,53% 53.763 34 9.756 8 15.4% 11.016 4 17.3%
26 Simatech 58.900 20 0,29% 85,82% 13.539 5 45.361 15 77.0%
27 RCL (Regional Container L.) 55.658 30 0,27% 86,09% 25.659 20 29.999 10 53.9% 3.376 2 6.1%
28 Quanzhou An Sheng Shg Co 51.451 42 0,25% 86,34% 48.725 36 2.726 6 5.3% 2.400 1 4.7%
29 Zhonggu Shipping 45.764 41 0,22% 86,56% 36.918 20 8.846 21 19.3% 2.500 1 5.5%
30 Grimaldi (Napoli) 45.336 43 0,22% 86,78% 41.969 41 3.367 2 7.4% 15.236 4 33.6%
31 UniFeeder 43.555 41 0,21% 86,99% 43.555 41 100.0%
32 Matson 42.082 25 0,20% 87,20% 40.534 22 1.548 3 3.7% 7.200 2 17.1%
33 Swire Shipping 40.341 29 0,20% 87,39% 35.939 24 4.402 5 10.9%
34 Samudera 38.856 40 0,19% 87,58% 12.278 19 26.578 21 68.4%
35 OEL / Shreyas (Transworld Group)38.227 26 0,19% 87,77% 25.706 17 12.521 9 32.8%
36 Sinokor 37.381 36 0,18% 87,95% 18.293 21 19.088 15 51.1%
37 Sinotrans 36.993 31 0,18% 88,13% 17.165 15 19.828 16 53.6% 16.000 4 43.3%
38 Emirates Shipping Line 36.242 8 0,18% 88,30% 36.242 8 100.0%
39 Meratus 36.061 54 0,18% 88,48% 35.402 49 659 5 1.8%
40 Heung-A Shipping 35.255 31 0,17% 88,65% 11.803 16 23.452 15 66.5% 5.400 3 15.3%
41 Seaboard Marine 33.870 25 0,16% 88,82% 2.418 3 31.452 22 92.9%
42 Salam Pasific 29.801 44 0,14% 88,96% 29.801 44
43 Linea Messina 28.026 13 0,14% 89,10% 23.360 8 4.666 5 16.6%
44 Tanto Intim Line 27.243 46 0,13% 89,23% 27.243 46
45 Namsung Shipping 25.264 29 0,12% 89,35% 20.593 23 4.671 6 18.5% 4.203 3 16.6%
46 NileDutch 25.109 12 0,12% 89,47% 25.109 12 100.0%
47 Ningbo Ocean Shg Co 23.278 34 0,11% 89,59% 11.860 19 11.418 15 49.1% 12.198 9 52.4%
48 Shipping Corp. of India 22.947 6 0,11% 89,70% 14.407 5 8.540 1 37.2%
49 MACS 21.108 12 0,10% 89,80% 13.992 8 7.116 4 33.7%
50 Crowley Liner Services 21.084 20 0,10% 89,90% 6.354 7 14.730 13 69.9% 4.800 2 22.8%

Total

Alphaliner - Top 100 : Operated fleets as per 20 March 2016

Owned Chartered Orderbook
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APPENDIX	–	8	TOP	100	SHIPPING	LINERS	2/2	

 

Source: Alphaliner top 100 

  

Rnk Operator TEU Ships % of market Accumulated TEU Ships TEU Ships % Chart TEU Ships % existing

Total

Alphaliner - Top 100 : Operated fleets as per 20 March 2016

Owned Chartered Orderbook

51 Far Shipping 20.379 14 0,10% 90,00% 20.379 14 100.0%
52 Stream Line (Seatrade BV) 20.367 46 0,10% 90,10% 3.317 11 17.050 35 83.7% 18.072 8 88.7%
53 FESCO 18.797 21 0,09% 90,19% 13.856 17 4.941 4 26.3%
54 Log-In Logistica 16.705 7 0,08% 90,27% 8.964 4 7.741 3 46.3% 8.424 3 50.4%
55 Chun Kyung (CK Line) 16.078 18 0,08% 90,35% 7.951 11 8.127 7 50.5%
56 Tropical Shg / TOTE Maritime 16.026 20 0,08% 90,43% 12.026 15 4.000 5 25.0%
57 Westwood 15.453 7 0,08% 90,51% 15.453 7 100.0%
58 Temas Line 15.398 23 0,07% 90,58% 15.398 23
59 Turkon Line 15.260 9 0,07% 90,66% 12.423 7 2.837 2 18.6%
60 Dole Ocean Liner 14.782 13 0,07% 90,73% 12.258 12 2.524 1 17.1% 1.540 1 10.4%
61 Bengal Tiger Line 13.160 8 0,06% 90,79% 13.160 8 100.0%
62 Shanghai Hai Hua (Hasco) 12.249 18 0,06% 90,85% 10.127 15 2.122 3 17.3% 4.080 4 33.3%
63 Shanghai Jin Jiang 12.238 12 0,06% 90,91% 12.238 12
64 Marfret 12.085 8 0,06% 90,97% 3.525 3 8.560 5 70.8%
65 Qatar Navigation (Milaha) 12.014 11 0,06% 91,03% 6.810 8 5.204 3 43.3%
66 Guangxi Hongxiang Shipping Co11.670 24 0,06% 91,08% 11.670 24
67 Pasha Hawaii Transport Lines 11.570 6 0,06% 91,14% 11.570 6
68 DAL 10.913 4 0,05% 91,19% 1.684 1 9.229 3 84.6%
69 Melfi Marine 10.794 7 0,05% 91,25% 10.794 7 100.0%
70 Peel Ports (BG Freight) 10.489 12 0,05% 91,30% 10.489 12 100.0%
71 Borchard Lines 10.078 11 0,05% 91,35% 5.254 5 4.824 6 47.9%
72 King Ocean 10.059 11 0,05% 91,39% 10.059 11 100.0%
73 Interasia Line 10.020 5 0,05% 91,44% 10.020 5 100.0%
74 Great White Fleet 9.981 9 0,05% 91,49% 4.984 2 4.997 7 50.1%
75 Independent Container Line 9.860 4 0,05% 91,54% 9.860 4 100.0%
76 Containerships OY 9.690 11 0,05% 91,59% 966 1 8.724 10 90.0% 8.280 6 85.4%
77 Dalian Trawind Marine Co 9.326 4 0,05% 91,63% 9.326 4
78 Caribbean Feeder Services 9.294 10 0,05% 91,68% 2.838 4 6.456 6 69.5%
79 MTT Shipping 8.425 7 0,04% 91,72% 7.383 6 1.042 1 12.4%
80 Samskip 8.384 12 0,04% 91,76% 3.942 5 4.442 7 53.0%
81 Taicang Container Lines 7.933 10 0,04% 91,80% 664 2 7.269 8 91.6%
82 Eimskip 7.871 12 0,04% 91,84% 5.425 8 2.446 4 31.1%
83 Boluda Lines 7.503 10 0,04% 91,87% 2.975 5 4.528 5 60.3%
84 Oceanic Cargo Lines 7.169 18 0,03% 91,91% 7.169 18
85 Philippines Span Asia Carrier Corp.6.927 16 0,03% 91,94% 6.927 16
86 Interworld Shipping Agency 6.868 3 0,03% 91,97% 6.718 2 150 1 2.2%
87 Tianjin Marine Shg Co 6.644 4 0,03% 92,01% 6.644 4
88 EAS Datong 6.266 6 0,03% 92,04% 2.028 2 4.238 4 67.6%
89 Marguisa 6.244 4 0,03% 92,07% 6.244 4 100.0%
90 Caraka Tirta Perkasa 6.103 9 0,03% 92,10% 5.873 8 230 1 3.8%
91 Kambara Kisen 5.910 7 0,03% 92,13% 2.947 3 2.963 4 50.1%
92 Goto Shipping 5.899 6 0,03% 92,16% 5.899 6 100.0%
93 Vinalines 5.847 9 0,03% 92,18% 5.847 9
94 Tarros 5.700 4 0,03% 92,21% 5.700 4 100.0%
95 Admiral Feeder Line 5.671 7 0,03% 92,24% 5.331 6 340 1 6.0%
96 SASCO (Sakhalin Shipping Co) 5.552 11 0,03% 92,27% 5.232 10 320 1 5.8%
97 Pan Continental Shg 5.236 6 0,03% 92,29% 4.187 5 1.049 1 20.0% 2.809 2 53.6%
98 Dongjin Shg 5.215 8 0,03% 92,32% 2.797 6 2.418 2 46.4% 1.800 1 34.5%
99 ADNATCO 5.000 4 0,02% 92,34% 2.120 2 2.880 2 57.6%

100 Harbour-Link Group Bhd 4.678 9 0,02% 92,36% 1.914 4 2.764 5 59.1%
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APPENDIX	–	9	SHIPPING	INDUSTRY	TOP	PERFORMERS	

 

Source: CMD 2013 

 

Source: CMD 2014 

 

Source: CMD 2015 
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APPENDIX	10	–	ORDER	BOOK	IN	SHIPPING	INDUSTRY	

 

Source: Alphaliner top 100 

 

 

Source: Alphaliner top 100 

 

APPENDIX	11	-	ORDER	BOOK	OF	SHIPPING	INDUSTRY	COMPETITORS	

 

Source: Own creation based on Alphaliner top 100 and Annual Reports (2015) 
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Orderbook	

Chartered	

Owned	

Maersk	Line
MSC
CMA	CGM
COSCO
Evergreen
Hapag-Lloyd

Total

Owned	Vessels	
TEU

Chartered	
vessels	TEU

%	of	owned	
ships Total	TEU

Orderbook	
TEU

Total
New	TEU

Increase	
in	TEU

New	Market-
Share Difference

1.777.757 1.230.627 59% 3.008.384 396.438 3.404.822 13,2% 14,32% -0,31%
1.052.351 1.605.294 40% 2.657.645 538.587 3.196.232 20,3% 13,44% 0,52%
595.492 1.203.799 33% 1.799.291 231.872 2.031.163 12,9% 8,54% -0,21%
943.051 596.567 61% 1.539.618 556.488 2.096.106 36,1% 8,82% 1,33%
548.041 381.659 59% 929.700 395.770 1.325.470 42,6% 5,57% 1,05%
506.011 410.428 55% 916.439 52.500 968.939 5,7% 4,08% -0,38%

10.851.077 13.022.732

TEU	Current TEU	Outlook
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APPENDIX	12	-	FINANCIAL	DEVELOPMENT	OF	SHIPPING	INDUSTRY	COMPETITORS	

 

Source: Own creation based on an Annual Reports (2013, 2014 and 2015) 

 

 

APPENDIX	13	–MAJOR	DEVELOPMENTS	IN	THE	STRUCTURE	OF	THE	OIL	INDUSTRY	

 

Source: Handout Maersk 

  

Maersk	Line
MSC
CMA	CGM
COSCO
Evergreen
Hapag-Lloyd

2015 2014 2013 2015 2014 2013 2015 2014 2013
6,11% 9,66% 6,12% 41,80% 37,76% 42,94% 1,16 1,69 1,36

-																					 -																					 -																		 -														 -																		 -																					 -															 -															 -															
4,29% 4,16% 3,34% 62,13% 65,22% 68,19% 1,21 1,17 1,04
3,06% 0,76% -2,29% 69,68% 71,13% 73,98% 1,59 1,41 1,34

-																					 2,25% -1,14% -														 65,67% 65,62% 0,00 1,41 1,66
1,57% -8,70% -1,37% 54,45% 58,70% 58,05% 0,65													 0,82 0,91

Core	EBIT	Margin Total	debt	ratio Current	ratio
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APPENDIX	14	–	QUANTITATIVE	SOURCE	DATA	(MAERSK	OIL)	

 

  

Source: Output from regression analysis 
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APPENDIX	15	–	QUANTITATIVE	SOURCE	DATA	(MAERSK	LINE)	

 

 

Source: Output from regression analysis 
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APPENDIX	16	–	QUANTITATIVE	SOURCE	DATA	(MISC)	

 

 

Source: Output from regression analysis 
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APPENDIX	17	–	REGRESSION	ASSUMPTION	ON	HOMOSCEDASTICITY	(1)	

 

 

Source: Output from regression analysis 

APPENDIX	18	–	REGRESSION	ASSUMPTION	ON	HOMOSCEDASTICITY	(2)	

 

 

Source: Output from regression analysis 
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APPENDIX	19	–	REGRESSION	ASSUMPTION	ON	LINEARITY	AND	ADDIVITY	

 

 

Source: Output from regression analysis 

APPENDIX	20	–	STATISTICAL	INDEPENDENCE	

 

 

Source: Output from regression analysis 
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APPENDIX	21	–	REGRESSION	ASSUMPTION	ON	NORMALITY	

 

 

Source: Output from regression analysis 

APPENDIX	22	–	FACTORS	AFFECTING	SAMPLE	SIZE	CALCULATIONS	

 

 

Source: www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3409926/table/T1/ 
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APPENDIX	23:	INTERVIEW	GUIDES	

Interview guide for Adam John Newton  

Head of External Relations & Communications at Maersk Oil & Gas A/S 

Information 

• Do you mind if we record? 

• Introduction 

• Structure of thesis 

• Contribution: Present and future 

• The overall themes of the interview  

• Informal interview 

Guiding themes for the interview 

A. Current changes in the industry  

B. Maersk Oil’s position in the industry 

C. Key competitors  

D. The outlook for the industry 

E. The future for Maersk Oil 

A - Current changes in the industry  

Since the second half of 2014 we have seen a significant drop in oil prices reaching a level that we haven’t 
seen since the financial crisis.  

1. Can you elaborate on the most important macroeconomic factors that we see impacting the current 

price? 

2. Do you see any changes in the industry that can force the prices to a higher (or lower) equilibrium? 

(talks about freezing production levels at the moment) 

B - Maersk Oil’s position in the industry 

3. How has Maersk oil reacting to the change in circumstances (i.e. lower oil prices + political 

turmoil)? 

a. Budget (cut in OPEX and CAPEX), Cost efficiency, Strategy (abandoning certain projects 

and refocusing on onshore and low cost production) 

4. In your opinion, has Maersk Oil been able to adapt and perform under the new circumstances? 

Maersk Oil is specialized in development and delivers on projects where other oil companies have not been 
able to deliver value, with Qatar being the perfect example.  
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5. What do you see as the biggest competitive advantage of Maersk Oil? 

a. Technology / Financial stability / Knowledge / Experience / Economies of scale 

C - Key competitors 

In the industry we have the national oil companies, super major, majors and so on.  

6. Who do you see as your key competitors / who do you benchmark yourself against? 

7. After identifying the main competitors, how do you see their performance during the drop in oil 

prices compared to Maersk Oil? 

8. Earlier we discussed the competitive advantages of Maersk Oil, how do you compare these to your 

main competitors? Do you see any overlaps? 

9. How do you see Maersk Oil’s portfolio (deep-water, onshore, etc.) compared to the main 

competitors? 

D - The outlook for the industry  

We see that many analysts, organizations and institutions have different views on where the industry is 
moving. They all seem to agree that the industry is facing increased volatility: 

10. What is your take on the industry, both in a short-term and long-term perspective? 

a. New technology, increased demand, new trends, consolidation... 

You mentioned a growing belief that demand for oil might drop significantly over the long term, due to the 
switch to bio-fuels:  

11. Is it still an attractive industry to be present in for Maersk Oil? 

E - The future of Maersk Oil 

12. Maersk Oil has a 2020 strategy of reaching 400,000 barrels, is this still possible and if so, how will 

the organization reach this goal? 

13. Following the previous question, will Maersk Oil be able to cut down production from high cost 

fields to lower its overall break-even price? (Current break-even is 55-65) 

14. Can you imagine a situation, where Maersk Group would completely or partially divest its oil 

business? 

15. If we consider a situation where Maersk Oil will not get its license in Qatar extended, will Maersk 

Oil still be a ‘big enough’ player to stay competitive in the industry? 

The business focus of the Group is referred to as shipping and energy, not oil and gas. 

16. Do you think it is possible to expand Maersk Oil & Gas to other energy segments and have a broader 

focus - a bit like Dong Energy? 
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In your e-mail you mentioned decommissioning as a possible opportunity to earn a ROIC of 10 %.  

17. Do you see other areas where MOG can potentially make money?  

Interview guide for Graham Slack  

Chief Economist at A.P. Moller - Maersk, Group Strategy Office 

Information 

• Do you mind if we record? 

• Introduction 

• Structure of thesis 

• Contribution: Present and future 

• The overall themes of the interview  

• Informal interview 

Guiding themes for the interview 

A. Current trends in the oil industry 

B. Outlook for the oil industry 

C. Current trends in the container shipping industry 

D. Outlook for the container shipping industry 

E. Conglomerate perspective and the future of the Maersk Group 

A - Current trends in the oil industry 

1. Do you see any general tendencies in the oil industry at the moment? 

a. Consolidations/Divestments/Survival? 

2. Which capabilities do you think are the most important drivers of success in the industry at the 

moment?  

a. Cost reductions/efficient production, exploration, offshore/onshore, etc. 

3. Do you think the capabilities and current business model/structure of Maersk fits the changing 

market conditions? 

B - Outlook of the oil industry 

4. Do you still see adequate profit potential in the industry in the future? 

5. Do you see the price of oil increasing significantly within the foreseeable future? (i.e. do you see any 

reason that supply would decrease or demand would increase?) 
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6. Why would countries like Venezuela, whose economy depends so much on oil, agree to decrease 

production? 

C - Current trends in the container shipping industry 

Following the financial crisis we have seen a significant drop in freight rates. Recently the rates have 
reached the lowest point in the past twenty years and especially the important Asia-Europe trade struggles: 

7. Can you elaborate on the most important macroeconomic factors that we see impacting current 

freight rates? 

8. What has caused the current supply and demand imbalance? 

We see some strong tendencies in the industry with bigger vessels, slow steaming, environmental focus, 
strategic alliance and focus on technology.  

9. How are these tendencies/changes impacting Maersk Line and the industry as such? 

10. What capabilities do you think will be the most important in the shipping industry in the future? 

11. Will it continue to be a price-fight, or can reliability, service quality or other sources of 

differentiation become relevant again? 

D - Outlook of the container shipping industry 

We see the Chinese growth rates that are slowing down and a Europe that is stagnating. There are a lot of 
geopolitical crises and general uncertainty in the global society 

12. From Maersk’s perspective, where do you see the most important macroeconomic changes and will 

the global growth struggle in the long run? 

It seems like there is a consensus amongst industry experts and analysts that a ‘sustainable’ consolidation 
have to happen before freight rates will elevate.  

13. What is your take on consolidation and something has to happen in the shipping industry? 

14. What will have to happen before we will see freight rates stabilizing at a higher price?  

15. Given the struggles in the industry, do you believe that the industry is still attractive to be in? 

E - Conglomerate perspective 

Historically there has been a hedge between the shipping and oil industry where bunker prices decrease with 
oil prices, while low oil prices would further spark growth (shipping demand) due to lower production cost 
and higher disposable income would lead to more consumption. Today, it seems like the oil price is 
negatively impacting the global economy as a whole and that Maersk has been hit by what is called the 
perfect storm 

16. Can you elaborate on how the hedge has worked for Maersk? 

17. Why has it previously worked to combine oil and shipping in a portfolio? 
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18. What has changed the effect of the hedge? Why doesn’t it work any longer? 

19. Fuels savings going to customers, low oil price not driving growth, but is rather creating global 

uncertainty 

Maersk has recently been called an oil stock and we have seen a strong correlation in the movements 
between the Maersk stock and the oil price 

20. Do you believe Maersk’s business exposure towards oil is that significant, or can it be attributed to a 

psychological reaction? 

21. Do you believe that the Maersk stock is generally over- or under-valued? 

22. I.e. do you think the stock is being punished for a seemingly high exposure to uncertain markets 

even though the firm is still a top performer in its respective industries? 

23. Do you see a conglomerate with exposure towards oil and global growth, two of the most 

unpredictable and uncertain markets, being attractive? 

Maersk has recently divested areas that diversified the portfolio and decrease its risk profile.  

24. Looking past the current crisis, what can Maersk, as a conglomerate, do to mitigate a situation like 

this in the future? 

To put it on an edge, the two main industries are, if not already mature/declining, moving towards a mature 
stage with stagnating or declining growth.  

25. In the long run, not only looking 5-10 years ahead, is it realistic that we see Maersk move into new 

areas, a diversification strategy to look for growth opportunities or diversify the current risk 

exposure? 

a. Sustainable energy, increase presence in logistics 

26. Do you see any macroeconomic developments that can give rise to new opportunities for Maersk? 

27. What do you think the effect is going to be, in both the short and the long term, from new 

technologies like 3D printing, alternative fuel sources and a shift to greener means of transportation? 

a. 3D printing could perhaps move production back to the home country, alternative fuel 

sources can decrease the demand for oil 

Interview guide for Martin Herrstedt  

Head of Business Finance Commercial at Maersk Line 

Information 

• Do you mind if we record? 

• Introduction 
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• Structure of thesis 

• Contribution: Present and future 

• The overall themes of the interview  

• Informal interview 

Guiding themes for the interview 

A. Background of the container shipping industry 

B. Trends in the industry 

C. Maersk Line’s position (competitive advantages) 

D. Key competitors 

E. The outlook for the industry 

A - Background of the container shipping industry 

Just to start out easy and for us to get the basic understanding 

1. Can you take us through the value chain of the logistics business? 

2. Can you elaborate on where the Maersk Group and Maersk Line are present and contribute? 

B - Tendencies in the container shipping industry 

Following the financial crisis we have seen a significant drop in freight rates. Recently the rates have 
reached the lowest point in the past twenty years and especially the important Asia-Europe trade struggles: 

3. Can you elaborate on the most important macroeconomic factors that we see impacting current 

freight rates? 

a. What has caused the current supply and demand imbalance? (Lower than anticipated growth 

in Asia and stagnation in Europe and oversupply) 

It seems like there are some strong tendencies in the industry with bigger vessels, slow steaming, 
environmental focus, strategic alliance and focus on technology. 

4. Can you elaborate on some of the most important changes and how these are impacting Maersk Line 

and the industry as a whole? 

a. Are the tendencies partially responsible for the oversupply of vessels we see in the sea at the 

moment? 
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C - Maersk Line’s competitive advantages 

Maersk Line has since the second half of 2012 had a gap to its peers above the target of 5% gap to its peers. 

5. What has enabled Maersk Line to distance all of its competitors and deliver solid results while the 

entire industry is bleeding? 

a. Bigger vessels, slow steaming, technology and a lean organization? All leading to a more 

cost efficient organization 

6. Is the key competitive advantage to be able to operate at lower costs compared to competitors? 

7. Do you see sustainability, reliability, customer service and the like as ways for Maersk to 

differentiate itself from the competitors? 

8. Do you see synergies between Maersk Line and other parts of the Maersk Group in terms of offering 

customers a better ‘package’? And in terms of a competitive edge? 

9. The strong cost focus seems like a new tendency, what enable Maersk Line to become the biggest 

container shipping liner in the world? 

a. Other competencies, capital or first mover advantage? 

D - Competitors 

In terms of competitors there was quite a bit of media attention to the fact that MSC will overtake Maersk 
Line’s position as the biggest container shipping line for a period of time. 

10. How do you see the competitive landscape - is it strong, weak or?  

a. Has it changed the past years? 

11. Are the different players better/worse positioned compared to Maersk Line in  terms of operating 

efficiency? 

a. MSC, CMA CGM, Hapag-Lloyd, COSCOCS, Evergreen Line...  

E - Outlook for the container shipping industry 

We see the Chinese growth rates that are slowing down and a Europe that is in stagnation. There are a lot of 
geopolitical crises and general uncertainty in the global society 

12. From Maersk’s perspective, where do you see the most important macroeconomic changes and will 

the global growth struggle in the long run? 
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It seems like there is a consensus amongst industry experts and analysts that a ‘sustainable’ consolidation 
have to happen before freight rates will elevate.  

13. What is your take on consolidation and something has to happen in the shipping industry? 

We have already seen Hapaq-Lloyd buying CSAV, CMA CGM buying NOL and two Chinese lines merging, 
while MSC are pursuing a more aggressive organic growth. 

14. Where do you see Maersk Line’s role in the consolidation process? 

a. Currently it is neutral and growth with the market, while competitors are growing faster 

The fact that something will have to happen before freight rates can elevate back to previous levels.  

15. Is it an attractive industry to in? 

16. Given the high competition, will Maersk Line be able to deliver a ROIC on 8.5%, as is the long-term 

goal for the Maersk Group? 

Currently, it seems like the only parameter for customers is price. 

17. Is there a need, across all firms in the industry, for differentiation to allow for a profitable business to 

flourish? 

a. In terms of reliability, sustainability, other means of containers (new reefer), better service, 

easier booking, different solutions 

18. What do you think will be the main parameter for shipping lines to be profitable in the future will 

be? 

19. Within the industry, are people talking about technologies that can potentially disrupt the global 

trade industry?  

b. Have read some articles about 3D printers that have the potential to bring production back to 

the Western World and even into private homes? 

Interview guide for Jacob Pedersen 

Chef Analytiker hos Sydbank 

Introduktion 

• Hvem vi er? 

• Struktur på afhandlingen 
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• Deres bidrag: eksternt syn 

• Overordnede emner 

Guiding themes for the interview 

A. Maersk som virksomhed 

B. Nuværende tendenser i olie og shipping industrierne 

C. Fremtidsudsigt for olie og shipping industrierne 

D. Værdien af Mærsk aktien 

A - Maersk som virksomhed 

1. Hvor gode er Maersk Oil og Maersk Line til de forskellige stadier af deres value chain, 

sammenlignet med deres konkurrenter? 

o Starte med Maersk Oil derefter Maersk Line 

§ I forhold til at have en effektiv organisation, styre omkostninger, have de rigtige 

capabilities, osv. 

2. Hvad er dit syn på de synergier, der er mellem de forskellige forretningsben i organisationen? 

o Giver det mening at have olie og shipping samlet under et moderselskab? 

3. Hvem er MOG’s direkte konkurrenter? / Hvordan ville du definere den tætteste konkurrent? 

4. Er der signifikant værdi at hente i downstream aktiviteter for Maersk Oil, eller er det ‘standardiseret’ 

for hele industrien (i.e. afhængige af tredjeparter, som er ens for alle spillere)? 

B - Fremtidsudsigt for olie og shipping industrierne 

OPEC og andre snakker om, at vi allerede i 2060 kan se en verden, der ikke er afhængige af olie og priser er 
på nuværende tidspunkt på det laveste niveau i mange år.  

1. Er der er fremtid inden for olie, hvor Maersk med deres styrker kan være profitable of levere den 

omsætning, der ønskes internt i Mærsk Gruppen? 

Umiddelbart er de fleste analytikere enige om, at der i container shipping industrien skal ske en form for 
konsolidering før de forskellige spillere vil blive profitable. Der er allerede sket store opkøb, hvor Mærsks 
direkte konkurrenter har investeret 

2. Hvordan tror du Mærsks rolle i konsolideringen vil blive? 

3. Vil en konsolidering være nok til at skabe profit i industrien, eller har de nye tendenser med større 

skibe skabt en for stor ulighed, der ikke kan rettes op på kort tid? 

MSC har været aggressive de sidste år og har også en mere aggressiv ordrebog sammenlignet med Mærsk.  

4. Hvordan ser du MSC og er de en reel udfordrer til Mærsks titel som den største i industrien?  
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a. Eventuelt også nævne konkurrenter som CMA CGM og Hapaq-Lloyd? 

Du nævner selv flere gange ‘den perfekte storm’ og at det dårligt kan blive værre for Mærsk i øjeblikket 

5. Mener du dermed, at der er større upside potentiale end downside, i aktien? 

6. Hvilke tegn ser du på forbedring på tværs af segmenterne? 

C - Værdien af Mærsk aktien 

Flere har på det seneste karakteriseret Mærsks aktie som værende en olie aktie, hvor korrelationen med 
olieprisen har været signifikant.  

7. Mener du, at prisen på Mærsk aktien i dag er under eller overvurderet i forhold til, hvordan firmaet 

performer?  

8. Hvad er dit syn på conglomerate discount? Er Mærsk Gruppen signifikant undervurderet i forhold 

til, hvad den kunne være som individuelle virksomheder? 

9. Har de seneste frasalg mindsket denne conglomerate discount? 

Vi kan se, at der har været snak om at investere mere i logistik eller anden form for diversifikation.  

10. Tror du det er sandsynligt, at vi ser Mærsk gå ud og investere i virksomheder og områder, der på 

nuværende tidspunkt ikke er inden for deres kerneområde? (også med tanke på, at de har frasolgt 

detail og bank) 

11. hvad kunne være interessante emner for diversificering? 

Mærsk har mange penge, eller i hvert fald en lav debt ratio.  

12. Hvordan ser du disse blive brugt bedst?  

13. Hvis der ikke kan findes gode investeringsmuligheder inden for kerneområderne, burde Mærsk så 

tilbagebetale mere til investorerne? 

D - Nuværende tendenser i olie og shipping industrierne 

14. Kan du nævne nogle af vigtigste makroøkonomiske tendenser vi ser påvirke Maersk Gruppen 

generelt? 

15. Hvilke tendenser ser vi i industrierne og hvordan påvirker de Maersk Oil og Maersk Line? 

a. Maersk Oil: Cost focus, OPEC reagerer ikke som normalt 

b. Maersk Line: Large vessels, slow steaming, etc. 
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APPENDIX	24:	INTERVIEW	WITH	ADAM	JOHN	NEWTON	

Head of external relations and communications at Maersk Oil 

Date:   25/2-2016 at 14:30 – 15:30 

Place:  Esplanaden 50 

Participants:  Adam John Newton  

  Morten Normann Nielsen 

  Troels Hedegaard 

< Start of recording > 

Morten: That is also the first thing we wanted to talk about, the industry and the changes.  

Adam: Graham is interesting in regards to that. In oil sense you got two businesses, you got a contractor 
firm and an upstream firm, who have slightly different views and triggers or strategic decisions. We need 
certainty over a kind of 30-year window where a firm like Drilling requires much less. It makes its decision 
on building and having a rig, which provides a contract.  

Morten: As a firm, as being Maersk Oil, is changes in the industry something you pay close attention to, 
monitor daily to. Does that affect you in the daily business or is it more for the longer-term perspective?  

Adam: I mean, it governs near-term decisions, because of current oil price; you have weekly and monthly 
earnings impact, which is pretty hard to balance at the current oil price. Generally there is sort of a price 
cycle and the dynamics of that price cycle give you a picture, which helps you make strategic decisions that 
have a 5, 10 and 20 years time frame. We are obviously looking at whether or not the current position is a 
more a long-term cycle or a bit related to geopolitical activity. But as a business, the answer, I guess, is both. 
You have to be able to gear your business decisions to remain profitable at current oil price, but still on the 
right strategic track for the project you going to build and deliver a return over a 10 20 year period, which 
when you are spending that sort of money you do to build a project like Culzean or Johan Sverdrup in 
Norway, you need a certainty for return through the much longer term cycle. 

Morten: Going back to the oil price and the factors setting that at the moment. Do you see anything in the 
industry now, I know there have been talks about freezing the production, but do you see anything that can 
force the price up to a higher, or maybe even a lower equilibrium, a lower price, higher price? 

Adam: I think what you see, as of middle of last year, it is very clear that the normal response mechanisms 
for pushing oil prices up to reduce the amount of supply in the system normally through OPEC that the 
Saudis who more or less kind of controlling that activity, were not going to respond as they previously had. 
They were, without necessarily being completely comfortable, better able to withstand a lower oil price, 
because it would put more pressure on their neighbors, if they wanted to keep on putting that pressure on. 
Namely Iran, coming out of sanctions so it is clear that whilst Saudi and OPEC continues to maintain their 
position on output that is not going to reduce supply and therefore the supply is not going to drive the price 
higher. At the same time volumes of available onshore oil in the US continue to ensure that the US, that has 
always been one of the biggest importers, is more or less independent. And you have Chinese growth 
narrowing right, which also mean that another big user that is not importing as much. So the trinity of 
factors: OPEC, US and emerging markets, in particular Chinese demand are likely to keep it low. The sorts 
of things that can push it up is massive geopolitical instability, if you look at the Middle-East you would not 
bet against a huge continued disruption, but it is just about what would have to be impacting Saudi and Saudi 
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production before it will really have a price effect. If the kinds of geopolitical wobble are not going to affect 
it, it will have to be something pretty massive. 

Morten: Is there any change that the low oil price will push out producers to an extent that it will actually 
lower the price? Or will have to see some kind of macroeconomic events? 

Adam: Sorry, push out producers? 

Morten: The producers in the US who have a higher average cost compared to Saudi Arabia so they would 
be forced to leave the market because they lose so much money? 

Adam: There are a lot of producers who are struggling to remain solvent. You are hearing about smaller 
independent operators having to go back and refinance their debt or declare bankruptcy or sell assets 
everyday. It was a, I think they were called First Oil in the UK who declared bankruptcy just this week. You 
hear, all the time smaller companies that need to find more elaborate solutions to covering their debt and the 
issue for most of them is that they build their economic models around oil prices assumptions of 60+ dollars. 
There are even companies that are just about surviving requiring price nearer to 100 dollars before they 
going to be profitable. So life is deeply uncomfortable for them. Maersk Oil is in a slightly better position, as 
we have a shrinking production, relatively cheap shallow water, offshore production or onshore production, 
which cost less, but most of that is not profitable at the current oil price either.  

Troels: You do not think that this is something that can affect supply, because they are so small? 

Adam: No, because if you look at the breakdown of who produces what, the volumes that are produced by 
the private oil companies is tiny by comparison to the national oil companies. Saudi, Russia, Qatar, the 
OPEC countries. The question, which I guess is behind the geopolitics of all of this, is what oil prices can the 
economies like Venezuela and Russia and other place sustain. Angola is a really good example, you will 
have go and to look up the numbers, but the impact on Angolan GDP from projects being cancelled or stalled 
or slowed is absolutely enormous and is a country, which is almost. National economy is almost going into 
recession, because of the changes in deep water. So it is not out of the question that you see whole 
economies being driven towards an increased stressed. Most of the big, certainly middle eastern countries, 
which we saw at the Arab spring have certain financial reserves, which enables them to keep their 
populations relative sweet, basically handing out cash in places like Bahrain. Other countries are certainly 
not comfortable if you are Venezuela, which is one very key example of a country, which the type of the oil 
they have requires quite high production costs. They are really struggling in the current environment. But 
most of the consensus view, at least as far of the OPEC countries concern, is that Iran is without sanctions 
and Saudi Arabia are pulling all the strings they possible can to remain very tight on stopping Iran from 
benefiting hugely from its freedom to produce and trade. 

Morten: We change the focus a little bit to Maersk Oil. How was the initial reaction to the change in 
circumstances in the market? That we see a lower price? Budget wise, efficiency and maybe strategy areas?  

Adam: I think, Maersk like most, we are not a fully private company, but let us talk about private oil 
independent oil companies, was pretty poor in terms of its ability to manage its cost base when the oil price 
was high. So what we saw on a historical trend, you probably saw from finance, we lead OPEX per barrel 
cost rocked while oil price was still north of 80 dollars. So when we started to look at ways in which we 
could reduce cost base, we started from a position where we were in a pretty poor shape compared to 
competition companies which had either been tighter in control in with their cost or had foreseen lower oil 
price sooner than it came. That being said, I think we were pretty quick in reacting to the price coming down 
and we were able to set pretty clear target to reduce 20 % of our operating expenditures over a 2 year period. 
So at the start of 2015 and we have successfully delivered, you will have to look at the financial result, do 
not quote me on it, but we had a about 12 % reduction in 2015, on target for 20 % by the end of 2016 and 
then match that with a large cut in kind of human resources as well. Which corresponds to fewer activities 
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and the other piece we were able to do, we were, we made a success of a failure almost, because we had not 
gone ahead and taken investment decisions in some of our major capital projects like Chissonga. We had not 
gone ahead and spent tons of money on something, which would then going to be effectively in the red, as a 
result of the oil price dropping. Deep water projects needs 80 plus dollars. Because we had not taken 
investment decisions on that we were not committed to building something where we would be struggling to 
make money, so the fact that that project has moved forward more slowly than we anticipated affected our 
production forecast, but we had not made a capital investment in it that we were going to lose out on and that 
keep us in relatively good shape compared to other companies.  

Morten: The cut in human resources is that mainly related to Chissonga project, people letting go, is that 
more broadly? 

Adam: I think it is proportionally linked to changing the way we operate or cutting whole operations, so if 
you look at something like the UK we were able to take out, I do not know what the percentage would be, 
but probably 10-15 % of our total UK workforce by announcing the early ending of the Janice project, one of 
our older projects that was not economic. So there is immediately a quite significantly headcount saving 
from taking whole assets out of the portfolio, but I think across the board we have cut and reorganized the 
way we operate in most of the functions, there has been a huge growth or some of the technical disciplines 
where we simply did not do the kind of work we were expected to do, so cut in terms of disciplines and 
looking at how you provide the functional activities in the most efficient way and potentially outsourcing 
some of that activity, as the rest of the group has, to call center in India, service center is in India. So all the 
usual levers that you can pull, which helps you to get towards the OPEX that we were looking at, but I think, 
I do not want you to quote me for this, as there are far more clever people understanding this better than me, 
but reducing cost by 20 % across the board, which sounds like an enormous amount and which is a 
significant amount, but it can be done through a sort of a trimming exercise where you get to the point where 
you are trying to manage your cost to accommodate the oil price we are now seeing. You are looking at a 
very different kind of cost cutting, you are then into deep lasting surgical procedure, which involves looping 
of entire parts of business. So put another way, there is very little in our business, little in anybody else that 
is economic at 40 dollars on a long-term basis. Saudi Arabia might be the only place. So you will have to 
look at the whole portfolio and what you want to start spending money on and if you want to grow, as we 
want to. Where are you going to spend money, where you can make money at those kind of lower oil prices, 
so you start to look at different kind of assets? 

Morten: So is there a kind of a strategic decision to move away from, you can say offshore projects, at least 
when the oil price is as it is now, and getting licenses onshore like the five you got in Africa? 

Adam: The strategic choice is to look is to continue to operate what we have in terms of mature fields in and 
increasingly cost effectively way, because we still see value. Whether that is value at 30 dollars or 50 dollars 
is a slightly different discussion. But in terms of growth there is certainly opportunities emerging, 
particularly in onshore in the likes of Kenya and Ethiopia, which enables you to get in at a relatively low and 
have some certainty about future production volumes and buying into that at the current market for around 
the same cost as you want to spend on producing from exploration discovery. So there are those 
opportunities, and there is also, we talked a little bit about distressed companies and distressed assets. There 
are increasingly things that for debt obligations have to be sold to cover bank loans and things, and we are 
looking very hard at those kind of things. In that respect Maersk benefits, this is probably a comment in 
general about the group, without being completely beholden to the quarterly reporting cycle of the market, 
we can take a slightly more opportunistic counter-cyclical view and the group were talking publicly about a 
year ago about a significantly numbers of billions spent on asset acquisition, they are probably talking about 
fewer, but still some billions in acquisition that they want to do. So the money is there you just want to be 
sure that you are taking the right decisions at this point, because a lot of what is on sale is on sale due to the 
market. Not everything for sale is brilliant and you do not necessarily get the good stuff without trading into 
the bad stuff.  
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Morten: would you say, or your opinion on, has Maersk Oil been able to adapt and perform under the new 
circumstances or the new environment? Both in terms of living up to the goals you set out or maybe also 
compared to the competitors - the ability to adapt and change? 

Adam: Certainly compared to our peer-group competitions, so the sort of mid-cap, mid-size oil companies 
of roughly, if you look at the capital markets day presentation you will see you we are talking about. But 
people like BG as they were before Shell bought them, or Hess, or Tullow, or Apache - that group, they are 
probably a 150.000 or 500.000 barrels a day entitlement production, so we are sort of the middle of that, 
maybe slightly below the midpoint. Business performance wise we are absolutely nailing it, we are growing 
our production where everyone is shrinking. We have sanctioned projects like Culzean and our share in 
Johan Sverdrup where others are cancelling and deferring projects. We have reduced the operating per barrel 
cost by about 30 % while at the same time raising production overall. SO that is telling you two things, either 
we were operating at ridiculously high cost to start with or that we are doing some of the right things that are 
enabling us to run the business better. We have also done the best safety performance that the business has 
ever had over the last 12 months. So the underlying business performance is pretty remarkable considering 
the kind of the business environment that we are in. Seen in the context of the overall value of the business 
we have had to write of an enormous amount of value because the relative values of our assets have shrunk, 
because of oil price. And that is not necessary a story that is easily told because people are very hard on 
headline figures. 

Morten: you talked a little bit about having the Group in the back and financial stability. Beside from that 
obviously being a competitive advantage for Maersk Oil - where do you see the biggest advantages for 
Maersk Oil - what is giving you an edge on your performance or as a company? 

Adam: Of what we are currently operating today, the portfolio is relatively low cost. Certainly compared to 
the companies I have talked about that have bet their future success on far higher oil prices. So I think that is 
one of the main things. I think we are increasingly getting better at operating in late life fields and there are a 
lot of those. We will probably need to get better in terms of managing projects through to decommissioning 
at the end of their life. But we are certainly in the North Sea growing our presence in the mature field space, 
which someone is going to make money of that and it might as well be Maersk. And that is by focusing our 
efforts more on our capabilities, which kind of got us famous in the first place doing big strong integrative 
multiple face projects, mostly shallow water, mostly complex subsurface. That kind of activities. So focus 
very hard on delivering in our capability sweet spot. So I think that is a big plus for us. 

We have, there is good and bad thing in this, we have well-established and deep relationships in certain parts 
of the world; obviously in Denmark, high market and very important, we are the strongest of the companies 
here in Denmark. But it is a country that has professed its desire to be carbon neutral by 2050, so the country 
is sort of hooked on the revenues it takes out of oil and gas and if not the existence of the oil and gas industry 
in the first place. There is somewhere like Qatar, which is obviously subject to a tender at the moment. We 
have a pretty strong technical history and position, we have made a lot of money for Qatar and delivered 
successfully for them, but at the same time we have disproportionate invested in maintaining that position 
and we are now in a position where we have to keep fighting to sustain that beyond 2017, so where the 
relationship are strong they are very good and we know how to do that. We have not necessarily really 
understood how to leverage that into other times of operating markets. Where we have grown in UK it was 
through a fairly simple acquisition in the middle of the last decade, which is now delivered quite a lot of 
value, but was not done brilliantly at the time. So the next question is where we need to be stronger, if 
believe there is value to be had from acquiring stuff through M&A activities, then how you integrate that 
into your existing portfolio and make money out of the economies of scale you can create. We are investing 
a lot of time and effort in understanding that, because that is where most value is eroded in the deal space, is 
the integration phase.  

Morten: If we say the key capabilities you have as firm, especially those you got from being the North Sea, 
could that also be a reason why projects, say Mexican Gulf, Brazil, did not turn out as you expected, because 
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you tried to apply some capabilities to a new area where it did not really work? Or what that other 
circumstances than capabilities? 

Adam: There is a whole bunch of explanations; the Gulf of Mexico has been pretty successful. The projects 
we have invested in a non-operated sense have delivered on time, on budget, and they are returning 
reasonable value to us considering they are deep-water projects. So the problem is that, the issue in the Gulf 
of Mexico is a strategic decision of the Group not to seek to be an operator of those projects after Macondo 
and after deep-water Horizon and if you make that decision, then you will only ever be a certain type of 
company in that environment. The real money, the real fame comes from being an operator. So if we are not 
going to go into new licenses and operate them, then the chances of us building successful non-operating 
position bigger than the scale we current have is not than high. 

Brazil different circumstance. We bought at the very top of the market with all the best intention. It may be 
one of those examples of relying too much of the subsurface analysis told you and not credible questioning 
the economics of paying what we did. Although it was not out of whack with other acquisition done in the 
same time frame. It was a simple case of what we thought there was not there, so the ongoing exploration 
and appraisal was unsuccessful. So I do not think that is necessary is about our capabilities, it is about an 
attempt to diversify the portfolio into an area where plenty of other people were making plenty of money, but 
we bet on the wrong horse. Now it is probably a question about, an insight about the extend you move 
outside your core capabilities or your core geographies to target growth and I think we would be less likely 
to go to a completely new international operating environment. At least to try and operate, without being 
clear that it was technically within our gifts. So when we did strategy work in 2015, we talked about 
capabilities and the idea that you take one step away from your existing capability, but you only do that in 
terms of one step in technical in a technical sense or one step in a non-technical sense. You do not try and do 
a new type of technology and in a whole new political risk environment. And if you were to put an example 
around that and put Maersk in as an operator now in deep-water Malaysia, you would be doing just that. You 
would be in a new technical space and new policies above ground risk space, which Maersk companies of 
our size would think twice about doing. 

I think the challenge is that you look at, it is going, and I will come back to it. Sorry I saw you drawing 
something and I was about to say that there is a couple of models or things, which explains that kind of 
adjacency strategies. Oh no, the other thing I was going to say is from a strategy point of view. Do you take 
large bets on fewer things or do you take smaller bets on more things and what we have typically done, 
because of the size of the shares we have had in Denmark and Qatar is seeing yourself of being operators 
with enormous chunks of staff, so we have a relatively large share of Culzean and a relatively large share in 
Chissonga. That is not necessarily keeping with the rest of the mid-cap. In our industry they tend to be 
smaller involvements in more placements or have multiples investments in countries, whereas we have big 
pieces of fewer pies. 

Morten: Can you mention just a few of your key competitors, just so it is easy for us to look at it afterwards 
and benchmark? 

Adam: As I said there is a slide of the 2015 capital markets day presentation, which got a graph showing 
production and the names against them. BG is definitely in there, although now they would not be, because 
they will not exist as an independent company. Hess, US Company, Marathon, US Company with a mix US 
and international portfolio. Murphy, Talisman, I think they were bought by Repsol, and Apache as well. 
Tullow, are definitely in there. Nobel Energy, it is different to Noble drilling, Nobel. But that is the sort of 
companies we compare us to. So we have done the benchmarking more on the absolute size compared to 
them doing more onshore than offshore. Some of them have changed their portfolios, gotten out of the North 
Sea. The Americans oil firms have tended to focus much more back home on local production 
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Morten: So if we look at these competitors, how do you see, you talked about the competitive advantages of 
Maersk Oil, how do you see the competitive advantages compared to the competitors? Do you have some 
capabilities or portfolio that is, I do not know, better? 

Troels: Is there overlap, or do you specialize in something different? 

Adam: So there is certainly overlap in terms of portfolio, most of these have in the last 5-10 years had a 
quite mixed portfolio of onshore and offshore, high exposure, political risk, emerging markets, non-OECD 
countries and more sort of predictable OECD. So most of those in there would have a presence in Europe, 
European North Sea. Some, I do not know if all of them are still there today, places like the middle-east, in 
those sort of more mature middle eastern market and then a selection of more out there frontier environment. 
Tullow for example is a company that we have been doing quite a bit more work with, as we have been 
looking on onshore Africa and they have made their portfolio much more about opportunities in Africa, both 
onshore and offshore. Nobel have through certain exploration successes gotten much more into relatively 
high political risk environments like eastern Mediterranean, offshore Beirut, offshore Cyprus, offshore Israel. 
BG is obviously very different, because their value chain focus have always been upstream gas and liquefied 
natural gas, sort of combined. Actually of the comparison BG is far bigger, three times our size. So that one 
is probably less relevant. Hess has been pretty diversifying. Marathon’s portfolio is not that dissimilar 
compared to us, they got more in the US, because they got US onshore business, but also Gulf of Mexico and 
then quite a bit in the Europe. In the North Sea and in places like Kurdistan where we are, so there are some 
similarities. I cannot give, without going away and doing some checking, a sort of company-by-company 
breakdown on who is good at what. I think you would find that if you went and picked through their 
strategies and positioning they talk about mature assets, they talk about what we have discussed so far 

Troels: it was more if you guys focus on something, try to be different. 

Adams: I would love to say yes. 

Troels: I guess it is hard not to overlap in this business? 

Adam: The thing we would try to claim, as a differentiator is creative at best. 

Morten: and is there also the capabilities and experience you get from the place of your origin. So Denmark 
has a lot of experience from the north, while Tullow is in Africa. So you get some area and region 
knowledge 

Adam: Everyone is shaped by their experience that they have in the business they have done. That has a lot 
to do with familiarity of certain kind of operating environments. Of those the one I know that has the most 
defined geographical is Tullow who has set out strategically to focus on becoming a sort of premium 
operator in Africa. The other thing Tullow has been quite effective in is their exploration strategy. So a lot 
this, it is not helping them now unfortunately, because they are over-stretched on expensive projects, but 
most of their stuff have been converted from exploration into production. Where you would be aware, 
because it is on public record, that our exploration portfolio was okay, then really great and then we have not 
found much the last 5-7 years. The last was probably Chissonga or Culzean. It was a long time ago. 

Morten: is it only in regards to that, does that also change the strategy away from exploration and more 
towards, I do not know Nils and Jacob have talked a lot about acquisition and growth through M&A 
activities. Is exploration still the driver? 

Adam: I think if you look at it with a degree of a cold hard logic, the argument for doing exploration, if you 
have the capabilities in-house, is easily made on the basis of price. So I mean it is still far cheaper to acquire 
acreage, explore, discover, appraise and bring through to develop and production that way. The gap, the cost 
or price gap between baying in to discovered or high prospect activities and resources like we have gone for 
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in Kenya and Ethiopia are now as a result of the timing of the market. So the relative price has come down. I 
cannot remember, but someone like Woodmac would probably have the data on this. You look at the average 
discovery cost for an explored asset versus buying in discovered resources. But I think it is now a factor of a 
few dollars between. It is certainly still more expensive to buy stuff at the development or beyond 
development in production phase, because somebody else has assumed all of the risk associated on that. 
However, if the value of those barrels in today's market is 30 dollars and the sellers still think it should be 70 
or 80, because this is just a current price blip. Then we will not buy stuff, because there is not current value 
in it. So where we go and do acquisition, to answer your question directly, I find it hard to believe with all of 
the focus this organization have had on exploration and who our chief executive that we would continue to 
look at exploration, but we certainly do not have a portfolio of opportunity current, which suggest we have 
anything really worth of exploration depart from very minor periphery to existing assets. So I think it is 
probably one to three years look at inorganic and three plus years looking much more at reloading 
exploration portfolio of different kind of opportunities and places that we have look at for Kenya and 
Ethiopia. The whole value system, some of the cheaper shallow, sort of mid-depth water on the west side of 
Africa.  

Troels: This might be stupid question, certainly an outside view from someone who is not in the business. 
You saying that the first thing I thought about when you said Tullow is good at exploration, that you are not 
very good at it, but you have the capital? 

Adam: there is a whole bunch of factors governing that. So one reason you would not look at Tullow at the 
moment, is how much of their capital, or how much capital you would need to tie up in projects that is 
already being build in Ghana, I cannot remember the other place in west Africa. They got two big projects, 
Horizon and … You build stuff you would not have any certainty would make any money. But there is, as 
far as inorganic growth is concerned. You have the attractive individual assets currently operated by people 
who want to get rid of them. There is a lot north sea big company type assets that we can go in and sort of 
say that we like the kind of reservoir, we can bring the experience we have in the Danish north sea, we can 
develop and produce more than the current operator, at a relatively low cost. So we buy something like that, 
or we look at the whole assets packages at the companies looking at changing their entire portfolio strategy. 
You have seen company like EON sell everything in the North Sea, companies like ConocoPhilips selling 
most of their north sea. Company like Chevron shrinking in the middle east. So you go for a company 
package. The risk with that is that you may get some good stuff, but will certainly get some crap stuff. Or 
you look for entire corporate acquisition. Probably in value for money term you will probably be able to buy 
it more cheaply, but the question if you can integrate it and get the upside or you lose huge amount of 
money, because you cannot make two separate companies work together as one. So you talk to our 
exploration growth director and they say, if you can do it through exploration that will absolutely be your 
first choice, but there is a lot of risk associated with that. The last thing you will go for is a corporate 
acquisition, but in the current market that might be the most attractive. 

Morten: Is there, talking about integration, I know this is before you starting, but I remember reading a story 
from Jacob where he said that integration of, was it Kerr McGee, did not really play off as you expected 
back. I guess that is a capability you need to have within your organization?  

Adam: I have heard the same stuff, but you should talk to Nicola. She was Kerr McGee before. 

Morten: I think we have little bit more about the outlook of the industry and a little bit more about Maersk 
Oil. We have talked about the industry and the different factors impacting at the moment and it being volatile 
and it is difficult to predict where it is going. From your point of view, or maybe both from your point of 
view and a Maersk Oil point of view, is still an attractive industry be in? 

Adam: Upstream oil and gas?  

Morten: With the uncertainties coming with it? 
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Adam: This is exactly the question to ask Graham Slack if you talk to him, because he can give you the kind 
of oil price scenario view. I think you have to believe, based on likely patterns of economic growth around 
the world and the rate of transition to clean energy or at least the volumes, rates of transitions, that you need 
for the whole world to be powered by renewable energy, that there is at least another 30 to 40 years of value 
in oil and gas. But I think implicit in that assumption is the recognition that, whether or we have hit peak or 
not, the changes are that we probably have, you are looking at an industry in its twilight years, as oppose and 
industries that is in kind of continued growth. So whether it is sort of plateauing and then shrinking or 
plateauing, plateauing and plateauing whatever. The way it of extracting value out of it is probably different 
from to where it was previously and that is where things like ability to manage assets in their late life to get 
more out of the holes in the ground for relatively less OPEX becomes really important and being able to 
build a capability set to take stuff apart when it is completed. The obligations for decommissioning 
associating with any acquisition of existing assets are absolutely huge. Particularly in the North Sea. So 
attractive, probably, but that is different question to whether or not, as a company, we can continue to get the 
sort of returns that we would expect. So if you its say it is going to be kind of 10% return, increasingly hard 
to guarantee that rate of return on stuff. If you look at some of the other companies and how they get value of 
the projects they are doing in place the North Sea. Total are an interesting one, they have done all kind of 
deals with middle eastern countries and they found increasingly innovative ways of structuring deals so they 
are looking at return rates of 4-5 %. I mean upstream return rates are on average have been well ahead of 10 
%; have been very lucrative for a lot of years. So total value may be relatively less, but may still be better 
than doing wind energy or stuff that is not subsidized. So personal view, yes probably, but I think the 
decisions that you have to make in the kind of shrinking cake at the time of make it tough. It will be tougher 
to make as much money as we previously have.  

Morten: If we go back to Maersk Oil, I am actually not sure if you have changed this yet or communicated 
this yet, but I kind of feel that I have to ask this question. You have the 2020 goal of reaching 400.000 
barrels a day. Is that still relevant? Is that still something you are aiming at? 

Adam: the absolute target was scrapped while you were in America. We moved away from it, in Q2 or Q3 
last year. My on the record view of the business, it was, and probably still is, an achievable target and a sort 
of size that the Maersk company can be, but the way we get there is different, because the economics and 
dynamics of the industry have changed. So if you look at where we would going to grow to reach 400.000 
barrels, a chunk of it would be Chissonga the likelihood is that it is now as big or going to happen at all. 
Culzean fine, Johan Sverdrup fine, extension in Qatar, who knows. So it is entirely possible that we can be 
400.000 barrels, we may be 400.000 barrels for less CAPEX than we previously anticipated, but if the 
relative value of 400.000 barrels versus 350.000 or 550.000 is really what it is about. It has to be a value play 
and not a volume play. Hence I say, I am not sure.  

Morten: It is not a relevant question to ask? 

Adam: I think it is a relevant question to ask, given that we made such a big song and dance about that the 
400.000 barrels was somehow a batch of honor to us, but we were one of the few companies still putting all 
of our eggs in the production, volume basket, at a time where it was much more about the relative value of 
those. But the relative value of our barrel production is now pretty good. All is that on an underlying basis 
the oil price skews it. 

Morten: I think we have a few question left and they are going to be more specific. 

Adam: let me say one more thing about it. If you base it on a fact that you made no assumption of value 
from Qatar after mid-2017 and then look at it in terms of another possible growth project, then you should 
look at it in terms of the relative value of that project versus anything else you could spend the same or less 
on doing. So, however you might feel personally on if you want to stay in Qatar or not. The economics need 
to stack up versus other opportunities, take your scenario, you can invest x amount of production by 
acquiring a company like Tullow, or any other company for that matter, then why would you not invest.  
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Morten: the question will now be little more specific, so just let us know if it is not relevant or you cannot 
answer. So we talked about stop production and I think you mentioned Janice at some point, because it is not 
delivered that much value. Is Maersk able, it is also question about the cost of taking down production, is 
Maersk able to cut production, from certain fields that is not delivering the value you expect of them? To you 
can say lower the average cost of a barrel or break-even price you can say. I think it is related to taking down 
an entire field and decommissioning and all of that. 

Adam: so the licenses to operate a field are kind of enshrined in regulations, so you cannot choose to turn up 
or turn down production in order to suit your own kind of economics. And the cost associated with stopping 
something and then restarting in terms of keeping your equipment running is not insignificant either. I am 
not an expert to give you any more evidence than that. In terms of active portfolio management you have to 
take a view over when the original projected end of life for a field would be and whether based on what you 
are producing now and your assumptions about the oil price in the intervening period if you have any line of 
sight of economic value out of it. If you clearly do not and you are talking something being taken out, by 
regulatory approval by 2020, then potentially, in this environment, you bring it forward and that is more or 
less the story with Janice. It had originally, Janice would have been out of commission a long time ago, but it 
was part of redevelopment plan when we bought Kerr McGee and redeveloped it and put it back into service 
and increased field life to another, I cannot remember for how many years and then took a decision based on 
the economics of the production that we were getting and how much we had to spend to keep it running, 
keep it going, that you would bring that end of life date forward to 2018 just like they have done.  

Actually if you say again, if you look at the capital markets day report, there is an interesting story, another 
view, on the portfolio management side. With the kind of operational excellence activities that we have been 
able to introduce in the UK business, you see a field like GP3, which is kind of a bunch of technical issues 
over time due to compression that have been solved and is now producing well over double compared to 
what it was producing two years ago, so in that context, if that additional production is costing you very 
little, then why would you leave the value on the table, you sort of go after those barrels and produce because 
your overall investment in that have not increased. There is a pretty fine balance in between. 

Morten: This is not from a Maersk Oil perspective, but could you imagine a situation where the group 
would say, okay now we either completely or partially divest parts of Maersk oil, or is it an area that is so 
integrated in the organization so it is…? 

Adam: No, I think. Anything is possible is it not? It is whether or not it is a desirable business decision and I 
think there is a stated commitment to continue to invest in oil and gas in the believe it has a good amount of 
value. As I understand and I do not understand this fully, but the group is not in a position to be able to spin-
off individual business units, because it is, potential profit in it is subject to decision to be made by the 
foundation. We could not be, again you will have to check this, but what I am about to say is true, but my 
understanding is that we cannot be bought and the group cannot offer us for sale without a whole set of 
change in the governance. There is various questions raised in whether or not different business units would 
be better unleashed to trading in their own right, the current conglomerate seeks to trade a premium share 
price, but has not succeeded in doing so, as the share price has not been that hot. But in total the sum of 
individual parts may be more valuable spun-off than individual, but that is a group consideration, that I have 
any view or knowledge of.  

Morten: this is kind of in the same direction, not really divesting, but more, I think Graham Talbot 
mentioned this at a presentation at some point, if it could of interest for Maersk oil, not only to be Maersk 
Oil and Gas, but be a more energy focus company and look into other kind of energy based not only oil and 
gas. So expand the range of the firm. 

Adam: But then you could apply the same to any parts of Maersk to any kind of business. I think I will go 
back to the point about adjacent, I think if you understand, or capability adjacent, if you understand enough 
about the business to step into something close to it, where you could make as much money or more than the 
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people who operate best in that environment. But I think the sort of notion that all energy is not the same, it 
is not a case being a power company where the molecules or the electrons that you get respectable of how 
they are produced, you can work with, it is completely other operating model to get into wind or solar. SO it 
might as well be the group saying that we going to buy Vestas and do wind energy, as Maersk oil saying, 
because we know energy we can do wind. There are some synergies with offshore operations and there are 
synergies with the supply chain, but it is not huge. I think you would find the biggest oil and gas companies 
would give you the same answer on that. They are more likely to look at niece parts of the existing value 
chain, for example Shell buying BG, looking really actively at using gas molecules in the production of kind 
of petrochemicals or plastic. So understanding that value chain a little bit better, rather than sort of saying: 
gas is cleaner than oil and therefore we going to persistent go for cleaner energy sources, because the next 
thing we going to do is hydrogen or the next thing we going to do is solar power. 

Troels: so kind of building on that, you say it is mostly about capabilities. Do you say any other; do you see 
any other synergies that Maersk might be able to venture into? 

Adam: theoretically the value available in decommissioning, so end of life: taking apart the oil and gas 
infrastructure, particular in the offshore world. If you look at the different parts that needs to be good in 
order to achieve that Maersk as a group can do all of them. Huge sort of shipping and logistic challenges: 
towages. I think the only capability we do not have is crane-lifting capability that would stop you doing it. 
So that might be a more logical direction to go in, but even the logic of that does not necessarily mean that 
our business works in such a way that lumping all of those things together would make us better than the 
alternative, which is to work with individual contractors as a part of that. So there may be, absolutely maybe, 
value in the art of tearing stuff apart. But that does not necessarily mean that Maersk is the best company 
placed to make value out of it. But you might see more logical adjacent to something like that, to some of the 
other stuff we talked about. 

Morten: I think that was the last question, do you have anything? 

Troels: No 

Morten: I think that was it, thank you so much Adam. That was a lot of information, useful information. 

< End of interview > 
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APPENDIX	25:	INTERVIEW	WITH	GRAHAM	SLACK	

Chief Economist at A.P. Moller - Maersk, Group Strategy Office 

Date:   29/3-2016 at 16:00 – 17:00 

Place:  Esplanaden 50 

Participants: Graham Slack  

  Morten Normann Nielsen 

  Troels Hedegaard 

Not Distinguishable <ND> 

Troels: We are just transcribing the interview; we are not going to attach any sound files, so if there's 
something that is off the record or anything like that then just let us know 

Morten: Yeah, and if there is a question that you don't feel is your expertise or you don't want to answer, just 
let us know and then we'll skip it. 

Graham: Sure, that's fine 

Troels: Yea, should we just dive into it? 

Morten: Yea 

Troels: The first question we have is just if you could give us maybe a brief overview of the tendencies that 
you see in the oil industry at the moment? 

Graham: Sure. So you see major disruptors in the oil industry. Some of which are fundamental in nature, 
some of which are reactions to those fundamental shifts. So, there's a lot of movement in the basic drivers of 
the oil industry. And that's clearly been manifested itself in a price drop, and manifested itself in forward 
markets. So, an industry that is under pressure from multiple directions. 

Morten: When you say fundamentals, is that something that will not change back to the way it used to be, or 
is it changes that we haven't seen before in the oil industry or? 

Graham: So I think some of the elements you've seen, so cheap supply coming in. You could liken it to 
North Sea oil in the 80's. There are some differences with shale, but you could liken it to the 80's and if that's 
the only shock and it was that similar then you would expect some rebound. The Saudi reaction to it has been 
different this time, so that's the reaction to a fundamental change, so that's the difference with the past, how 
they're going to react going forward is a whole topic in itself, but that's the difference. Then I think you have 
something that is also similar to maybe the 70's, which we've forgotten about, which is good old demand 
destruction. Oil prices were very high in the 70's, we learned to be efficient with oil and actually destroyed 
demand whereas this time around the efficiencies and savings are coming through alternatives. Not 
necessarily driven by oil prices, that's certainly part of it, but also driven by a move towards cleaner fuels. 
And then this sort of third element is costs. That marginal barrels, geological become and remain expensive 
to find so these are fundamentals factors some of which could change, and some of which are difficult to 
adjust, going forward. 
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Troels: So we are talking a little bit about at least in the beginning of the analysis, what are the current 
drivers of success, because as we see it from the outside it seems to be pretty much cost reductions at the 
moment. 

Graham: Yes, definitely cost reductions. Full stop.  

Troels: No particular capabilities, except for cost reductions, that's the main focus. 

Graham: Absolutely. You've had, what have we had 65% reduction in price. Costs in the industry have 
increase at 10% <ND> in the last 15 years. Costs, costs, costs. That's the focus. Reset. 

Troels: Can you say anything about how you think the Maersk Oil business model fits into the current 
conditions. 

Graham: Well, they're fortunate because they are. Most of their assets is certainly not.. We've been public 
around this, a break-even around 50. So relative to some of the majors they're actually pretty well positioned, 
but of course prices are not at 50 so that's still under-water you could say. but compared to some of our 
competitors and certainly some of the majors who have taken big bets, even larger bets on expensive assets. 
Relatively well positioned.  

Morten: And also if we talk about capabilities, not only focusing on the cost aspect but maybe also the 
capabilities that is needed in the future to get the interesting licenses and be positioned maybe more onshore, 
cheaper production assets, do you also see Maersk having the capabilities needed? 

Graham: Yea, sure, so I mean there is many dimensions to capabilities right, one being small medium sizes 
Oil Company means you’re nimble. Which many of the big oil companies or even medium companies are 
not. I mean, Maersk Oil is very nimble, if you look back at the data the last time oil price crashed it was the 
mid size, small-mid-sized that were able to adjust more quickly than the larger guys and actually create space 
to thrive. So size is one thing. The other is heritage, many of the interesting oil assets going forward are in 
part of the world where some flags are not as welcome as others, let's say. So there's a heritage issue as well 
which plays strongly to our advantage, also having proven the capabilities in a place like Qatar.. plays well 
into potentially having a role to play and access to some of the more low cost barrels in that region. 

Morten: So middle-east region 

Graham: Yea. Then of course, we have this reputation if you look at Qatar of having make a commercial a 
field that was actually abandoned by a large player. So you know, the ability to deliver, the ability to think 
outside the box, bring new insight, bring new technology, or apply existing technology in interesting ways is 
something that can also play to our advantage. So you know we've proven to be flexible. Clearly going say 
onshore to shale etc., is a very different game. Without doubt. But as i think when you look at sort of the 
track record of flexibility and innovation, I don't see that necessarily as a problem if one chose to go in that 
direction, to get low cost barrels. 

Morten: If Maersk Oil would move towards the. 

Graham: Yea, I don't see it as a problem, in terms of the process and skillset being different. That is 
something that on past form certainly possible for them to do. The question is whether you believe it's 
commercially viable. 

Troels: So if you compare the.. Or look at the future profitability.. or the, should we say attractiveness of the 
industry compared to previous years. Would you say, because right not obviously it's not super attractive, but 
do you think it is going to return to it's former glory, so to say? 
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Graham: Yea, I mean it depends what you mean by former glory, I mean I think if you look at the long run 
history of returns the oil business you're in the 10-12 maybe 10-15 bracket ROIC and then we had this big 
spike right in the 2000, when everything, all markets were booming. That's probably the exception. So again, 
depends what you mean by return, return to what. Return to sort of the 10%, yea I think that's plausible. 
Obviously costs need to be taken out. But in addition, given CAPEX is being cut so sharply and that <ND>. 
oil industry of natural decline, which means just to satisfy existing demand levels, you need to find 2-
3.000.000 barrels a day, every year, new barrels. I mean, that's significant. Remember Saudi produces 13 
million barrels. So in 10 years you need to find.. slightly over twice that. You need to find a new Saudi 
Arabia. So it's significant. And capex is coming off so those new barrels are not being found so this. And you 
see many of the forecast from the externals of banks, from forward curve, seeing that you know around 
2018-2019 you could get a very large run-up in prices, simply because we have a spike rise in <ND> again. 
And then of course you have the perfect opportunity for very large returns. if that transpires and you've taken 
costs out in the mean time. So then we're into a new cycle, but you know the conditions we've seen before 
and the conditions are potentially there for a large spike in prices.  

Troels: So you agree with many analysts saying that it is going to be less attractive for the next 3-4 years? 

Graham: Yea, I mean depends how you look at it right, I mean terms of oil price I think that's the level that's 
probably fair, I'm not sure whether it's 2 or 3 or 4, but it's also an opportunity, because there's many who 
have much higher break-even prices. You know, having cash-drains, balance sheet weakening, assets will 
come to market and if you're cash rich, then a stronger or lower break-even price gives you ample 
opportunity to pick up assets at a nice price, so it depends from which side. From a flow side, it could be 
challenging, from a balance sheet side, from an asset acquisition side if markets are functioning should be 
very interesting. 

Troels: Basically already answered B2 

Morten: Yea. Should we... 

Troels: I think we should move to.. 

Morten: Okay, so, move away from oil to shipping. Following the financial crisis we have seen steep drop 
in freight rates and it seems like they haven't really stabilized at a higher level yet or not going up, and 
recently they've been recorded to be at the lowest in what 20 years or so... Can you elaborate a little bit on 
you can say macroeconomic factors that play into account here, and effecting the freight rates. 

Graham: Sure. So macro clearly was not globally growing as fast as normal. Normal being if we averaged 
over business cycle between 2½ and 3%. We're currently growing, and now I mean market exchange rate 
terms <ND>, we're currently growing at around like 2½. But the big difference of course <ND> there's not 
too much difference, the big difference of course is the first number I gave you was over the cycle, including 
the recession.. and the second number I gave you is post-recession - we haven't yet had a new recession so 
this is the up-part of the cycle. And normally in the up-part of the cycle - the numbers I gave you earlier are 
normally in the three-to-four percent bracket - we're at two-and-a-half so it's low, global growth. Clearly. 
Also the composition of global growth is different. It's not investment-lead and investment tends to have a 
far higher, far higher beta to trade or far higher elasticity to trade. So that's the other dimension. And of 
course where we've seen low growth up until the last eighteen months has been in the economies, which 
have been driving the big trades. The U.S., the big demand center is the U.S. and Europe. Of course that 
complexion is changing a bit now with emerging markets also sort of catching down to developed markets in 
terms of growth. So there's a very big macroeconomic story going on and affecting trade. So that's one. Two 
is that even on top of that the relationship between trade and GDP is changed. So you used to be able to have 
- now I'm going you relationships that are not necessarily contained <ND> .. so trade would grow two times 
GDP growth and the last several years it has fallen to 1 times or below 1. So even the GDP coming down, 
the relationship has shifted. Part of that is a compositional issue we talked about, but there's maybe 
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something else going on. What you see in the public press around supply-chains not being fractured as they 
have been around labor costs, arbitrage not being attractive as it has been, around time-to-market issues, so 
the potential for the whole global supply chain to be freezing or growing more slowly is possibly part of the 
story. And then of course there's protectionism. Depending where you look, if you look at global trade for 
instance they would point to a fairly sharp uptake in protectionist measures. 

Morten: And do we see that after the financial crisis, is it related to that? 

Graham: Yes, indeed. <ND> would claim and it's things like, you know, buy local, it's many of these things 
the WTO and <ND>, so global trade <ND> claim to have a broader and therefore more accurate measure of 
what's truly going on in the protectionism space. So there seems to be two things going on. One is lower 
global growth and at the same time something is maybe fundamentally shifted in the relationship between 
trade and growth.  

Morten: And then if we look at, you can say probably the other aspect that is driving freight rates at the 
moment, we see some fairly strong tendencies at the moment, we see bigger vessels, slow steaming, strategic 
alliances and technology. Technology is playing in to the role. Maybe especially the bigger vessels. How do 
you see these changes impacting Maersk Line, but also the industry as such? 

Graham: Well, first point to make is that this industry is - let me choose me words carefully - is over-
supplied. I mean that's. You've got low demand and you've got mega-supplier, i mean if you look at the 
supplier book, you look at the <ND> going on, it's very clear that you have a massive over-supply of vessels. 
That's helped somewhat by slow steaming so that effective supply is reduced, but none-the-less you have 
supply outstripping <ND> demand. And in any framework that will put downward pressure on prices in this 
<ND> freight rates. So then the fundamental question is why does that happen? And why is this almost a 
recurring theme in this industry? So then you have to ask yourself why - why are carriers going for more 
vessels and larger vessels. And one sort of hypothesis is that this is actually rational, because you're in an 
industry where to stay competitive, you need to lower unit costs, and one way to lower unit costs is by 
having bigger vessels. And bigger vessels mean new ships, men more supply so you're in a vicious loop. And 
so the efficiency - everyone’s pushing for efficiency <ND> - and at the same time adding capacity because 
the old capacity doesn't disappear is just get's cascaded onto other routes. So you know it is part of the eco 
system. And it's disfunctional in a normal market; you know with low returns, you would have players 
exiting. But this is not a normal competitive environment, although it has competitive aspects, it isn't fully 
competitive because you have state-sponsors for example. Who are willing to recapitalize. <ND> examples 
in Asia, so you have part of the picture which are competitive forces, which would normally drive players 
out, but once they get close you have the non-competitive forces, the state sponsors are coming in to push 
them back in the market with re-capitalization, so there's no natural cleansing mechanism. And of course the 
banks also play their role through the CG's, through interest financing mechanisms 

Morten: Is the drop that we see now in freight rates in the industry as a whole, is that more significant 
compared to what we've seen earlier? I remember the other day I read about Hyundai Motors that is close to 
bankruptcy so it seems like there might be some movement towards players exiting the industry or at least 

Graham: It could be, I think if you look at again, you know Alphaliner and when they're publishing the 
financials of these companies, there seems to be a number that are under stress. I don't exactly have the 
numbers, has this been more stressful in the past episode, I think it has been more extended in the past 
episodes for certain. So it possible, but remember these assets don't disappear. They hang around for a long 
time, so the capacity doesn't get taken out of the market very quickly, it'll be around for a while. 

Morten: Is there a reasons, so when we talked about the oil industry when you see demand going down you 
are investing less, or when oil prices is going down you invest less, whereas it seems in the current market in 
the shipping industry, the companies are still heavily invested? 
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Graham: It's because you're completely different sort of cost and technology curve. In shipping you need to, 
if demand is less, then you need to lower unit-costs to remain profitable and how would you do that? Well, 
it's more efficiency and more ships, right? So it's a completely different cost curve, it goes in the opposite 
direction, so it's challenging. And then of course you don't have the market mechanism of exits being 
allowed. 

Morten: So you are taking that the only competitive advantage here is costs? 

Graham: Well, it's a main one, but costs goes beyond just building a bigger vessel, it goes to the heart of 
how to you get full utilization because there's a threshold for when those big vessels become cost 
competitive, and if you're below it there's actually a hindrance, they're actually not helping you on the cost 
side, so in order to make sure you are both at threshold on a consistent basis and thereby realizing the 
efficiencies, you need to have a network around that vessel, you need to be able to insure it hitting it's 
utilization on a consistent basis. And that network is about scale, it's about size. So it's not like you and me 
going buying a triple-E and then we can make money off of it, it needs to be part of a network. 

Morten: And it is also why we see strategic alliances being that. 

Graham: Yea, that's part of it, and it is a bit shared costs rise a bit of the early airline businesses, that's part 
of it yea. 

Morten: Do you say you see any other capabilities, like reliability, service quality, stuff like that, becoming 
important in the near future? It seems like in the past, reliability was a stronger driver than it currently is. 

Graham: Yea and the simple answer is: Not if customers are unwilling to pay for it. Which they have been 
unwilling to do so in the past, so you can be as reliable as you like, it doesn't earn you an extra dollar. 

Morten: And is that due to the massive over-supply in the industry at the moment, so they can basically ask 
for more or less the price that they want to? 

Graham: No, I mean, even before this over-supply I think, you know, customers were saying they would 
like punctuality and so on, but they were unwilling to pay for it, when it came to it, and you could offer a far 
better more regular service, more punctual. It's very difficult to extract any rents for that.  

Troels: Sorry for jumping around a bit, but one quick question on oil again. We're currently working on a 
competitor analysis of the oil industry and to be honest it was quite difficult to identify the direct competitors 
of Maersk because obviously everybody sells to kind of the same clients, since it's a commodity, but what 
could you say would be the driver for being a direct competitor with Maersk. Because from my perspective it 
would be the fight resources like oil fields or employees with the right capabilities, something like that. Do 
you have any insights on that? 

Graham: So in the oil space who would be the direct competitor? That's challenging, depends which region 
you're in. That's a challenging question. I think we tend to look at it in terms of size of oil companies. Sort 
of, how many barrels they produce, so mid-size. 

Troels: Yea, I saw you guys benchmark yourself against competitors based on size, but then again that 
doesn't really make them direct competitors, does it? 

Graham: No, and that's fair. But I think you would have to go sort of region by region and look at who are 
the players in those regions. And obviously if you do that, then the big overlay is that the majors play 
everywhere so they're always a competitor, if you will, but yea. And then you have some smaller players 
who focus on particular regions and particular types of oil play. And it depends what space you mean, 
because is it exploration you're looking at, is it operation - there's different flavors of owning oil assets, 
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right? Operator only license, and you know, owner only licenses. So it depends. But it's a good question, I 
don't know who that is.  

Morten: Back to shipping. Maybe looking a little bit ahead and looking at the outlook. From Maersk's 
perspective, where do you see the most important macroeconomic tendencies - what can impact the shipping 
industry in a good or bad way? 

Graham: Good way is that we get growth high - I mean, the obvious is growth high. Clearly, trade-
agreements, we've stalled on trade-agreements. We have some potentially major deals coming through on the 
TPP and the T-tip. The trans-pacific partnership and the trans-Atlantic trade initiative. They could impact 
trade significantly. Other you upsides are that none-tariff barriers, so if you think about protectionism in 
terms of tariffs, but the none-tariff barriers of standards, custom clearance being harmonized, being <ND> 
could potentially have a huge impact on global trade but also trade particularly with Africa. And I think if we 
start to see the supply chain fragment out of china - the same of the value added chain when you see some of 
the lower value added activities moving out of china, that's going to be the next leg of the optic in trade. And 
if you look at the academic work by Richard Baldwin and Colleagues, and they're doing an analysis of 
backward and forward linkages. Is that his thesis is that we're currently in a slow period of growth but it's 
perfectly natural and to be expected. What he bases that on is some statistical work that's been done looking 
at how trade evolves as countries move up the income ladder. And that lower levels moving up - you see an 
explosion of trade and then leveling off, and then once you get to the next threshold of the capital income 
trade then explodes again. And so to give you the example he uses following this illustration quite well is 
trade between France and Germany is nine times more intense than trade between US and china. Now France 
and Germany are very similar economies, doing the same thing. Why would trade between them be more 
intense than trade between two economies that are very different? And the answer is that as you move up the 
value-added chain it's not comparative advantage of the country that matters, but comparative advantage on 
the firm level. In other words, France and Germany are trading value-added in very thin slices, say in the 
automotive industry. So you know spark plugs at one point are going to Germany crossing back to France to 
be a bit more value adding, so on and so forth. So his thesis is that once china also moves up the value chain, 
and starts to be able to specialize in the same way, why would you not expect trade to become more intense 
between the US and china? Obviously there's a vast different between US and china that isn't between 
Germany and France so that's an inhibitor. And there the constraint is essentially ICT and time, so if you can 
push out information technology, real-time management, supply chains, much more sophistication, big data, 
should facilitate that it begins to remove one of the sort of distance barriers as least to that thesis. So long 
story short, he see's this sort of S-curve, data based S-curve and he reckons we're at the plateau and it 
probably depends on your forecast, but it's probably five to ten years before we start to go up to the higher 
part of the S-curve. Downsides are many. Very easy to talk about. It is all root in the macro. Leading to 
protectionism, leading to exchange rate wars. Very easy to talk about <ND> right in front of us. And the fact 
that we're in a slow trade environment is testimony to the fact that something has changed in this 
relationship.  

Morten: When you look at what industry experts are saying, it seems like there needs to be some kind of 
sustainable consolidation in the shipping industry before we can see it returns to the freight rates and profits 
that we've seen at least a few years ago. What is your take on consolidation is that something that is like to 
happen in the industry, and something that we will see more of in the next couple of years? I know that some 
of the bigger players have already been active, but could we potentially see more of that? 

Graham: Yea, I mean again it depends on whether market mechanisms are allowed to work or not, but 
potentially. And then the question is how much do you need right, to be able to make sort of cost of capital. 
Again if you look at this industry I don't think it's made it's cost of capital in the last 20 years if you look at 
returns. It's been challenging. So you have to really believe in some fundamental shifts. And so the question 
is yes, logically, you should consolidate down to one or to players. Would help. Question is, how much do 
you actually need and what would be, if i can say, sort of allowed by the regulators. Not of what would be 
allowed by the customers, because the customers do not want to have all of their eggs in one basket. They're 
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quite happy to have a range of choices for obvious reasons, competitive reasons, pricing wise, but also sort 
of secure the supply chain.  

Morten: When you're talking about market mechanisms is that public owned companies or national owned 
companies, that they will not necessarily intend to the consolidation as say Maersk, CMA or some of the 
other publicly traded companies would do. Is that a hinder to the consolidation happening? 

Graham: I'm not sure why you included Maersk, but I mean you have carriers who are state-owned. 

Morten: Yea, it's those I am referring to yea. 

Graham: I mean, it's potentially a hindrance.  

Morten: Should we.. I was kind of what I have on the more shipping specific and then I think we will try to 
have a few questions more on a conglomerate. I think previously we have seen a hedge between shipping 
and oil, and when oil price dropped we saw lower bunker prices also to a certain extent lower oil prices 
would fuel growth as such in the economy, and it seems like that is not happening at the moment, could you 
elaborate on how the hedge has worked, if you can call it that, and potentially why we don't see that working 
any longer? 

Graham: Yea, I mean, it depends on your view of what you think happens to higher or lower oil prices in 
the shipping industry and whether they get passed on to the customers or not. 

Troels: But didn't they do that if you go back 10 years, did not Maersk from that than the customers? That 
was our impression at least, that the hedge was more.. 

Graham: It may be, but you've got to remember that you're in a very different state of nature in terms of 
demand and supply as well, so it's a tightening market in the shipping industry. One. Two is that I don't think 
in that period you had the bunker adjustment factor. Which is a mechanism that's agreed with the customer to 
insure that price increases and price declines are passed on to the customer.  

Morten: So that's an agreement they made? 

Graham: Yea, it's an industry, I mean it became sort of an industry standard.  

Troels: Okay. That wasn't the case before? 

Graham: I can't remember when it was introduced. Now, you know, so how much do you retain in this 
carrier, when prices fall changes.. Also, how much do you get hit when prices rise, changes.. So that's a 
change from past behavior. So ultimately, it rests on you know that price rises and price falls have a direct 
impact on oil assets, plus or minus some tax offsets and capital expenditure offsets, but on a shipping side, 
on the liability side of the ledger, it depends what kind of pass-through you have to your customer and that 
can vary <ND>. And then it depends on the relative size of those two, of your asset and your costs to 
whether given this fact <ND> the two are the same size and they move in opposite directions. It depends on 
many, many things. In principle is a hedge, in practice it depends on many, many factors.   

Morten: And what if we look at it in terms of growth. I read the, I think the economist did a short forecast or 
like a brief forecast for Maersk in connection to a book that was written two years ago or so I think. Where 
one of the major inputs to the forecast was oil prices as such for the shipping industry, so they said if we saw 
or would see low oil prices, that would make production cheaper, that would make heating houses cheaper, 
so people would have a higher disposable income, then buy more goods, and that would kind of increase 
growth as such in the society. Whereas at the moment it seems like the low oil price is creating uncertainty 
so people don't want to invest. Has there been a change in how oil prices are driving global growth? 
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Graham: Yea, I think there's a very good piece by the IMF that came out this weekend on. You might want 
to take a look at that. So basically, that's been a bit of a puzzle, right. As you describe as normal thing, but 
normal is.. When you get a price drop of any major asset of this order of magnitude you can never quite be 
sure of the net effect. One. Two is that we're far less dependent on oil than we used to be. We spend less on 
oil than we used to. So the pass-through is less. And two is that the U.S. for example is no longer as large a 
net importer of oil as it used to be. Cause they have shale oil them, so the fall in price is arguable a negative 
for the US as a whole. In Europe we don't feel it as much cause you've got high taxes, so the pass-through is 
very small. What you're left with is all the large part of the fall in oil price hits producers, so it's hitting 
<ND> is hitting obviously West-Africa who are and have been very large traders. We look at container flow 
as to Middle-East has been huge, we look at container flow to west-Africa it's been huge. So from a trade 
perspective, you know, you can explain the sort of net, what appears to be a net negative results, what the 
IMF also adds is that you know the environment matters in which oil prices fall. And the environment they 
fall in today, is an environment where central banks have interest rates extremely low, because they're 
worried about deflation, falling oil prices add to that worry. So central banks are taking interest rates down 
even further, which for people of <ND> net assets, deposits, it's actually a negative. It's actually hitting their 
wealth because they're actually paying to hold money in the banks. Or bonds or whatever. So they're saying 
that the IMF argument is that it matters in which environment the oil prices fall, and the current environment 
this phenomenon of the monetary position may in part, with the other factors i mentioned, why we're not 
seeing the net benefits. Now, the other argument is that well we've seen all of the negatives hitting first, so 
those in pain adjust more quickly than those who gain. So in other words, everyone's adjust capex on the oil 
side, very very rapidly, that's depressed growth. And that's what we've been through, but what's coming is 
not the consumer see's is maybe a permanent windfall, so they start spending. So the gain comes after the 
pain. So that's the other side of this coin. Personally, I don't quite believe the latter story. I'm more in the 
camp of this is structurally different. 

Morten: So we will not necessarily see the upside.. 

Graham: We might see something but I don't believe it's going to be anything like the magnitude of what 
was estimated. I think we're just in a fundamentally structured different position than the other environments 
where the prices have dropped. And that's where all the estimates have based off, right. 

Morten: Yea, obviously. Interesting. I have read a few articles lately where some of the analysts are calling 
Maersk and oil share or an oil stock because you see really high correlation between how the oil prices is 
moving and how the stock is moving. Do you believe that the exposure that Maersk currently faces towards 
the oil price - is that how we see it reflected in the share price is kind of more psychological reaction to what 
is happening and uncertainty around oil as such? 

Graham: Yea I think that's right. So I think they've <ND> kind of, where the path of freight rates is likely to 
go given the demand-supply, so the beat of the big uncertainty if you will, is where oil prices are going. 
That's the very <ND> talk at the moment. So it kind of makes sense. That what you control for the view on 
freight rates then the variable factor is oil price. That kind of makes mathematical sense. Whether the words 
on top is sensible I'm not sure, but the mathematical relationship makes sense.  

Troels: So we probably know the answer to this already, but if we ask you if you think the Maersk stock is 
over- or undervalued? 

Graham: Don't know, it's not my business. That's the business of the shareholders and the markets. 

Troels: Okay, fair enough.  

Morten: Kind of guessed that would be an answer like that. 

Troels: Some variation of that, yea. 
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Morten: Do you see Maersk as being a conglomerate with an exposure both towards oil and the freight rates, 
something that seems highly correlated, something that we just talked about, being two markets that is kind 
of unpredictable and uncertain at the moment. Is that an attractive... 

Troels: .. combination.. 

Morten: .. combination, exposure to have. Also given the opportunities that Maersk have at the moment with 
you could say a lot of capital and so on. 

Graham: Yea, I think it again, I would sort of then make the distinction between flow- and stock. and on the 
flow side, of course, it's not pleasant to have freight rates this low and oil prices this low. On the stock side 
though, in terms of opportunity. I mean given that we have, being a bit forward looking and seeing to some 
extent where oil prices were going, being prepared for that, also on the freight side, and made the financial 
preparations for that. Gives us immense opportunities. so it's a double edged thing, right, it gives you 
immense opportunities, but of course the flow aspect, the current sort of pain, this is not pleasant. So it 
depends on how you look at it. 

Troels: It seems like the stock is being punished for the down-turn even though you guys say that you kind 
of anticipated it. Then it should sort of have evened more out shouldn't it? 

Graham: Yea, maybe. I think that's.. maybe. It's hard to say. 

Morten: Maersk has recently divested a lot. And taken away some of the diversified portfolio, maybe 
increased it's risk towards oil and shipping a little bit more than what it used to have. Looking past the 
current crisis, how can Maersk as a conglomerate act or take actions in order to prevent a crisis that we see at 
the moment from happening again? 

Troels: Would you do anything different in the future if you saw this coming again? 

Graham: I don't know about that. 

Troels: Did you prepare as well as you could? 

Graham: I don't know about that. <ND> .. given the .. financial position, i mean. The price reset and assets 
is a huge opportunity. And we've been very public about being quite aggressive and looking for those 
opportunities and making sure we grab them while they're there. I think lower oil prices for a bit longer will 
be great, because it will shake those assets out. For instance, I think lower prices and freight rates in the 
container industry, because it will hopefully shake some of the nonsense out of that business. And relative to 
competition I think we have a much better cash flow and financial position to whether that storm. And then 
acquire assets through that cycle. So we view this as a great opportunity. And I'm not sure whether you could 
have prepared better. it's hypothetical. It's very difficult to answer to be honest. 

Troels: So when you say opportunities you mean inexpensive assets compared to before? 

Graham: Yea. 

Troels: Do you, I don't know if you can say anything about that, probably you cannot. But do you feel that 
Maersk would be better off weathering the storm with their financials or could you say anything about which 
direction they're going to go, because it's either going out and trying to buy these inexpensive assets or using 
your capital to kind of whether the storm. 

Graham: No, but I think we've been very clear that we're in the market for buying assets. that's what we're 
about we're about growth. And in these markets, the key is timing. That's how in the container industry 
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money is being made is not by operating these ships day in and day out, it's timing the market, and it's very 
similar in the oil business. And again given where our competitors are in both industries relative to us, I 
think we're in a good position to take advantage, to time the markets. That's where the money is made. It is 
not running the assets day in and day out. 

Morten: We talked about this risk profile, this exposure to these areas. Could we potentially see Maersk 
diversifying into other areas, other segments, to both increase the risk but also looking for growth 
opportunities. Because it seems like it's been at least the past years have been difficult to invest the money in 
these industries. 

Graham: I think if you go back to the annual report of 2014, I think there's, under the strategic section is this 
.. you know, some words to that direction that looking step-outs if you will <ND>, so it's only part of our 
though process. 

Troels: Would you be able to be any more specific as to what might be? 

Graham: No. 

Troels: Worth a shot. 

Morten: I think I have a last one here, and then maybe you have something after that. But if you look at both 
the short-run and the long-run. And if you talk about technologies that could 3D prints, disrupting the whole 
trade market or more greener means of fuels disrupting the oil business, what is your view on technologies 
impacting, maybe both in a positive way but also in a negative way Maersk businesses. 

Graham: I mean the first thing to say is it definitely will disrupt, and it is definitely coming across multiple 
dimensions, I mean wee see evidence of this right, and so I mean it is happening and it is coming. Both in 
terms of business model and then in terms technologies. So again this is where having a healthy balance 
sheet and appetite to invest is helpful, both to acquire technologies and then to also where technologies path 
is <ND> set to jump in and take advantage. On fuels for ships i mean there's lots of discussion around that. 
That you've seen the deal that we struck maybe with Shell and I think Qatar around gas. And this sort of 
fueling abilities there, so that's one example. You know big data. You know, advanced analytics... Using new 
platforms that's a fantastic opportunity. To upgrade the industry. If you look at where the value lays in the 
transport value pool, a lot of it lays with freight forwarders, we have a fantastic opportunity to disrupt that 
market. With technology that's available that's coming to market. So huge opportunity I think. it's one of 
those trends that you say is <ND> threat and opportunity, we very much see as an opportunity.  

Morten: And is something ... I'm not a 100% sure if I've seen Maersk comment on that anywhere, but like 
3D printers also having a negative.. Businesses like Maersk is looking towards.. 

Graham: Yea, I mean you should never say never, right. i think what we've learned about technology is that 
they can go in directions you never expected, and more rapidly than you expected. And of course 3D printers 
are sort of scenario is that they begin to print everything. But I think you, and that certain <ND>, I think you 
just have to put that into perspective and look at the volumes that are being shipped, and ask yourself... 

Troels: 'is it realistic?'... 

Graham: ... yea, so I think specialized products it's happening and it's visible. And of course at the margin 
that does take away some volume, but when you look at the overall big picture, it's challenging. 

Morten: The volume is so big that.. 
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Graham: Also remember the 3D printers need stuff to go into them. They don't just print from air. So the 
stuff needs to be transported. So net is not clear at this stage, but it's something to be watched carefully. I 
think the other thing to be watched carefully is automation. So the whole outsourcing wave is driven by labor 
cost arbitrage. Well, if automation removes that, what does that mean for supply chains? So I think there is a 
number of elements that needs to be watched carefully and understood well. And then if you do that you can 
take advantage of them, rather than be threatened by them. So we do spend a lot of time and effort getting 
our hands around these things and understanding what the implications might be for the transport value 
chain. 

Morten: Do you have any other questions? I think that was pretty much everything. 

Graham: Good questions! 

Morten: It was really helpful! 

< End of interview > 
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APPENDIX	26:	INTERVIEW	WITH	MARTIN	HERRSTEDT	

Head of Business Finance Commercial at Maersk Line 

Date:   30/3-2016 at 09:30 – 10:30 

Place:  Esplanaden 50 

Participants:  Martin Herrstedt  

  Morten Normann Nielsen 

  Troels Hedegaard 

Morten: Vi har gjort os nogle og læst om shipping industrien, men det kan være svært sådan 100% at forstå, 
hvordan tingene hænger sammen som udefra stående. Så jeg tænker starte lidt lav praktisk ud og snakke om 
value chain. 

Martin: Det vil jeg gøre. I må stoppe mig, hvis det bliver for basic eller der er noget i har behov for. Måske 
jeg lige skulle starte med min egen baggrund. Jeg har været i A.P.  Møller gruppen siden 2007, både på 
Gruppe niveau, hvor jeg har siden i Treasury og handlet med valuta og renter. Jeg har været i Maersk Line 
siden 2010 som Finans sparringspartner til forskellige dele af forretningen. Jeg sider nu som chef for 
Commercial business finance i København. Vi har ansvaret for at facilitere at vore Commercial folk træffer 
deres beslutninger baseret på et godt grundlag og vi kører vores budgetterings processer. Vi sørger for at der 
er god track på vores performance både i København, for Maersk Line er København en relativ lille del af 
forretningen, da det meste foregår ude i verden. Vi har kontorer i de fleste dele af verden. I kan sikkert finde 
det prise tal, jeg tror det er 130, men om det er 128 eller 130 kan jeg ikke huske på stående fod. Jeg ved vi 
lige har tilføjet Bolivia i slutningen af sidste år. Så det er også noget der udvikler sig, hvor vi har kontorer i 
hele verden. 

Hvad der kendetegner industrien er, det er meget meget simpelt: vi faciliterer global handel. Altså vi 
faciliterer at vi kan købe bananer i Danmark, selvom vi ikke kan gro dem i Danmark. Vi facilitere, at man 
kan købe billige sko, selvom man ikke kan producere dem i Danmark. Det handler simpelthen om at tage 
varer og flytte dem fra et sted i verden til et andet sted i verden. Container industrien, shipping industrien, er 
den mest økonomiske måde at gøre det på for varer, der er i stor bulk. Man kan sige, at der på nogle trade 
lanes vil være stor konkurrence fra bulk carrier. Det er et skib uden kasser på, men bare har et stort lastrum, 
hvor man fylder ting i. Det har også nogle økonomiske fordele og især med en lav bunkerris som er en ret 
stor del af vores omkostningsbase. Den type af konkurrenter mere i spil i nogle dele af verden i forhold til 
andre. Det er mere i forhold til de store handelskorridorer i verden. 

Morten: Hvordan er splittet mellem de forskellige. Container har 90% ’ish af verdens fragt? 

Martin: Det tal kan i sikkert finde bedre i Aphaliner, det kender jeg ikke i hovedet. Men det lyder ikke 
usandsynligt. Så shipping industrien er jo sådan en interessant industri, fordi det er relative stor fixed, stor 
investeringer du må lave for at kunne deltage som lige spiller på markedet. De helt store fordele i industrien 
er at når du kan connecte dine forskelle skibe i et netværk, så du kan få de her netværks benefits og en stor 
del af de store shipping selskaber bruger meget tid på er at finde ud af, hvorfor et netværk man skal sætte op, 
så man så effektivt som muligt kan udnytte skibets kapacitet alle steder det sejler i hele verden. Mange gange 
vil der være en vis handels flow, der ikke er ensartet begge veje. Der går væsentligt mere handel fra Asien til 
Europe, end fra Europa til Asien. Der er forskellige størrelser, så det handler om at kigge på, når du sejler 
den anden vej rundt, hvordan sætter så din havnesammensætning sammen, så du bliver så effektiv som 
muligt. At the end of the day, så handler det om, at de her relativt store investeringer, der sejler rundt på 
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verdenshavene, de skal være fyldte hele tiden og så meget tid som overhovedet muligt, fordi det giver den 
bedste indtjening. 

Troels: Er Maersk så gode til det i forhold til sine konkurrenter? 

Martin: historisk har vi over de sidste 12 eller 13 kvartaler været det bedste i industrien på, hvad vi måler 
været EBIT margin. Det er også noget vi melder ud offentligt. De sidste par år, synes jeg bestemt, at man kan 
se, men tallene taler lidt for sig selv. Det har vi været ret dygtige til. Men det er klart, at det er noget man 
konstant kigger på som shipping selskab. Hvis man læser om de bevægelser der er i industrien lige nu, så 
handler det meget om alliancernes bevægelser og hvad sker der, når CMA tager APL, som de bud ude på for 
NOL, når de skal integreres, hvad sker der så med alliancerne. Det er det der interesserer industrien rigtige 
meget lige nu. Vi er noget et stadie, hvor du har så store skibe, at det kan være økonomisk svært at få et 
produkt til at hænge sammen voerfor kunderne, der også er attraktivt: Når du får større skibe så får du mere 
kapacitet ind i markedet, når du sejler et enkelt produkt kan du måske kun have en ugeligt sejlads, men du 
kunne tilføje den samme kapacitet til markedet ved at have tre mindre skibe og have tre ugentlige afgange. 
Du skal selvfølgelig have flere skibe, men du kan strukturere det på flere forskellige måder.  Så de store 
giver bedre enhedsomkostninger, men de giver også udfordringer, der hedder, hvis du ikke vil bare tilføje 
kapacitet til markedet, som der er sket. Der er kommet kapacitet til markedet, det kan ses på fragtraterne. 
Ikke en særlig interessant udvikling på fragt raterne. Hvis du ikke vil tilføje alt den kapacitet, så kan du sætte 
mindre skibe ind på de samme handelsprodukter, så kan du få flere afsejlinger. Mange kunder vil gerne have 
muligheden for at have et onsdag produkt, et tirsdags produkt eller et mandags produkt. Så jo flere 
muligheder du har, jo bedre kan du customize din enkelte kundes value proporsition. 

Morten: Er grunden til at de strategiske alliancer er blevet så vigtige nu, det er også forholdsvis nyt at 
Maersk træder ind i alliancer, er det på grund af sammensætningen af ruter og netværket bliver mere og mere 
vigtigt. Samtidig med at du også har de større skibe, som så vidt jeg kan forstå, kun kan sejle på meget 
specifikke ruter og ikke kan blive skiftet rundt i forhold til hvor efterspørgsel er? 

Martin: Det er klart, at hvis man kigger sådan rent teknologisk, så har de store skibe udvikling overhalet den 
udvikling der er på havne fronten, terminal fronten. Der er en relativ begrænset mængde, dog voksende 
mængde, der kan håndtere de allerstørste skibe. Men kommer man ned på 14.000 TEU størrelse skibe, så er 
der flere og flere havne, der nu er i stand til at håndtere det. Der er også havne i Afrika, hvor vi begynder at 
nærme os 10000 TEU skibe. Kigger man på noget af det MSC har gjort i vest Afrika, så har de fundet en 
havn, som de så har puttet et store skib ind i der. Det er tendensen, at havnene vil søge og få større skibe ind, 
fordi større skibe også betyder mere volumen for dem. Så det er en god vækst mulighed for dem, hvorfor der 
også er investeringer i den infrastruktur, i havnene for at scale dem op. Men der skal også være et markedet 
der kan supportere det, fordi ellers så går det fra at have et onsdags kald, et torsdags kald og et fredags kald 
til at have et kald om ugen, hvilket heller ikke nødvendigvis er effektivt, hvis ikke du har et marked der 
vokser. Det er selvfølgelig derfor meget præget af verdens handelsmønstre. 

Morten: Når man kigger på det som værende vigtig i forhold for hvad der er muligt og hvordan man kan 
udbrede de større skibe og sit netværk. Hvor meget synergi har man intern i Maersk Gruppen. I har Line i har 
APM Terminals, der er i gang med at udbygge. I har også logistik i DAMCO. I har en masse spillere i hele 
den her value chain. 

Martin: hvis man går tilbage i historien var det jo faktisk en integreret enhed. Hvis man går helt tilbage til 
A.P. Møller Gruppen begynde at blive rigtig store på verdensmarkedet omkring container industri og 
omkring container forretning som både involverer terminaler og logistik, så startede det med, at man 
transporterede varer rundt i verden og fik en større og større presence også gennem nogle af de opkøb man 
lavede op igennem 1990’erne og i 2000’erne i henholdsvis Sealand og P&O. I takt med at man bredte sig ud 
globalt, så fik man også mulighed for at starte nogle landekontorer op med nogle dygtige entreprenør typer, 
hvor vi så fandt ud af, at vi kan drive et depot i det her land og en terminal i det her land, fordi det viste sig at 
være mest effektivt. På denne måde voksede terminal delen ud af shipping delen, ligesom logistik delen 
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gjorde. De er senere blevet skilt ud i Gruppens strategi om at strømline hver eneste forretningsenhed for at 
sikre, at vi er bedst i klassen whenever we compete. Det har været en rimelig succesful strategi, hvis man 
kigger tilbage i tid. Fordi det giver et større fokus, det giver et fokus på at drive rentabel forretning indenfor 
alle områder og ikke bare overordnet, fordi det så kan være svært at finde ud hvad er det for nogle value 
drivers man skal røre på, fordi det er anderledes i terminal forretning end det er i shipping forretningen end 
det er i logistik forretningen. Men det er fuldstændigt rigtigt, at de er alle sammen dele af den samme value 
chain. Hvis man kigger på gruppe som helhed, så er det, der kendetegner så er der stort link med transport af 
varer rundt omkring i verden og så omkring olie og olierelaterede services på gruppe niveau.  

Morten: Managementmæssigt og forretningsenheder man har at flytte rundt. Ligger for Maersk Line 
perspektiv, er det en fordel at have Terminals som en del af konglomeratet? Arbejder i sammen eller er det 
mere for et overordnet management perspektiv, at man har viden og man har forståelse fra de forskellige 
markedet? Når man har det sammen, lyder det som om man kan have synergier, når det er samlet, hvilket 
kan være sværere, når man splitter det op?  

Martin: APM Terminals er en supplier ligesom andre terminaler er suppler. Det er klart, at der er et tættere 
management bånd, da man er en del af samme gruppe, men de er en supplier ligesom alle andre. Vi arbejder 
konstant med alle vores suppliers for at sørge for at vi får så stærkt et samarbejde med dem, fordi meget ofte 
vil man se, at vi især omkring terminalerne. Hvis man kan gøre terminaler mere effektivere, og det bliver de 
typisk, hvis man koncentrerer flere volumen i den enkelte terminal så de kan få scale benefits. Hvis man gør 
det, så vil de hurtigere, det vil sige at de arbejder hurtigere på det enkelte skib. Så kan rent faktisk kan have 
kortere tid, hvor et skib ligger stille ved en havn. Tingene kommer hurtigere på og tingene kommer hurtigere 
af, det giver mere tid på vandet. Det gør at du kan bruge mere energi på, hvordan du kan optimere dit 
netværk, fordi en meget stor del af den enhedsomkostnings besparelse vi har set over de sidste fire eller fem 
år, det er drevet af hele tiden at have fokus på, hvordan man kan skære netværket på en lidt smartere og lidt 
billigere måde, så du hele tiden optimerer hastigheden du sejler, afstandene du sejler imellem. Så det er hele 
tiden at kigge på, at vi skal sejle så effektivt som muligt med en så høj asset utilization som muligt i alle 
benene. Jo mere tid du er på vandet, jo mere fleksibilitet har du, når du skal designe netværket. Hvis du ved, 
at du altid skal ligge fem dage i en havn, som vi har været udenfor, når der er havne i fx Afrika. Når det var 
værst sejlede man ind fra kysten og lå i kø i syv dage på at komme ind, så bliver det svært at designe et 
effektivt netværk. Fordi du skal hele vejen rundt og så skal du have nok skibe, der kan ligge i kø i e uge og 
sejle ind, så jo mere fleksibilitet du har jo bedre. Så på den måde prøver vi har arbejde sammen, ikke 
nødvendig APM Terminals, men mere med alle vores suppliers. 

Morten: for at gå tilbage til value jeg startede med at snakke om. Man har general value chain for hele 
logistik branchen. Hvis man kigger udelukkende på shipping, kan man splitte den op så man har pre-sea, 
hvor man arbejder med booking systemer, man har selve vand transporten, hvor man også har forskellige 
mekanismer man kan optimere for at gøre det så billigt som muligt og så har man efter-fase. Det er måske 
lidt teoretisk spørgsmål, men hvordan ser du det? 

Martin: På mange måder er rejsen for en given kunde jo præcist som du beskriver den. For en kunde starter 
den måske endnu før. Du skal planlægge dit produktionsapparat og du skal vide, at du på onsdag har behov 
for at der komme enten en lastbil eller jeg skal finde ud af, hvordan jeg får flyttet den hen til den nærmeste 
jernbane, hvor den kan komme på et container tog. Eller et eller andet, der kan få den fra en eller anden 
location ud til en havn. Mange gange vil vi tilbyde den service, men kunderne vil også ofte selv stå for denne 
transport. I hele den proces er der selvfølgelig en kunde service oplevelse, lidt ligesom, hvis man selv 
bestiller en flybillet eller noget i den stil. Tilsvarende er der et efterslæb, men for mange kunder så handler 
det om at flytte en container fra deres fabrik og så til en eller anden location, distributionscenter eller en 
fabrik eller et samle sted et andet sted i verden. Man kan sagtens dele den op og det er også det man kan se 
på nogle af de nye initiativer, der har været i industrien. Nogle af de nye typer af konkurrenter som man ikke 
har set så meget før. Fx sådan noget som Shipster, som er en Amerikansk studerende, der har bygget et 
online booking system for en enkel korridor, hvor man laver en Momondo for shipping på en enkel korridor. 
Så det vil der helt klart være, så hvis du kan brække value chain op, så er det lidt ligesom flytrafikken, så 
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bliver det jo bare en asset ejer, der har skiber, når du rent faktisk transporterer det fysiske produkt. Men du 
har også noget du kan arbejde med i begge ender og det er der forsøg på at brække op. Vi koncentrerer os om 
helheden og prøver også at sørge for, at vi giver et produkt, der er konkurrencemæssigt og 
kundeservicemæssigt mindst lige så godt, som det Shipster og lignede kan tilbyde, men det er en konstant 
udvikling. 
Troels: Jeg troede egentligt som sådan, at der allerede eksisterer en eller anden form for børs, hvor kunderne 
bookede deres plads på et skib. Det er fuldstændigt aftalt med speditør eller shipping agenten? Priserne 
tænker jeg på? 

Martin: du kan gå til en speditør, der vil stå for dit produkt og så har vi en aftale med speditøren eller du kan 
gå ud til et shipping selskab og få en aftale med det. Men der er ikke et liste katalog med priser. Det er ikke 
sådan at du kan gå ind ligesom med AP Møller aktien og se, hvad den bliver handlet for i dag. Du har 
selvfølgelig nogle offentlige indekser, der giver en indikation om nogle dele af verden og hvordan de 
udvikler sig. Men de enkelte priser er aftalt med de enkelte kunder.  

Troels: Jeg var speditør for mange år siden og vi sad og aftale priserne med kunderne nærmest direkte fra 
fragt til fragt. Jeg troede at det var mere eller mindre standardisere priser, fordi det er rimelig standardisere 
produkt på mange punkter. I hvert fald på de store ruter. Er det den vej det udvikler sig, Shipster vejen, med 
mere standardiserede ruter?  

Martin: Det er klart også den udvikling vi ser, hvis man kigger på ens egne handelsmønstre, så går det også 
mere og mere online. Det er en rejse og det vil være en udfordring for alle i industrien, ikke mindst 
speditørerne, hvis ikke det er dem der kommer med det produkt.  

Troels: Det er også noget, der vil presse branchen endnu mere? 

Martin: Yes. 

Morten: Vi snakkede om fragt raterne er lave nu, noget af det laveste man har set i rigtig mange. Man kan 
sige med det er påvirket af de ændringer der er sket, med større skibe, der har været med til at påvirke det. 
Hvis vi skal kigge på en anden del af det, med de makroøkonomiske tendenser. Kan du uddybe de 
makroøkonomiske tenderser vi ser lige nu? 

Martin: hvis man kigger lidt på historien, så kom du fra 1990’erne og 2000’erne, hvor du havde en vækst i 
industrien, der var flere multipler af GDP væksten globalt. Det var drevet af Kinas hurtige vækst.  Der var en 
general god velstand i verden. Det har over de seneste år været en reducerende global vækst i og med 
væksten i Kina er reduceret fra double digits nu single digit growth. Du har emerging markets, der heller 
ikke har det særlig godt. Brasilien er stadig en del af verden, hvor det ligesom har en massiv contraction i 
økonomien. Så du har nogle signifikant andre udvikler i økonomierne rundt omkring i verden – ikke mindst 
er den lave olie pris og med til at sætte en stor dæmper på fx Ruslands købekraft. En del af vest afrikanske 
lande er også meget afhængige af olie prisen, Venezuela og så videre. De faktorer spiller ret meget ind på de 
handelsmønstre vi ser, hvilket betyder at multiple på GDP vækst har været reduceret de seneste år.  
Spørgsmålet er selvfølgelig altid, hvad der sker i fremtiden? Jeg tror vores syn er, at vi ikke kommer tilbage 
en multiple som er lige så stor som vi så i 1990’erne og 2000’erne, fordi det vil være mere reduceret 
efterspørgsel som er mere reduceret multiple til din GDP vækst og samtidig vil din GDP vækst være on its 
way down givet at Kina langsomt vokser langsommere, også fordi, at de vokser fra en større og større base. 
Så jeg tror, at det vil sætte et cap på, hvor meget vi vil se det vækster. Vi vil altid se udsving, når du har en 
destocking, som man nogle gange ser. Som vi så i flere måneder sidste år i Europe, hvor du ikke ser så meget 
transport, fordi så bruger de bare lagrene 100 % ud og så lige pludselig, så er der ikke mere på lagrene og så 
ser du en surge. Så du ser en masse fluctation i de enkelte trade lanes. Men kigger på den demand, der lige 
som er i de næste mange år, det vil i kunne i Alpaliner eller lignede og kigger man på den ordrebog, der er i 
industrien. Så ser man meget tydeligt, at der er en disconnect, fordi vi er en industri, der fra et strarting point 
ikke har en balance. Der er mere supply end hvad der er af demand og ordrebogen er større end vores 
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forventninger til demand. Der kommer ikke noget i de næste par år, der indikerer at der vil være et skifte i, 
hvordan supply and demand ser ud. I kender jo alt til, hvordan supply and demand påvirker priserne. 

Morten: Hvad er grunden til at man ser det her oversupply i markedet. Er det fordi virksomheder søger mod 
større skibe for at minimere omkostninger? Eller hænger det også sammen med, at vi ser den her lavere 
vækst, som kom som en overraskelse i forhold til, hvad virksomheder budgetterede med, da de lagde deres 
ordre? 

Martin: Det er svært at svare på. Vi ved ikke hvordan andre shipping selskaber har kigget i deres 
krystalkugle, da de lavede deres ordre placeringer. Industrien har sådan lidt en ondcirkel bygget ind. Der er 
et konstant pres på vores fragtrater i og med kunderne forventer at kunderne kan få tingene billigere, det har 
man set over de sidste mange år. Tager man de sidste 10 år, så er det gennemsnitlig 1 – 2 % decline, tager 
man over de sidste 5 år så er det en steeper curve og tager man de sidste tre år, så er det en endnu mere stejl 
kurve. Så der er en general tendens til at priserne falder. Hvad gør shipping selskaberne for at ruste sig mod 
de faldende indtægter, de kigger på enhedsomkostninger. Hvad gør man typisk, hvis man vil reducere 
enhedsomkostningerne i shipping industrien, man køber større skibe. Så du køber større skibe for at combate 
at dine fragtrater er under pres, større skibe giver dig lavere enhedsomkostninger, men det giver dig også 
mere kapacitet i markedet. Mere kapacitet i markedet, det giver et pres, hvis der ikke kommer et surge i dit 
demand. Så det er en ond cirkel, hvor du prøver at søge omkostninger besparelser, som skal give dig 
konkurrencefordele i industrien. Men samtidig, så er det mest effektive måde du kan gøre det på, er ved at 
investere i mere kapacitet, den gamle kapacitet bliver sjælden trukket ud, da flåden i industrien ikke er så 
gammel, så det er en ond cirkel, der bare gentager sig. 

Troels: Det er vel en cirkel, der på et tidspunkt bliver nødt til at blive langsommere?  

Martin: Hvis du tager fragtraterne i nogle ruter, så er de historisk lave. Det er som om at bunden ikke helt 
vil være der. Det man også ser i industrien er, at man har forskellige kontrakt længer. Vi har både spot, vi har 
3 måneders kontrakter og vi har 1 års kontrakter. Så du har aldrig hele industrien på de samme 
indeksniveauer på samme tid. Men over tid, hvis Shanghai indekset bliver lavt nok i lang nok tid, så må man 
på et eller andet tidspunkt antage, at der vil være så meget af industrien som er på så lave rater at industrien 
ikke kan klare det fra et cash flow point of view, fordi der skal ligesom også nogle penge til at betale 
regninger og alle sådan nogle ting. Så vil cirklen ikke bare slow, men så vil den brække og så er spørgsmålet 
om den starter igen eller sker der noget nyt? 

Morten: Det virker som om Maersk Line lidt har taget af konsekvensen og prøver at gøre op med det. Hvis 
jeg husker rigtig, så annullerede de 6 kontrakter på nogle Triple-E skibe og i hvert fald udadtil 
kommunikerede, at de søgte mere fleksibilitet og kunne rykke rundt på skibene i stedet for kun at fokusere 
på enhedsomkostningerne, når efterspørgslen er til det. Er der ved at ske noget for Maersk Line i forhold til 
at flytte fokus? 

Martin: Det er noget, der hele tiden bliver kigget på. Man bliver nødt til at kigge på de investeringer man 
ligesom har lagt og de investeringsplaner man har lagt, det vi laver de næste fem år er det vi skal leve i de 
næste 20 år, fordi du laver en investering, der først kommer om 5 år. Så du skal forudse om 3 år, om der er 
behov for den her størrelse af skibe og den her ekstra kapacitet. Hvad vil du så gøre, hvis du skal bruge det i 
20 år. Det er noget vi hele tiden kigger på. Det er fuldstændigt rigtigt. 

Morten: Hvis vi går lidt tilbage, du nævnte lidt om at Maersk har leveret rigtig godt sidste par og har et 
EBIT margin gap, som i også gør meget ud af at tale om i jeres årsrapporter. Hvad tror du er den største 
driver bag det. Hvilke tiltag og hvad har fokus været for at kunne opnå denne konkurrencemæssig fordel? 

Martin: Jeg tror det vil være i også ofte vil høre Søren Schou tale om, når han taler ekstern. Det er den her 
rejse, den her mentalitet omkring cost leadership, der er driving force bag EBIT marginen. Som den største 
del af det, der er slevfølgelig nogle andre faktorer, men cost leadership er klart en af de helt store drivkræfter. 
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Morten: Vi snakkede med Jacob Pedersen i dag. Han sagde at der, hvor Maersk historisk har klaret sig bedst 
og opnået de her marginer er, når man har taget en beslutning om at følge med markedet, men man prøver 
ikke at vækster mere end markedet. Man prøver ikke meget aggressivt forsøger at forsvare sine 
markedsandele. Det er her, ifølge ham, at Maersk har klaret sig bedst og ligesom formår at optimere 
forretningen. Er du enig i den betragtning? 

Martin: Det kan være han har en historie han gerne vil fortælle. Jeg sidder bare og tænker. Spørgsmålet er 
mere interessant, fordi har søgen for markedsandele, hvad enten man vokser med markedet eller mere end 
markedet. Vores udmelding er at vi vil vokse mindst in line med vores competitors. Jeg tror ikke den 
udmelding i sig selv har en større indvirkning på EBIT marginen, hvis jeg skal være helt ærlig. Man kan 
sige, fordi hvad vil det betyde. Hvis jeg skulle reflektere, hvad Jacob prøver at sige, er at den eneste måde du 
kan gøre det på er at sænke priserne relativt hurtigere end dine konkurrenter, hvilket vil erode din EBIT 
margin og så er vi tilbage til om det er den enkelte carrier, der er i stand til at flytte markedsraterne og ville 
der være en forskel på markedsraterne, hvis en spiller i markedet gik mere eller mindre aggressivt i deres 
søgen efter last. Jeg har ikke selv nogen officiel kommentar til det, men vi har ikke set noget data, der 
supporterer, at i perioder, hvor vi tager mere markedsandele eller taber mere markedsandele, at det er noget 
der fluktuerer ret meget indenfor et kvartal. Der er ikke noget der indikerer, at de måneder, hvor man er lidt 
over eller lidt under, at der er nogle forskel på markedsrater. 

Morten: Er den her titel som at være den største. Det største container rederi, er det en vigtig titel for 
Maersk. Også at forsvare? Og kunne brande og slå sig op på at være det? 

Martin: Jeg tror ikke titlen i sig selv er vigtig. Jeg tror det er vigtigt for Gruppen at være i top quartile i de 
respektive industrier. Hvis man ikke er den største i et kvartal eller to, det er en position vi selvfølgelig søger, 
fordi vi ikke bare mener titlen er relevant, men at have den første position rent faktisk giver dig bedre 
muligheder for at konkurrere i industrien. Det er en industri, hvor on average, er der ikke særlig høj 
profitabilitet og derfor er du nødt til at være den bedste. Du er nødt til at være den bedste eller den 
næstbedste for at kunne leve op til det som vi gerne vil på Gruppe niveau i forhold til at levere afkast til 
vores investorer. 

Morten: Det virker som om at være den bedste lige nu er meget cost drevet. Hvis vi går et par tilbage, så har 
der også været mere fokus på reliability og kvaliteten af den service man leverer. Lige nu er det meget cost 
drevet. Er det rigtig observeret? 

Martin: Min refleksion på det er, jeg vil give dig ret fordi du kan tage initiativer som Daily Maersk og 
lignende. Det har været svært at se at sådan nogle initiativer har haft nogle større flytning af kundetrafik 
mellem carriers,  hvilket kunne være en indikation på at kunder ser deres transport som en commodity. For 
nogle kunder er reliability super vigtig, hvis du tager og flytter en kasse med lammekød fra New Zealand 
som skal nå til juletid i England, så nytter det ikke noget at den kommer den 22. December for der er 
salgsperioden overstået. Så der er nogle commodities, hvor det er vigtigt at du får on time delivery og der 
lægger vi trods alt som en af de mest reliable i industrien 

Morten: Ser du noget, der kunne ligne at man i fremtiden kan se reliability, costumer service, quality. Andre 
punkter end cost blive mere vigtige? Det kunne måske også være sustainability, som Maersk gør meget ud, 
ligesom virksomheder som Evergreen Line, der slår sig rigtig meget op på sustainability. Er der nogle 
tendenser at disse kunne gå ind og blive interessante? 

Martin: Det handler om at søge at blive så sustainable som muligt, så længe man kan gøre det på en måde så 
man ikke eroder sin konkurrencefordel i industrien. Du kan ikke offset din sustainability, hvis det betyder for 
dine investorer at du er out of business. 

Morten: Lige nu virker det som om, at det er noget man skal gøre ikke at miste kunder. Ser du det som 
noget der på sigt kan lokke kunder ind? 
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Martin: Jeg tvivler på, at man. Men det kan godt være. Jeg synes ikke umiddelbart at vi ser nogle tendenser 
på at vores kunder gerne vil betale en højere pris for at shippe med os. Mit take er mere at vi er mere 
brændstof effecienty, men det er ikke noget vi mærker i forhold til at der er en specifik merindtægt på grund 
af det. Ikke som jeg umiddelbart ser det i hvert fald.  

Morten: Tilbage til den retning du har snakket om, bare dykke lidt dybere ned i den cost fokus i har og cost 
fokus som tendens. Er Grunden til at Maersk gør det bedre, fordi man har en first mover tendens? Som jeg 
kan forstå var Maersk en af de første til at integrere slow steaming. Er Maersk gode til at være innovative og 
være first mover på ny teknologi? 

Martin: Det er da helt sikkert noget om. Slow steaming har for industrien virkelig været det værktøj, der 
skulle til fra 2011-2012 indtil nu til at trække. For der havde du den samme situation, at du fik mere kapacitet 
ind i markedet end du kunne bære. Så slow steaming har være absorbere noget af den ekstra kapacitet og nu 
er man nået til et stadie, hvor man givet de lavet bunker priser, at det og sejle langsomt ikke længere er et 
økonomisk rationale, fordi vi allerede er så langt nede i hastighed, at den merbesparelse du kontra, at du 
giver kunder 3 dages ekstra transit tid bliver pludselig en dårlig forretning i mange tilfælde. I og med vi har 
slow steamet det meste af netværket, så de ekstra muligheder mindre. Det er en af konkurrencefordelene. 
Den helt store driver på enhedsomkostninger handler om at have et fokus på hele tiden og hver eneste 
afsejling, at være fuld i alle bene hele vejen rundt. Det er meget højt på vores agenda. Vi har det kalder vores 
Maersk Line operating system, der søger for, at vi på forskellig frekvenser hele tiden har det som top 
prioritet på højeste ledelsesniveau. 

Morten: Cost procentvis, så er den klart største er hvor volumen man har på sine skibe og ikke nødvendigvis 
nedskæringer og hvor god man er til at operere organisationen? 

Martin: Administration omkostninger er selvfølgelig også en del af billedet. Men det er klart, at det ikke 
skal ske på bekostning af volumen. For så er det ikke en effektiv strategi. Vi har meldt ud, at vi har 
ambitioner om at reducere et vist antal head counts indenfor de næste par år for at reducere være runrate på 
at drive vores virksomhed. Men det sker ikke på bekostning af at vi ikke længere tror, at vi kan levere en god 
kundeoplevelse eller holde fast i vores position som en af de bærende spillere i industrien. Det sker mere 
som en måde at vi kan effektivisere nogle af vores interne processor. Vi sørger for at vi bruger it systemer 
mere og mere. I takt med at du går online gør også, at du kan frigøre nogle af de manuelle processer vi har i 
dag. Hvis du kan digitalisere de processor, så er der opgaver, der ikke længere skal laves. Det vil så i nogle 
tilfælde blive realiseret i andre typer af opgaver, fx salgsfolk, og i andre tilfælde vil det være der, at man har 
besparelsesmuligheder.  

Morten: Vi rykker videre og kigger på competitor landskabet. Der har været en del snak om at MSC vil 
overtage førstepladsen. Nogle af de andre konkurrenter er aggressive i øjeblikket. Hvad er dit take på, 
hvordan competitor landskabet ser ud? 

Martin: Der er en meget intens konkurrence i industrien. Det er drevet af at, hvis du kigger på noget af det 
man også ofte vil kigge på i lærebøgerne, så skal der en vis form for koncentration til for at få et mere jævn 
konkurrence. Ellers vil du have at man lige kæmper for sin andel. I mange af de trades vi er i er der rigtig 
mange spillere, der har en relativ lille andel. Hvis man kigger globalt, hvis vi er de største, så har vi en relativ 
lille markedsandel i forhold til andre industrier, hvor de største spillere vil have en større markedsandel. Det 
er helt sikkert noget, der holder konkurrencen mere intens. Nu er intens konkurrence også med at gøre, at 
man hele tiden udvikler sig, så det er ikke nødvendigvis negativt, men det har været hårdt for fragtraterne de 
sidste par år.  

Morten: Hvad er den største problematik i forhold til at der er så mange spillere på de forskellige ruter. Er 
det i forhold til at det er sværere at tage skibe ud af markedet når det er nødvendigt, at kapacitet tilpasse. 
Eller er det også at der er for mange prissættere?  
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Martin: Udfordringen bliver nok en kombination. Den større udfordring er, at du har en industri, som kigger 
på og har kigget på, at der kommer mere kapacitet ind end hvad der er af efterspørgsel. Hvis du har for 
mange spillere, vil alle kæmpe for at man sørger for at man opretholder den samme udnyttelse af den 
kapacitet man har tilføjet i industrien. Men det kan industrien som helhed ikke gøre, så det vil drive en øget 
konkurrence, og hvis du så samtidig er, som der er på mange trade lanes, samlet større alliancer med mange 
spillere, så er det blevet væsentligt mindre fleksibelt på at tage et enkelt skib ud, lægge det op eller sejle det 
langsommere, eller nogle af de ting, der skal til for at trække kapacitet ud af markedet. 

Troels: jeg har et spørgsmål med hensyn til opfyldning af kapacitet. Sådan helt lavpraktisk, hvor meget 
samarbejder i med andre linere. Er det sådan at i kan leje kapacitet på andre skibe og hos andre linere og 
udnytte på den måde. Hvilke tiltag før i for at få fyldt skibene op? 

Martin: Det er ikke sådan så vi på vores, Mærsk Lines store netværk, sidder og kigger på, at nu har vi et A9 
produkt tog om vi lige i morgen kan købe eller sælge plads, men det er at 2M er et resultat af at vi har kigget 
indad og  sagt, at vi er nødt til at lave en aftale med MSC, hvor vi deler skibe på tværs af Asia Pacific og 
Asia Europe for at blive mere effektive og få lavere enhedsomkostninger. Vi har lignende VSA aftaler på 
andre dele af verden, til latin Amerika fra asien og til vest Afrika med CMA. Det er meget typisk for 
industrien for at søge de har enhedsomkostningsbesparelser. Men det er ikke sådan nødvendigvis et dag til 
dag exercise, for ultimativt så er kunden ikke Mærsk, MSC eller CMA, det er os, der køber gummisko eller 
bananer og det er de importerer af de varer, der bliver consumeret i de enkelte lande, eller dele, der skal 
bruges til at samle et eller andet, det er det der ligesom er kunden. Dem bliver der ikke flere af, hvis vi køber 
last mellem shipping selskaberne. 

Morten: Hvordan ser du Maersk positioneret i forhold til, jeg godt at man relativt hurtigt kan rationere sig 
frem til at Maersk har været bedre til at styre omkostninger og sådan, men ligner også at de haler mere ind på 
jer i hvert fald de sidste to år i forhold til , hvordan det så ud for et par år siden. Har de været bedre til at gøre 
nogle af de ting Maersk har gjort? Hvordan arbejder de og hvad er deres styrker og svagheder på overordnet 
plan? 

Martin: Det er noget vi ikke har meget indsigt i. Vores konkurrenter ser jo den samme udfordring som vi 
gør i industrien. De ser også, at der kommer mere kapacitet ind, så der  er en vej at gå og det er at have mere 
fokus på enhedsomkostningerne. Det gør de sikkert på hvert af deres måder, det handler om at de skibe du 
har og sørge for at det er så effektivt udnyttet som overhovedet muligt. Samtidig sørge for at de variable 
omkostninger der kommer på, at du har så gode aftaler med terminal operatører eller med lastbilselskaber 
eller service selskaber som overhovedet muligt. Det er sikkert sådan nogle initiativer som de har taget. Vi har 
ikke set, at de har fundet på nye teknologier eller lignede som har været fuldstændig i forhold til, hvad vi har 
brugt. 

Troels: Er det ikke på mange måder en uniform industri? Er det ikke svært at differentiere sig på mange 
punkter? Lige så snart man finder en metode til at have cost reductions i transport, er det så ikke nemt for de 
andre at imitere det? 

Martin: Så længe at du har adgang til de samme typer af assets, som man ikke altid har, som man ikke altid 
har med samme tidsfrekvens, fordi en ordre tager lang tid inden det kommer ind. Et enkelt skib kan ikke gøre 
det, da du bliver nødt til at have et vidst antal af skibe for at kunne levere et produkt til kunden og sejle med 
en vis frekvens. Over tid vil mange af de tiltag som man historisk har taget for at forbedre effektiviseret er 
ting man kan kopiere. Så frem at man har de økonomiske midler til at gøre det og så videre, fordi hvis der 
kom en ny spiller ind i industrien, der har uanede mængder af kapital, kan de kopiere hvert enkelt produkt i 
industrien over tid, ikke i dag, men over tid. Så er spørgsmålet hvor meget du kan nå at gøre i forhold til 
kunder og alliancer, som sørger for, at du operationelt kan få det samme produkt, men ikke få det 
kommercielt samme produkt, fordi man har indgået flere partnerskaber med kunder.  
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Morten: Vi vil snakke om shipping industrien fremadrettet nu. Få mere forståelse af, hvordan i ser det. Vi 
har snakket om makroøkonomiske tendenser og der er en del geopolitiske problemer i verden pt. Hvordan 
ser Maersk, både på kort sigt og længere sigt, udviklingen? Er der nogle tenderser, der tyder på at vi går en 
lysere fremtid i møde? 

Martin: Som jeg sagde, for os at se, så er der ikke noget i den fremtidsudsigt vi kigger på, der indikerer at vi 
kommer tilbage til de samme GDP multipler vi så i 1990’erne og 2000’erne. Der er vise demografiske 
udviklinger som er noget af det, der kommer til at påvirke vores handelsmønstre om 20 til 25 år. Hvis du 
tager den kinesiske population, så er der en væsentligt større andel af mellemklassen. Hvad sker der så med 
lønniveauer? Hvad har det af påvirkning på produktionsomkostninger i Kina, hvor flytter 
produktionsanlæggene hen? Andre steder i Asien eller Østeuropa? Det er mere sådan noget vi kigger på, men 
det er ikke noget jeg som sådan selv sidder med dag til dag, men er noget vi som selskab er interesseret i. Så 
har du nogle interessante initiativer som 3D print, hvor jeg også ved vores chef for strategi har udmeldt at vi 
har lavet analyser, hvor vi er nødt til at os til om det påvirker vores forretningsmodel. Vi ser det stadig som 
værende relativt begrænset en effekt det vil have på industrien på sigt, men det er klart, at det er sådan nogle 
bevægelser, der er interessante. Geopolitikken er meget ofte det, der driver handelsflow og ikke mindst også 
priser på råvarer som olie prisen, der har en ret stor indvirkning på landes købekraft. Med nuværende olie 
priser er det lige så vigtigt, hvad der sker i den industri, ikke på grund af olieprisen i sig selv, det er en 
omkostning for Maersk Line, så det er fint at den er lav, men det har nogle påvirkninger på de handelsflow vi 
ser og de købekraft vi ser. Det er ikke altid du får omkostningsbesparelser, men det er ikke altid, at det er de 
udviklinger i handelsmønstre du gerne vil have, der kommer ud af det. 

Morten: Hvad med sådan noget som handelsaftaler? Er der noget i det perspektiv, der er interessant for 
Maersk? 

Martin: Det har vi selvfølgelig, vi har en juridisk afdeling, der følger med i sådanne ting. Jeg er ikke 
bekendt med, at der sker noget her, der rykker noget. Men vi følger selvfølgelig de regulativer, der er. Nu 
nævnte du selv sustainability, hvor der er vise steder i verden, hvor man ikke længere må brænde den lidt 
mere forurene brændstof, der er du nødt til at brænde low sulfur og i nogle lande er det kommet til at du skal 
plotte dit skib ind og bruge elektriciteten fra terminalen i stedet for ligge, når du er longside, og brænde din 
egen brændstof af. Sådan nogle ting er vi selvfølgelig opmærksomme på, så vi er compliant og følger regler. 
Men i forhold til handelsaftaler har jeg ikke et klart overblik.   

Morten: Det virker som om, at der generelt i industrien, at der er en konsensus om at før industrien for alvor 
kan tage fart og blive profitabelt igen. Hvad er dit syn på det? Er det noget vi kommer til at se mere til? Nu 
ved jeg, at nogle af de større spillere har været ude og lave opkøb i de sidste to år, er det en tendens vi vil se? 

Martin: Det vil i nok også kunne finde mange steder. Industrien er nødt til at konsolidere sig, det er der 
ingen tvivl om.  De to kinesiske rederi konsoliderer sig, CMA opkøb af APL er nogle af de initiativer, der 
skal til for at få en mere konsolideret industri. Som man netop, som vi snakkede om tidligere, får mulighed 
for at styre sin kapacitet. Eller for at rationalisere sin kapacitet bedre og bedre tilpasse til den efterspørgsel 
der er. 

Morten: Ser du at der et eller andet tidspunkt i shipping industrien, bliver behov differentiering i forhold til 
at opretholde en profitable industri?  At alle spillere ikke nødvendigvis slår an på det samme? 

Troels: Noget udover pris som for eksempel forhold i de lande man er i eller i netværket? 

Martin: Det kan man sige, men i og med, at man har de store alliancer vil man se at flere og flere spillere i 
industrien er i stand til at tilbyde lignende produkter til trods for at de ikke har adgang til de samme skibe, da 
du får det igennem de her alliancer. Det gør det mere comodiseret. Hvad kan man ås gøre for at rykke rundt 
på det. Vi har den holdning her, at man er nødt til at forholde sig til de alliancer, da de enhedsomkostninger 
gør, at du bliver nødt til at være med for overleve i den her industri. Fragt raterne kan ikke være så lave i en 
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evighed, fordi det betyder at industrien som en helhed vil blive ramt af penge problemer eller bliver nødt til 
at kigge på deres investeringsbehov, så du får en bedre supply og demand balance. Så kan du gøre en masse 
overfor de enkelte kunder for at sørge for, at du giver dem en bedre value proporsition. Det er noget vi hele 
tiden arbejder med, vores kundeservice afdelinger, og arbejder med hvordan vi kan give kunde en bedre 
oplevelse ligesom man gør i mange andre industrier. Hvordan giver vi dem nemmere adgang til at lave en 
booking, hvordan giver vi en hurtige behandling af et telefonopkald eller sørger for at de ikke bliver nødt til 
at ringe til os, men at de faktisk kan få alt den information de har brug for gennem deres online adgang. Det 
er nogle af de initiativer vi forsøger at gøre mere, fordi jeg tror på det område, så er shipping industrien 
ufattelig gammeldags, hvis man sammenligner os med Amazon, hvor du kan købe en bog eller Momondo, 
hvor du kan finde alle flyselskaber. Der er shipping industrien stadig på et stadie, der ikke er 2016.  

Morten: Nu snakkede du om at nogle virksomheder vil få problemer rent økonomisk eller med deres balance 
sheet. Nu så jeg at Hapaq-Lloyd vil lave en IPO, der har været snak om at CMA også vil gøre det. Huyndai 
der er det 15. Største virker som om de er ved at gå bankerot i øjeblikket og det virker som om Hanjin og 
andre virksomheder er i gang med at restrukturere hele deres kapital. Er det muligt, at vi vil se nogle spillere 
blive presset ud? 

Martin: Der er ikke nogle, der er presset ud endnu. Det er fordi at der har været investorer til at sikre, at der 
er kapital nok til at holde dem kørende. Jeg er ikke inde i detaljer i forhold til aftaler, men nogle folk må 
tænke at de kan lave god forretning eller de får afdækket nogle interesser. Mange gange vil banker og 
lignende vil have en vis interesse i at shipping selskaber forsætter med at drive et positivt cash flow, fordi de 
skal servicere de gældsaftaler de har på deres skibe. Den gæld ligger i pensionsselskaber, i banker eller hos 
private investorer, så der er en interesse i at spillerne ikke går bankerot. 

Morten: Er en tendens også at spillerne er ejet af stater, fx de to kinesiske, at de ikke vil gå bankerot – det er 
som om at der er en hånd, der holder industrien kørende fordi der er nogle statslige interesserer der spiller 
ind. 

Martin: Det kan man godt tro, når man kigger på events i industrien.  

Morten: Troels har du mere? Jeg tror jeg har fået svar på alt hvad jeg havde. 

Troels: Nej, tror vi har fået dækket det hele. 

< End of interview > 
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APPENDIX	27:	INTERVIEW	WITH	JACOB	PEDERSEN	

Chef Analytiker hos Sydbank 

Date:   30-3-2016 at 07:15 – 08:00 

Place:  Phone interview 

Participants:  Jacob Pedersen  

  Morten Normann Nielsen 

  Troels Hedegaard 

Not Distinguishable <ND> 

Morten: .... og kigger sådan lidt på, man kan sige både det finansielle i det, så kigger vi på Mærsk olie og 
Mærsk Line, analyserer industrierne. Og så prøver vi at komme.. putte noget konglomeratteori ind i det, for 
at se hvordan de sådan bedst muligt skal agere i den nuværende situation. 

Jacob: Ja. 

Morten: Vi ved godt du er en travl mand så vi tænker at vi bare springer relativt hurtigt ind i nogle af de lidt 
mere interessante spørgsmål fra vores syn. 

Jacob: Ja, yes, men det gør i bare. Det er rigtig fint, jeg er klar til at svare. 

Troels: Perfekt. Altså vi har haft nogle interviews ude i Mærsk, men det kunne være meget rart at få sådan et 
outsider perspektiv på det. Det er lidt svært at få dem til at svare helt unbiased på sådan nogle spørgsmål. 

Jacob: Haha, ja det lyder rigtigt. 

Troels: Det første vi egentlig gerne vil spørge om det er, Mærsk Oil og deres value chain. Specielt 
downstream. Synes du.. Vi har haft lidt svært ved at få indsigt i hvordan det egentlig er de klarer downstream 
delen af value chain. Vi ved godt den ikke er den mest relevante i forhold til den branche de nu er i, men er 
der noget værdi de kan hente der eller klarer de det godt der, eller hvordan? Har du nogen vurdering af det? 

Jacob: For mig at se så er Mærsk Oil et <ND>  

Jacob: Til konkurrenterne indtjeningsmæssigt, det falder faktisk næsten sammen at man siger at nu vil man 
ikke længere gå benhårdt efter det <ND>, nu vil man bokse med markedet. og det betyder at man kan <ND> 
noget om, i forhold til den aggressivitet man har i sit netværk. Og at man i stedet for at hele tiden arbejde på 
at udvide netværket for at få markedsandele. At man så kan <ND> en mere stabil og måske også mere, en 
mere rigtig og knap så aggressiv strategi og markedstilgang. Men det betyder i bund og grund at man får 
tilpasset sit netværk meget bedre til den aktivitet der er. Og for mig at se, så er det jo alfa omega. Det er klart 
det er vigtigt med store skibe, det er vigtigt med en bred organisation og en bred geografisk tilstedeværelse, 
som de også har i kraft af at de er de største. Men den der evne til at tilpasse netværket til den aktivitet der er. 
Det har for mig at se været en ekstrem vigtig del, eller en ekstrem vigtig brik, til at kunne lave det gap. Så 
forekommer det jo lidt paradoksalt at da man i sommeren 2015 annoncerer at nu vil man ikke bare vokse 
med markedet, at man vil beholde sin størrelse som den største og mindst vokse med markedet. Altså en lidt 
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mere aggressiv strategi på ordlyden, så er det faktisk der at tingene igen begynder at gå galt. Fordi man gør 
det her i en situation hvor fragtraterne i forvejen er utrolig lave. Og de <ND> beviser der er udefra fra 
markedet fortæller os at Mærsk er en af dem der er med til at presse priserne, eller i hvert fald har været det i 
perioder. Så det her med at have et netværk - altså have et forretningssetup, skibe på de rigtige størrelser der 
sejler på de rigtige tidspunkter, der er godt fyldte - det er alfa omega i den her industri. Og der har man 
opført sig ekstremt fornuftigt i en periode, og i det man så lægger den fornuft en lille smule til side, så er det 
at det begynder at gå galt <ND>. Det er jo ikke kun derfor, men i det her tilfælde er der også bare et 
sammenfald.  

Morten: Og hvad hvis man kigger på industrien lige nu, der er jo mange der snakker om - jeg tror 
umiddelbart også du har nævnt det engang - at der skal ske en eller anden form for sund konsolidering i 
industrien før man går ind og ser at det bliver givende igen at være virksomhed der. Og man kan se nogen af 
deres direkte konkurrenter har også allerede været i markedet her inden for de sidste år til to år. Hvordan ser 
du Mærsks rolle i forhold til den her konsolidering her. Var det noget de kunne blive en del af? Nu så jeg nol 
her, eller hvad det hedder, valgte de jo så ikke at gå efter... 

Jacob: Altså, det ville undre mig meget om Mærsk Line går ind direkte og begynder at købe aktører op. Så 
skal det være fordi man i den grad føler sig truet på positionen som den største i markedet. Så man kan ikke 
afvise at de kan blive tvunget ud i det - hvis det er sådan at nogen af de store aktører køber op, så de bliver på 
størrelse med Mærsk Line eller måske endda større. Så jeg ville jeg ikke længere udelukke det - indtil da tror 
jeg ikke, der tror jeg man har også erfaring med at sidst man købte op der gav det jo en masse kæmpe 
problemer, og kostede voldsomme markedsandele. Det var et mildt sagt skidt opkøb man lavede der.  

Morten: Det er tilbage i 2005? 

Jacob: Ja, lige nøjagtig. Det ikke noget jeg ser om nødvendigt her og nu for Mærsk Line, men jeg vil ikke 
afvise omstændigheder hvis andre begynder at lægge sig mere sammen eller vi får større sammenlægninger. 
At det så kan tvinge Mærsk Line ud i så også at gå den vej. Jeg tror ikke det er noget man sådan har lyst til.. 

Morten: Hvis vi kigger sådan lidt på konglomeratet igen hvad ser du der er af synergier mellem de 
forskellige forretningsben? Det virker som om det er tydeligt der er synergier mellem de virksomheder der 
ligger indenfor olieforretningen, <ND> der ligger inden for logistik og shipping delen. Men giver det også 
sådan ren forretningsmæssig mening at have en olie og en shipping-industri samlet i samme moderselskab? 

Jacob: Det gjorde det vel dengang hvor der var noget prisforhandlingskraft i containerdivisionen, for der 
kunne man ligesom sige at de stigende oliepriser, det fik man noget ud af i olieforretningen. Samtidig har 
man måske tabt lidt på det i containerdivisionen. Og jeg synes faktisk godt at hen gennem finanskrisen der 
har strukturen jo vist sit værd. Og det gør den vel også et eller andet sted også i dag, hvor det er sådan at der 
er rigtig mange af Mærsk Oils konkurrenter som er nødt til at sælge aktiver fra, fordi de kun har aktiviteter 
inden for olieindustrien og er ekstremt pressede. Faktisk pressede på livet. Der har Mærsk jo i form af 
konglomeratstrukturen og i form af at man har andre områder der rent faktisk tjener penge. Der har man 
mulighed for at gå ud og købe op. Og det er jo lidt det samme man har set i containerindustrien, at mens 
konkurrenter i den grad har lidt og har måtte have statstilskud og jeg ved snart ikke hvad, for bare at 
overleve, men der har Mærsk line egentlig kunne investere i nogle gode store skibe som markedet så 
desværre er faldet sammen omkring ørerne på, så man ikke har gavn af de store skibe som man ellers ville 
have haft, men jeg synes egentlig at konglomeratstrukturen har vist sit værd her op igennem faktisk de sidste 
syv-otte år fordi den har skabt noget stabilitet i Mærsk og skabt et stærkt økonomisk fundament omkring 
Mærsk gruppen. Men jeg vil da godt give jer ret i -hvad er der af direkte sammenhænge, af direkte synergier 
mellem Mærsk Supply Service og Mærsk Oil, det er ... tingene er en lille smule beslægtet, men jeg tilslutter 
mig da også at en opsplitning af selskabet utvivlsomt vil frigive noget værdi i hvert fald på den korte bane. 
Så er det spørgsmålet hvordan det ville se ud på lidt længere sigt, fordi jeg hører jo til dem som har været 
kritisk omkring konglomeratstrukturen og også stadigvæk er det, men som bestemt godt kan se at det har 
været en kæmpe fordel for Mærsk her henover de sidste 7-8 år man har haft den. Nu står man så i det man 
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kan kalde den perfekte storm, hvor det er sådan at man ikke kan tjene penge i hverken container eller 
olieforretningen. Så er der så nogle andre områder som kan give noget indtjening til forretningen, bl.a. 
havneterminalerne, som er <ND>. 

Morten:  Nu nævnte du selv lidt det her omkring konglomeratet og man kan sige, spinde de forskellige 
virksomheder af.. Og det går vel så lidt tilbage til den teori omkring konglomerat discountet. Om den er 
undervurderet lige nu i forhold til hvad det ville være som individuelle virksomheder. Når vi ser Mærsk her 
over det sidste år har frasolgt Danske Bank og Dansk Supermarked, ser du at det her mindsker den her 
såkaldte konglomeratdiscount - at den er mere korrekt værdisat end hvad vi måske så i forhold til for fire år 
siden. At det har hjulpet til en eller anden mere overskuelighed og forståelse af organisationen? 

Jacob: Jo, jo. Helt afgjort. Der er jo et element af, at det man har solgt fra, det har jo været det der har 
været.. det der har strittet mest i forhold til hele selskabets struktur. Helt klart. Så ja, den der konglomerat 
discount der har været er blevet reduceret hen over de seneste år, fordi .. <ND> det der stritter mest er det der 
er blevet solgt fra.  

< Not relevant for the interview > 

Troels: Hvis jeg lige må hoppe lidt i det. Nu går vi sådan lidt imellem konglomeratet og de forskellige 
business units, så hvis vi går tilbage til olie, så havde jeg en samtale med Graham Slack i går fra Mærsk 
omkring deres tætteste konkurrenter på oliedelen. Vi har  

Jacob: Ja 

Troels: Vi har haft lidt svært ved ligesom at kunne definere præcis hvem det egentlig er de betragter som 
deres tætteste konkurrenter, fordi umiddelbart, pga. olie som et commodity, så kan man jo ikke rigtig sige det 
sådan er på kunde-base at man ligesom skal vurdere det. 

Jacob: Nej 

Troels: Har du nogen tanker om det umiddelbart? 

Jacob: Ja, hvis det er sådan at i kigger Mærsks. De holder de her capital markeds dage - og det har de gjort i 
September. 

Troels: Ja, og det har vi også kigget på.  

Jacob: Hvis det er sådan at i kigger inde på deres hjemmeside, så er det sådan at i kan finde nogen 
præsentationer. Fra de kapitalmarkedsdage. Der oplyser de jo en række selskaber inden for olieindustrien, 
som Mærsk Oil sådan relativt... 

Troels: Vi talte dog med flere fra Mærsk - undskyld jeg afbryder - vi talte dog med flere fra Mærsk som 
mente at de nærmest udelukkende er vurderet ud fra, at det er sammenlignelige størrelser med Mærsk olie. 
Og det vil vi jo som akademikere måske mene ikke er den bedste måde at vurdere det ud fra. Vi har i stedet 
tænkt på noget som - kunne man forestille sig at man skulle sammenligne det på behovet for ressourcer i et 
geografisk område eller at de fokuserer på samme strategier og har brug for samme slags oliefelter, eller 
ansatte med samme capabilities. Kunne man forestille sig at det måske var en mere relevant faktor at vurdere 
konkurrencen ud fra? 

Jacob: Det er jeg ikke overbevist om. Ikke hvis det er sådan at du vil snakke, som analytikere snakker vi jo 
<ND>. Og der er nogen karakteristika omkring store og omkring mellem-store selskaber, som gør at 
størrelsen bestemt er et relevant parameter for det område. Det er ikke det samme som at det ikke ud fra en 
masse andre parametre kan være relevant at kigge på andre ting. Det jeg vil godt give dig ret i. 
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Troels: Men du mener bestemt størrelse er en relevant faktor? 

Jacob: Ja, kigger vi strengt ud fra en værdiansættelses-vinkel så mener jeg faktisk at størrelse er en af de 
bedste mål vi har når det er sådan at vi skal lave en peer group.  

Troels: Ja, er det ud fra et benchmarking perspektiv eller er det ud fra et perspektiv om hvem de ligesom 
skal.. hvem der kunne være en trussel mod dem? 

Jacob: Hmm.. Jeg ved ikke om man som sådan kan snakke om trusler i olieindustrien. Sådan kigger jeg 
måske ikke så grundlæggende på det. 

Troels: Nej, men det er også værdifuldt input. 

Jacob: I har selvfølgelig en pointe i, at der er nogle andre forhold som også gør sig gældende. Men om det er 
relevant i forhold til peer-groups, det er jeg ikke overbevist om. Og jeg tror altså.. Man kan selvfølgelig sige 
de går jo langt i forsøget på at grave de her selskaber frem. Jeg tror det bliver en tæt på umulig opgave. Det 
er jo desværre, når man går fra den verden hvor alting skal være perfekt og over i virkeligheden, at der er 
sjældent noget der ligner hinanden helt og det er der jo heller ikke inden for olie. Det er der heller ikke inden 
for alle mulige andre industrier, så kan det være svært at finde de der peer-groups. Så umiddelbart så ville jeg 
kigge på nogen af de selskaber der størrelsesmæssigt ligner Mærsk Oil mest. Det ville være mit bedste bud.  

Troels: Ja, det er helt perfekt Jakob.  

Morten: Hvis vi snakker om fremtiden inden for olieindustrien, man kan sige der er flere lande inklusiv 
Danmark der har nogle mål om at blive oliefrie, eller ikke være afhængige af olie i 2050, og vi har også læst 
om hvordan OPEC har været ude at sige at omkring 2060 kan vi se en verden der stort set er uafhængig af 
olie. På nuværende tidspunkt har vi nogle af de laveste priser i mange år. Ser du en fremtid hvor olie kan 
blive profitabelt for Mærsk igen med de styrker de har og kan sikre den ROIC som det er Mærsk gruppen 
gerne vil have, både på kort og lang sigt? 

Jacob: Det er jeg ikke så bekymret for, men det er klart at der er også lang tid til 2060. Og i mellemtiden er 
jeg overbevist om at vi kommer ind i en fase hvor det er sådan at olie igen vil få en betydning, men om det 
nogensinde bliver lige så rentabelt som det har været henover de seneste ti år, det har man lov til at tvivle på, 
det vil jeg helt klart sige. Men ja, jeg ser stadigvæk en forretning som henover de næste fem til ti år vil blive 
rentabel igen. Men det er klart at det er sværere vilkår der gør sig gældende. Jeg skal ikke gøre mig til 
ekspert for olieprisen, selvom jeg rigtig gerne ville. 

Morten: Arj, det er måske også et af de svære områder at gøre sig ekspert på. Vi har lige et par sidste 
spørgsmål, så skal vi nok prøve at runde af hvis du er på vej ind på kontoret. Mærsk har jo selvfølgelig solgt 
fra her over de sidste par år, men vi kan se der har været en del snak om at de skal gå ud og investere - ikke 
dig, men andre har fx nævnt logistik som en måde hvorpå de kan gå ud og diversificere deres kerneområder 
lidt  - tror du det er sandsynligt at vi ser Mærsk gå ud og investere i andre områder? Både for at skabe vækst 
men også for at minimere den risikoprofil de har mod Kina og olien lige nu.  

Jacob: Er det den artikel der har været omkring DSV? 

Morten: Ja, lige præcis. Det var en af dem vi så. 

Troels:: Det er måske et dårligt eksempel på en mulighed, men det kunne være du havde andre forslag end 
DSV? 

Jacob: Der rystede jeg så meget på hovedet så det måtte kunnes høres i hele København. Mærsk har naturlig 
allerede nu aktiviteter inden for det område i form af Damco, og jeg vil jo heller ikke fuldstændig afvise at 
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det er noget man kaster sig over, men jeg siger bare at timingen er elendig. De forretningsområder som 
Mærsk arbejder på og har deres største ekspertise inden for, de lider stort i øjeblikket, og prisfastsættelsen på 
det her aktiver er meget billige fordi vilkårene er så svære. Når prisfastsættelsen er billig er det normalt gode 
tidspunkter at købe ind på. hvis du i stedet for i stedet kaster dig over DSV, så er det et selskab som på ingen 
måde kursmæssigt lider under lidt svære vilkår i transportindustrien. prisfastsættelsen på DSV er stadigvæk 
tårnhøj, der er masser af risiko i forhold til integration og <ND>, så nej jeg kan slet ikke se hvorfor man 
skulle løbe den risiko og kaste sig ind i sådan et selskab. I stedet for, så kan man sige, hvis det er sådan, og 
det går jeg da ud fra at man har, hvis man stadigvæk har den langsigtede tillid til de markeder som man 
opererer på, altså til at 3D print det ikke ødelægger alt inden for containerindustrien, til at der også er en 
fremtid på olieindustrien, så er det for mig at se - og at der selvfølgelig også er et behov for havne 
fremadrettet, så er det stadigvæk der man skal lægge investeringen. Men det klart at det er meget nemt at 
sidde og sige i sådan en situation hvor alle i de her industrier ligger ned og hvor det kan være meget meget 
svært at få øje på hvornår man sådan rigtig igen kan begynde at tjene gode penge. 

Morten: Man kan sige det sidste par har de jo haft svært ved at finde attraktive investeringsmuligheder inden 
for de her kernesegmenter - det har måske været lidt nemmere i terminals - men fx for olie og shipping har 
man ikke været ude at opkøbe som man i hvert fald har gjort sig store tanker om, og talt om eksternt og de 
har jo på en eller anden måde fået opbygget en hel del kapital. Hvordan ser du bedst de bliver brugt, er det at 
se om man kan investere det tilbage i virksomheden eller skulle de arbejde mere i forhold til at betale 
pengene tilbage gennem dividender, eller tilbagekøbsprogrammer eller.. 

Jacob: For mig at se er det jo en ledelsebeslutning, hvis det er sådan at man mener at 
indtjeningsmulighederne på forretningsområderne er så gode, så de lever op til de afkastskrav man har, 
jamen så er det naturligvis der man skal investere. Det kan godt være at investorerne har lidt svært ved at se 
det i øjeblikket og derfor kan det også godt give mening at man udbetaler større beløb gennem 
aktietilbagekøb og dividender - det er jo det her med at virksomheder ligesom skal kende deres plads i 
livscyklus - skal de investere stort eller skal de ikke investere stort. og man kan sige der er nogle områder 
hvor det giver mening at investere stort, altså havneterminaler hvor afkastene stadigvæk er gode, men .. 
prisen for <ND> er jo så også bare det større.  

Troels: Men for lige at sætte det på spidsen - du bekræfter at du ikke synes det vil være en nødvendigvis 
særlig dårlig eller god ide at investere i de der kerneområder, altså du kan hverken udelukke det eller 
bekræfte det? 

Jacob: Jamen altså, såfremt ledelsen i Mærsk ser at man kan leve op til det afkastskrav for investeret kapital 
på de her 10%, så giver det jo mening i det her marked hvor renterne er så lave som de er nu, at forfølge de 
muligheder men hvis det er sådan at man ikke ser den afkastsmulighed på kort eller mellemlang sigt så skal 
man jo sende pengene retur til aktionærerne. og så kan man sige, så er det jo en ærgerlig situation fordi så 
ender Mærsk jo med at blive en eller anden form for afviklingsforretning, hvis man ikke begynder at 
investere i nogle nye områder, og det kan blive en meget svær overgang at fortælle investorerne hvorfor det 
pludselig giver mening at investere i nogle nye områder, i forhold til hvordan man tidligere har arbejdet med 
at gøre konglomeratet endnu mindre strømlinet end det er i dag.  

Morten: Jeg tror vi har et enkelt spørgsmål mere måske at runde af på, noget som du også nævnte før. 
Omkring den perfekte storm og om hvordan det dårligt kan blive værre for Mærsk i øjeblikket. Vi har 
snakket en del om at Mærsk er så hårdt ramt i øjeblikket at det dårligt kan blive værre, så der må vel på en 
eller anden måde være mere upside i den her aktie i forhold til den downside der potentielt kan være. 
Hvordan ser du potentialet, og ser du nogen tegn på forbedring på tværs af de her segmenter de er i? 

< Not relevant for the interview > 

Jacob: Jeg har jo købsanbefaling på Mærsk, og det har jeg fordi jeg synes jo ikke prisen den afspejler de 
værdier der er i selskabet i dag, og at der er - når vi kigger ikke så langt frem - væsentligt bedre muligheder 
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for indtjeningen end vi lige ser i øjeblikket i de her industrier. Det er investorerne ikke villige til at prissætte 
nu.  

Morten: Det ligner umiddelbart - også sådan hvad vi har kunne læse os frem til - at der er også flere som 
kalder det en olieaktie, som om der er blevet skabt en meget stor korrelation mellem olieprisen og hvordan 
Mærsk aktie bevæger sig. 

Jacob: Det er der også, og så er det nemt for nogen at trække det kort og sige at det er en olieaktie. og det er 
jo også sådan at aktien i perioder har opført sig, men det er jo den mekanik der ligesom er på aktiemarkedet. 
Fordi det er jo sådan at alle bliver møgnervøse over olieprise, jamen så er det klart at de selskaber der har 
aktiviteter direkte inden for olie, og det har Mærsk, de bliver bare ramt. Så det er det psykologi der er i 
aktiemarkedet. 

Morten: Så på en eller anden måde er det mere en psykologisk reaktion i forhold til rent faktisk at vurdere 
Mærsk rationelt på baggrund af deres performance på tværs af de forskellige industrier. 

Jacob: Det er det jo meget, det er jo det vi ser i aktiemarkedet. Så løber alle investorer samme vej. og det er 
også det vi har set. og så er det rigtigt at man bare kan sige, jamen så er Mærsk pludselig blevet til en 
olieaktie fordi det er det har investorernes opmærksomhed, og det er det jo, det har det været på hele 
aktiemarkedet. Det er jo noget af det der har været med til at skabe den uro i starten af året, den lave oliepris 
og det har naturligvis også ramt Mærsk aktien. og der kunne man sige at i takt med at opmærksomheden på 
aktiemarkedet svinger over mod andre ting end olieprisen, så vil den så begynde at opføre sig som det 
konglomeratselskab det faktisk er igen. 

< End of interview > 

 


